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Abstract
Understanding the orientation and magnitude of tectonic stress in active tectonic
margins like subduction zones is important for understanding fault mechanics. In the
Nankai Trough subduction zone, faults in the accretionary prism are thought to have
historically slipped during or immediately following deep plate boundary earthquakes,
often generating devastating tsunamis. I focus on quantifying stress at two locations of
interest in the Nankai Trough accretionary prism, offshore Southwest Japan. I employ a
method to constrain stress magnitude that combines observations of compressional
borehole failure from logging-while-drilling resistivity-at-the-bit generated images
(RAB) with estimates of rock strength and the relationship between tectonic stress and
stress at the wall of a borehole. This approach is commonly applied in boreholes, and has
recently been applied to boreholes in the Nankai Trough. Although other methods of
estimating tress magnitude exist (such as leak off tests, anelastic strain recovery, and
focal mechanism or fault slip inversion), using compressional borehole breakouts allows
for a characterization of stress with depth using commonly measured data. I use the
method to constrain stress at Ocean Drilling Program (ODP) Site 808 and Integrated
Ocean Drilling Program (IODP) Site C0002. Site 808 penetrates the frontal thrust
offshore Cape Muroto in the toe of the prism in the rupture zone of the 1944 Nankaido
earthquake, and Site C0002 penetrates the inner most, deformed portion of the
accretionary prism ~30m from the trench above the megasplay fault that slipped
coseismically in the 1946 Tonankai Earthquake (both magnitude 8.1+ with large,
devastating tsunamis). At Site 808, I consider a range of parameters (assumed rock
strength, friction coefficient, breakout width, and fluid pressure) in the method to
constrain stress to explore uncertainty in stress magnitudes and discuss stress results in
terms of the seismic cycle. I find a combination of increased fluid pressure and decreased
friction along the frontal thrust or other weak faults could produce thrust-style failure,
without the entire prism being at critical state failure, as other kinematic models of
accretionary prism behavior during earthquakes imply.
Rock strength is typically inferred using a failure criterion and unconfined
compressive strength from empirical relations with P-wave velocity. I minimize
uncertainty in rock strength by measuring rock strength in triaxial tests on Nankai core. I
find strength of Nankai core is significantly less than empirical relations predict. I create
a new empirical fit to our experiments and explore implications of this on stress
magnitude estimates. I find using the new empirical fit can decrease stress predicted in
the method by as much as 4 MPa at Site C0002. I constrain stress at Site C0002 using
geophysical logging data from two adjacent boreholes drilled into the same sedimentary
sequence with different drilling conditions in a forward model that predicts breakout
width over a range of horizontal stresses (where SHmax is constrained by the ratio of
stresses that would produce active faulting and Shmin is constrained from leak-off-tests)
and rock strength. I then compare predicted breakout widths to observations of breakout
widths from RAB images to determine the combination of stresses in the model that best
match real world observations. This is the first published method to constrain both stress
and strength simultaneously. I find that stress is in the normal regime and approaches the
strike slip regime with depth and rock strength, in lower P-wave rock, is comparable to
existing empirical relations of P-wave velocity and unconfined compressive strength
(UCS) and laboratory strength experiments on Nankai core; However, in high P-wave
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velocity rock, our strength constraints are lower than indicated by empirical relations of
P-wave and UCS, suggesting there should be more thought given to employing these
relations in high P-wave sediments in the Nankai trough. I find that stress change needed
to produce active thrust faulting at Site C0002 is on the order of 12 MPa.
Finally, I explore uncertainty in rock behavior during compressional breakout
formation using a finite element model (FEM) that predicts Biot poroelastic changes in
fluid pressure in rock adjacent to the borehole upon its excavation and explore the effect
this has on rock failure. I test a range of permeability and rock stiffness. I find that when
rock stiffness and permeability are in the range of what exists at Nankai, pore fluid
pressure increase +/- 45° from Shmin and can lead to weakening of wall rock and a wider
compressional failure zone than what would exist at equilibrium conditions. In a case
example at, we find this can lead to an overestimate of tectonic stress using
compressional failures of ~2 MPa in the area of the borehole where fluid pressure
increases. In areas around the borehole where pore fluid decreases (+/- 45° from SHmax),
the wall rock can strengthen which suppresses tensile failure.
The implications of this research is that there are many potential pitfalls in the
method to constrain stress using borehole breakouts in Nankai Trough mudstone, mostly
due to uncertainty in parameters such as strength and underlying assumptions regarding
constitutive rock behavior. More laboratory measurement and/or models of rock
properties and rock constitutive behavior is needed to ensure the method is accurately
providing constraints on stress magnitude.
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  Chang	
  et	
  al.,	
  2006).	
  Open	
  stars	
  are	
  UCS	
  used	
  
in	
  Figure	
  2.8	
  to	
  calculate	
  constraints	
  on	
  stress.	
  Other	
  symbols	
  are	
  failure	
  strength	
  defined	
  
by	
  peak	
  stress	
  from	
  triaxial	
  testing.	
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Figure	
  2.8:	
  Stress	
  polygons	
  showing	
  constraints	
  on	
  stress	
  magnitude	
  at	
  (A)	
  235	
  mbsf	
  at	
  Site	
  
808,	
  and	
  (B)	
  1300	
  mbsf	
  at	
  Site	
  C0002.	
  TF	
  =	
  thrust	
  faulting	
  regime;	
  SS	
  =	
  strike-‐slip	
  faulting	
  
regime;	
  NF	
  =	
  normal	
  faulting	
  regime.	
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Figure	
  3.1:	
  A.	
  Map	
  of	
  Nankai	
  Trough	
  showing	
  the	
  location	
  of	
  IODP	
  Site	
  C0002,	
  ~30	
  km	
  from	
  
the	
  trench.	
  Multiple	
  boreholes	
  were	
  drilled	
  at	
  Site	
  C0002	
  (blue	
  and	
  red	
  circles).	
  We	
  focus	
  on	
  
holes	
  C0002A	
  and	
  C0002F	
  (red	
  circles),	
  located	
  ~70	
  m	
  apart.	
  B.	
  Seismic	
  line	
  drawing	
  
showing	
  location	
  of	
  Site	
  C0002	
  relative	
  to	
  major	
  structural	
  features	
  (shown	
  schematically).	
  
Seismic	
  image	
  shows	
  detailed	
  view	
  of	
  the	
  rock	
  volume	
  intersected	
  by	
  the	
  two	
  boreholes.	
  
VE=vertical	
  exaggeration.	
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Figure	
  3.2:	
  A.	
  Schematic	
  of	
  local	
  stress	
  state	
  at	
  the	
  circumference	
  of	
  a	
  vertical	
  borehole	
  
relative	
  to	
  the	
  far-‐field	
  maximum	
  and	
  minimum	
  horizontal	
  stresses	
  (SHmax	
  and	
  Shmin).	
  
Compressional	
  breakouts	
  (BO)	
  form	
  where	
  differential	
  stresses	
  at	
  the	
  borehole	
  wall	
  exceed	
  
the	
  rock	
  strength.	
  Azimuth	
  (θ)	
  is	
  measured	
  from	
  SHmax.	
  At	
  the	
  edge	
  of	
  a	
  breakout,	
  stress	
  and	
  
strength	
  are	
  in	
  equilibrium,	
  such	
  that	
  breakout	
  width	
  can	
  be	
  used	
  to	
  determine	
  the	
  far-‐field	
  
stress	
  magnitudes	
  [e.g.,	
  Zhou,	
  1994].	
  B.	
  Unwrapped	
  borehole	
  resistivity	
  (Ω-‐m)	
  images	
  from	
  
0	
  to	
  360°	
  azimuth,	
  for	
  holes	
  C0002A	
  (left)	
  and	
  C0002F	
  (right),	
  over	
  the	
  interval	
  from	
  1350-‐
1400	
  mbsf,	
  documenting	
  well	
  developed	
  compressional	
  borehole	
  breakouts	
  at	
  Hole	
  C0002A	
  
(drilled	
  in	
  riserless	
  mode)	
  and	
  no	
  borehole	
  breakouts	
  at	
  Hole	
  C0002F	
  (drilled	
  in	
  riser	
  mode	
  
with	
  weighted	
  mud).	
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Figure	
  3.3:	
  Contour	
  plots	
  of	
  residuals	
  for	
  examples	
  from	
  900	
  mbsf	
  (A),	
  and	
  1150	
  mbsf	
  (B).
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Figure	
  3.4:	
  Best-‐fit	
  values	
  of	
  (A)	
  SHmax	
  and	
  (B)	
  UCS	
  from	
  our	
  analysis	
  as	
  a	
  function	
  of	
  depth.	
  
For	
  both	
  (A)	
  and	
  (B),	
  filled	
  black	
  circles	
  indicate	
  values	
  associated	
  with	
  the	
  best	
  fit	
  for	
  the	
  
Shmin	
  gradient	
  defined	
  by	
  leak-‐off	
  tests	
  (green	
  line);	
  error	
  bars	
  show	
  the	
  range	
  associated	
  
with	
  Shmin	
  of	
  +/-‐	
  2	
  MPa	
  from	
  gradient	
  (see	
  text	
  for	
  details).	
  Hydrostatic	
  pore	
  pressure	
  (blue	
  
line),	
  overburden	
  stress	
  (black	
  line),	
  and	
  the	
  limit	
  on	
  SHmax	
  for	
  thrust	
  failure	
  (red	
  line)	
  are	
  
shown	
  for	
  reference.	
  C.	
  Values	
  of	
  UCS	
  (black	
  filled	
  circles)	
  determined	
  from	
  our	
  analysis	
  
(Figure	
  3.4B)	
  versus	
  P-‐wave	
  velocity	
  from	
  logging	
  data.	
  Also	
  shown	
  are	
  empirical	
  Vp-‐UCS	
  
relations	
  for	
  shales	
  [after	
  Chang	
  &	
  Zoback	
  [2006]	
  using	
  data	
  from	
  Lal	
  [1991]	
  (1)	
  and	
  
Horsrud	
  [2001]	
  (2-‐5)]	
  (gray	
  lines)	
  and	
  the	
  results	
  of	
  triaxial	
  tests	
  on	
  core	
  samples	
  from	
  the	
  
Nankai	
  margin	
  (black	
  open	
  circles)	
  [Olcott	
  &	
  Saffer,	
  2013].Also	
  shown	
  are	
  empirical	
  Vp-‐UCS	
  
relations	
  for	
  shales	
  [after	
  Chang	
  &	
  Zoback	
  [2006]	
  using	
  data	
  from	
  Lal	
  [1991]	
  (1)	
  and	
  
Horsrud	
  [2001]	
  (2-‐5)]	
  (gray	
  lines)	
  and	
  the	
  results	
  of	
  triaxial	
  tests	
  on	
  core	
  samples	
  from	
  the	
  
Nankai	
  margin	
  (black	
  open	
  circles)	
  [Olcott	
  &	
  Saffer,	
  2013].	
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  4.1:	
  Model	
  mesh,	
  boundary,	
  and	
  initial	
  conditions.	
  The	
  model	
  is	
  a	
  0.1	
  m	
  radius	
  borehole	
  in	
  a	
  
poroelastic	
  medium	
  with	
  stress	
  boundary	
  and	
  initial	
  conditions,	
  with	
  SHmax	
  (7-‐22	
  MPa)	
  
oriented	
  in	
  the	
  x	
  direction	
  and	
  and	
  Shmin	
  (7	
  MPa)	
  in	
  the	
  y	
  direction.	
  The	
  poroelastic	
  medium	
  
has	
  a	
  Young’s	
  Modulus	
  (E)	
  of	
  2	
  or	
  10	
  GPa	
  and	
  permeability	
  of	
  10-‐15	
  or	
  10-‐18	
  m2.	
  Boundary	
  
and	
  initial	
  pore	
  fluid	
  (Pp)	
  =0	
  MPa	
  so	
  total	
  stress	
  equals	
  effective	
  stress.	
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Figure	
  4.2:	
  Tangential	
  (σθθ	
  ,	
  orange	
  and	
  blue	
  lines),	
  vertical	
  (σzz,	
  dark	
  red	
  and	
  green	
  lines),	
  
and	
  radial	
  (σrr	
  ,	
  lighter	
  red	
  and	
  black	
  lines)	
  	
  effective	
  	
  stresses	
  around	
  the	
  borehole	
  initially	
  
after	
  drilling	
  when	
  differential	
  stress	
  =	
  3	
  MPa	
  (blue,	
  green,	
  lighter	
  red	
  lines)	
  and	
  6	
  MPa	
  
(orange,	
  dark	
  red,	
  black	
  lines)	
  when	
  drained	
  (or	
  total	
  stress)	
  and	
  initially	
  after	
  drilling	
  
(dashed	
  lines)	
  when	
  permeability	
  =	
  10	
  -‐15	
  m2	
  and	
  Young’s	
  Modulus=2	
  GPa	
  (longer	
  dashed	
  
lines)	
  and	
  Young’s	
  Modulus	
  =	
  10	
  GPa	
  (shorter	
  dashed	
  lines).	
  The	
  magnitude	
  of	
  change	
  of	
  
pore	
  fluid	
  pressure	
  depends	
  on	
  both	
  the	
  differential	
  stress	
  and	
  Young’s	
  modulus.	
  ...............	
  101	
  
Figure	
  4.3:	
  A.	
  Image	
  of	
  poroelastic	
  pore	
  fluid	
  pressure	
  change	
  initially	
  after	
  drilling	
  due	
  to	
  
change	
  in	
  stress	
  state	
  at	
  the	
  wellbore	
  wall	
  after	
  borehole	
  excavation	
  for	
  a	
  case	
  where	
  E=2	
  
MPa	
  and	
  differential	
  stress	
  is	
  3	
  MPa.	
  Green	
  is	
  no	
  change	
  (Pf=0),	
  red	
  is	
  an	
  increase,	
  and	
  blue	
  
is	
  a	
  decrease.	
  Stress	
  increases	
  parallel	
  to	
  SHmin,	
  where	
  stress	
  at	
  the	
  wellbore	
  wall	
  is	
  more	
  
compressive	
  relative	
  to	
  far	
  field	
  stresses.	
  This	
  is	
  the	
  plane	
  in	
  which	
  compressive	
  borehole	
  
failures	
  form	
  when	
  stress	
  exceeds	
  formation	
  strength.	
  B.	
  Pore	
  fluid	
  pressure	
  around	
  the	
  
borehole	
  from	
  0	
  to	
  180	
  °	
  immediately	
  after	
  drilling	
  (in	
  an	
  undrained	
  condition)	
  for	
  
differential	
  stress	
  of	
  6	
  MPa	
  (black	
  lines,	
  SHmax=10	
  MPa,	
  Shmin=4	
  MPa)	
  and	
  3	
  MPa	
  (blues	
  lines,	
  
SHmax=10	
  MPa,	
  Shmin=7	
  MPa)	
  	
  and	
  for	
  Young’s	
  Modulus=2	
  GPa	
  (solid	
  lines)	
  and	
  10	
  GPa	
  
(dashed	
  lines).	
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Figure	
  4.4:	
  Pore	
  fluid	
  pressure	
  initially	
  after	
  drilling	
  (red	
  line,	
  undrained	
  condition)	
  when	
  
Young’s	
  Modulus	
  =	
  2	
  GPa,	
  when	
  permeability	
  =	
  10-‐15	
  m2	
  (blue	
  lines)	
  1	
  second	
  after	
  drilling	
  
and	
  10	
  seconds	
  after	
  drilling	
  (pore	
  fluid	
  pressure	
  nearly	
  equilibrated	
  to	
  0	
  MPa)	
  and	
  
permeability	
  =	
  10-‐18	
  m2	
  (black	
  lines)	
  10	
  seconds	
  after	
  drilling,	
  200	
  seconds	
  after	
  drilling,	
  and	
  
200	
  minutes	
  after	
  drilling	
  (pore	
  pressure	
  nearly	
  equilibrated	
  to	
  0	
  MPa).	
  ..................................	
  103	
  
Figure	
  4.5:	
  Breakout	
  width	
  with	
  increasing	
  SHmax/Shmin	
  ratio	
  (unconfined	
  compressive	
  
strength=20	
  or	
  22	
  MPa	
  and	
  E=2	
  (red	
  line)	
  or	
  10	
  GPa	
  (blue	
  line))	
  in	
  the	
  drained	
  (black	
  line)	
  
and	
  undrained	
  (red	
  and	
  blue	
  line)	
  case.	
  At	
  low	
  differential	
  stresses	
  breakouts	
  are	
  wider	
  in	
  
the	
  undrained	
  case	
  and	
  at	
  higher	
  differential	
  stresses,	
  breakouts	
  are	
  smaller	
  in	
  the	
  
undrained	
  case.	
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Figure	
  4.6:	
  A.	
  The	
  Modified	
  Wiebols	
  Cook	
  failure	
  criterion	
  as	
  a	
  function	
  of	
  borehole	
  azimuth	
  
when	
  differential	
  stress	
  =	
  3.5	
  MPa,	
  unconfined	
  compressive	
  strength	
  =	
  20	
  MPa,	
  and	
  E=2	
  GPa	
  
for	
  the	
  drained	
  (red	
  line)	
  and	
  undrained	
  (black	
  line)	
  case.	
  Where	
  the	
  criterion	
  is	
  positive,	
  
the	
  borehole	
  is	
  failing.	
  The	
  failing	
  region	
  is	
  wider	
  in	
  the	
  undrained	
  case	
  by	
  22°	
  due	
  to	
  the	
  
rock	
  being	
  weakened	
  by	
  poroelastically	
  induced	
  pore	
  fluid	
  changes.	
  	
  What	
  would	
  occur	
  
downhole	
  in	
  each	
  case	
  is	
  shown	
  schematically	
  to	
  the	
  right.	
  B.	
  Constraints	
  on	
  stress	
  based	
  on	
  
the	
  two	
  breakout	
  widths	
  described	
  in	
  above.	
  The	
  star	
  is	
  the	
  boundary	
  condition	
  stress	
  state	
  
(SHmax=10.5	
  MPa,	
  Shmin=7	
  MPa).	
  The	
  lower	
  red	
  line	
  is	
  the	
  range	
  of	
  stress	
  constrained	
  using	
  
the	
  drained	
  BO	
  width	
  (i.e.	
  at	
  equilibrium	
  pore	
  fluid	
  pressure)	
  and	
  the	
  upper	
  red	
  line	
  the	
  
range	
  of	
  stress	
  constrained	
  using	
  the	
  undrained	
  breakout	
  width.	
  Using	
  the	
  BO	
  width	
  in	
  the	
  
undrained	
  case	
  leads	
  to	
  an	
  overestimate	
  of	
  stress	
  of	
  ~4.5	
  MPa.	
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Introduction
Understanding the orientation and magnitude in situ stress at active tectonic
margins is important for understanding fault and earthquake mechanics. For example,
quantifying stress at the San Andreas transform margin has provided key evidence that
shear stresses resolved on the fault are low, indicating the fault is weaker than previously
thought [e.g., Mount & Suppe, 1987; Zoback et al., 1987, 2010; Hickman et al., 2004]. In
subduction zones, studies of stress indicate the plate boundary megathrust is similarly
weak [e.g. Wang, 1995; Lin et al., 2013; Magee & Zoback, 1993]. Understanding fault
and earthquake mechanics in the Nankai Trough subduction zone is of interest due to the
large (Mw>8), devastating historic earthquakes with associated tsunamis that have
occurred at the margin with a reoccurrence interval of ~70-100 years [Ando, 1975].
During these large earthquakes, the seismogenic portion of plate boundary plate slips.
Coseismically or immediately following, the accretionary prism that is created as
sediment is offscraped of the downgoing plate at the trench is thought to be at critical
state failure [e.g., Davis et al., 1983; Dahlen, 1990; Wang & Hu, 2006; Fukao et al.,
2014]. There are also discrete faults in the prism that fail during this process. Studies
indicate that stress in the prism changes through the seismic cycle [e.g. Wang & Hu,
2006; Hardebeck, 2012; Lin et al., 2013; Sacks at al., 2013]. Understanding the state of
stress in the prism and along faults at a point in time should provide information on how
stress changes through the seismic cycle and how close the stress state is to causing
active failure.
Direct measurements of in situ stress are rare due to lack of easily employable
technology and typically provide only the least principal stress at one depth (i.e. mini-frac
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and leak-off-tests) [e.g., Zoback, 2007; Lin et al., 2008; Saffer et al., 2013]. Indirect
approaches to characterize in situ stress include 1). inversion of earthquake focal
mechanisms or fault slip data [e.g. Angelier 1990; Lallemant, 1993; Hauksson, 1994;
Hardebeck and Hauksson, 2001; Lin et al., 2013; Yang et al., 2013], which provide
information on the ratio of stresses and fault regime; 2). experiments on core (e.g.
overcoring, anelastic strain recovery or ASR) [e.g. Amadei & Stephensson, 1997; Lin et
al., 2006; Byrne et al., 2009] and consolidation tests [e.g. Saffer et al., 2000; Saffer, 2003;
Song et al., 2011]; and 3). downhole tools (e.g. the “Lateral Stress” or “LAST” tool;
Moran et al. [1993]) although their implementation is technically challenging.
One common method to infer stress involves using measurements of borehole
failure derived from downhole logging tools related to rock strength and how far field
stress behaves at the wall of a borehole [e.g., Moos & Zoback, 1990; Zoback & Healy,
1992; Brudy et al., 1997; Zoback, 2007; Chang et al., 2010; Lin et al., 2015]. This
method has been commonly applied in industry and scientific boreholes drilled into a
variety of rock types in a variety of tectonic setting, including in the Nankai Trough
accretionary prism. However, involved in the method are many assumptions related to the
mechanical behavior of rock and pore fluid pressure at depth. For example, the method
requires assumptions to be made on rock frictional properties, strength and failure
behavior at depth, and rheology. Whether these assumption are appropriate for shallowly
buried (~1-2 km), high porosity (20-70%) mudstones such that exist in the Nankai
Trough accretionary prism deserves special consideration, as measurement of strength
and rheology of such materials are scarce. They have been shown to deform and fail
differently when subjected to different stress paths [e.g. Song et al., 2011; Kitajima &
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Saffer, 2014] and do not always behave as drained, linearly elastic materials, which is an
underlying assumption in the method.
Here, I provide insight on some of the pitfalls in using compressional borehole
breakouts to constrain stress in mudstones and quantify uncertainty in stress constraints,
in order to better understand the state of stress throughout the prism and in the vicinity of
major faults. I do this in the following Chapters by:
1). Constraining stress at Site 808 in the Nankai Trough accretionary prism offshore
Cape Muroto, Japan and considering the implications of the resulting stress regime on
the seismic cycle and considering the sensitivity of stress magnitude estimates to
uncertainty in assumed parameters such as rock strength, measured breakout width, and
formation fluid pressure.
Site 808 penetrates the historically active frontal thrust fault in the rupture zone of the
1946 Nankaidō Earthquake (Mw 8.1+, 5-6 m tsunami) and kinematic models of prism
behavior indicate the entire prism is at failure during or immediately following
earthquakes. We find stress is in the thrust or strike slip faulting regime above 800 mbsf
and a normal faulting regime below, which is inconsistent with active thrust failure. This
may be reconciled with active thrusting if thrust faults are locally weaker than the
surrounding rock or if SHmax fluctuates during the seismic cycle.
2). Performing experiments on Nankai core to measure strength and friction directly.
One of the large uncertainties in stress magnitude estimates from borehole breakouts is a
result of a wide range of assumed rock strength. Rock strength is typically inferred from
empirical relations of P-wave velocity to unconfined compressive strength (UCS)
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measured on shales from around the world [Horsrud, 2001]. I perform triaxial
experiments on core recovered during ODP and IODP drilling (at Site 808 and Site 1174,
respectively) in Nankai Trough, to minimize uncertainty in estimates of stress
magnitudes. I create a new empirical fit to our experimental data and discuss the
implications on stress estimates at Site C0002, the Nankai Trough Seismogenic Zone
(NanTroSEIZE) pilot hole; using old empirical relations of P-wave to UCS instead of our
new empirical fit leads to a significant (up to 2 MPa) over estimate of SHmax.
3). Using downhole logging data to constrain stress and strength in situ.
Site C0002 is of interest as it is in the vicinity of the megasplay fault that slipped during
the 1944 Tōnankai earthquake (Mw=8.1+, 9-10 m tsunami) and penetrates the inner
deformed portion of the accretionary prism. In Chapter 3, I integrate data from
geophysical logs in two adjacent boreholes at Site C0002 to constrain stress and strength.
This is done using a forward model parameterized by data measured downhole. The
model predicts borehole breakout width in each individual hole and predicted widths are
then compared to actual breakout widths observed in resistivity-at-the-bit (RAB)
generated images. Stress and strength magnitudes predicted are discussed in terms of the
seismic cycle and existing empirical relations of P-wave velocity to UCS. I find that over
the interval examined (900-1386 mbsf). stress is in the normal or strike-slip regime and
not close to active thrust failure. Higher P-wave velocity rock from C0002 is not as
strong as empirical relations of P-wave to UCS measured on shales indicate.
and
4). Finite-element models that explore the effect of poroelastic changes in pore fluid
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pressure upon borehole excavation, and its effect on borehole failure and stress
constraints.
Another uncertainty in stress magnitude estimates from borehole breakouts lies in
the governing equations that characterize stress at a borehole wall and underlying
assumptions about mechanical rock properties during breakout formation. I explore the
effect of including time-dependent Biot poroelastic changes in pore fluid pressure for a
range of rock stiffness and permeability using a finite element model (FEM) in COMSOL
Multiphysics. I find that the wall rock adjacent to the borehole is significantly
strengthened in regions where pore fluid decreases and weakened where pore fluid
increases, which effects borehole stability and compressional borehole breakout width. In
a case example, we show that using a compressional borehole breakout that developed in
weakened rock to constrain stress will lead to an overestimate of far field stress.
The implications of this work is that careful consideration should be given on
whether we can accurately constrain in situ stress using borehole breakouts in mudstones
without eliminating uncertainty in parameters and the physical behavior of mudstones
when subjected to stress changes.
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Chapter 1: In situ stress magnitudes at the toe of the Nankai Trough Accretionary
Prism, offshore Shikoku Island, Japan
Abstract	
  
Quantifying the orientation and magnitude of tectonic stresses is essential toward
understanding deformation and faulting in subduction zones. However, constraints on in
situ horizontal stress magnitudes (Shmin and SHmax) are rare. We estimate Shmin and SHmax
at Ocean Drilling Program (ODP) Site 808 at the toe of the Nankai accretionary prism
offshore Japan, using coupled constraints from: (1) the width of wellbore breakouts (BO)
together with estimates of rock strength and a model describing stress redistribution at the
borehole wall; and (2) limits on regional differential stress defined by failure on preexisting faults. Our analysis spans from 175-915 meters below seafloor (mbsf) and
includes the active frontal thrust. For an upper bound on rock unconfined compressive
strength (UCS) and assuming hydrostatic formation pore pressure, Shmin and SHmax
(referenced to the seafloor) increase from 6.5 MPa at 175 mbsf, to 17.4 MPa at 915 mbsf,
and indicate a thrust or strike slip faulting regime above 800 mbsf and a normal faulting
regime below. For cases with higher formation pore pressure, horizontal stresses are
slightly lower but follow a similar pattern. We show that estimated Shmin and SHmax are
strongly dependent on UCS, breakout width, and friction coefficient, all of which are
characterized by uncertainty. Our results suggest that the prism is near thrust failure in
the upper ~300 mbsf, but far from failure below. This may be reconciled with active
thrusting if thrust faults are locally weaker than the surrounding rock, or if SHmax
fluctuates during the seismic cycle.
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1.1 Introduction
Quantifying the orientation and magnitude of stress in the crust is an essential step
toward understanding the forces that drive plate motions, the strength and mechanical
behavior of faults, and the role these play in earthquakes. For example, studies of in situ
stress orientation and magnitude along the San Andreas Fault and other major continental
transforms have provided key evidence that shear stresses resolved on the fault are far
lower than predicted by typical rock friction coefficients [e.g., Mount & Suppe, 1987;
Zoback et al., 1987, 2010; Hickman et al., 2004].

In situ stress magnitudes and

orientations derived from theoretical modeling, studies of focal mechanisms, and
measurements in boreholes at subduction zones have been used to demonstrate that
subduction plate boundary megathrusts are similarly weak [e.g., Davis et. al, 1983; Davis
& von Heune, 1987; Dahlen, 1990; Magee & Zoback; 1993; Wang, 1995]. A number of
studies also suggest that horizontal in situ stress magnitudes and orientations vary
systematically through the seismic cycle [e.g., Wang & Hu, 2006; Hardebeck, 2012; Lin
et al., 2013; Sacks at al., 2013].
Despite their importance toward understanding fault zone behavior and
earthquake processes, direct constraints on stress magnitude in subduction zones are
scarce and are typically restricted to measurement of the least principal stress at specific
depths via hydraulic fracturing techniques (i.e. mini-frac and leak-off-tests) [e.g., Zoback,
2007; Lin et al., 2008; Saffer et al., 2013]. Experimental tools have also been developed
to measure the maximum horizontal stress magnitude (SHmax), but their deployment has
proven technically challenging (e.g., the “Lateral Stress” or “LAST” tool; Moran et al.
[1993]). Thus, a host of indirect approaches have been widely used to estimate in situ
stress magnitude and orientation. For example, inversion of earthquake focal mechanisms
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or fault slip data can provide information on the orientation [e.g., Gephart & Forsyth,
1984; Michael, 1984], and in some cases, the ratio of principal stresse magnitudes [e.g.,
Angelier, 1990; Lallemant, 1993; Hauksson, 1994; Hardebeck & Hauksson, 2001; Lin et
al., 2013; Yang et al., 2013]. Experiments performed on core samples, including strain
recovery measurements (e.g., overcoring, or anelastic strain recovery (ASR)) [e.g.,
Amadei & Stephensson, 1997; Lin et al., 2006; Byrne et al., 2009] and consolidation tests
[e.g., Saffer et al., 2000; Saffer, 2003; Song et al., 2011] have also been used in a variety
of environments to infer in situ effective stress magnitudes and orientations.
Observations of wellbore failures, including compressional borehole breakouts
(BO) and drilling induced tensile fractures (DITF), can be used as reliable indicators of
horizontal stress orientation and magnitude at the time a hole is drilled [e.g., Moos &
Zoback, 1990; Zoback & Healy, 1992; Brudy et al., 1997; Zoback, 2007; Chang et al.,
2010; Lin et al., 2015]. This approach has been increasingly applied in scientific ocean
drilling boreholes, because direct measurements of stress magnitude have not been
possible, whereas the collection of logging while drilling (LWD) borehole image logs has
become more common, allowing detailed mapping of wellbore failures formed at the
time of drilling [e.g., McNeill, 2004; Chang et al., 2010; Lin et al., 2013].
Here, we focus on quantifying horizontal stress magnitudes at the toe of the
accretionary prism in the Nankai subduction zone offshore of Shikoku Island, Japan,
through a detailed analysis of wellbore failures observed in LWD resistivity image logs.
We combine measurements of breakout width with estimates of rock strength derived
from P-wave velocity logs in order to: (1) quantify in situ horizontal stress magnitudes
and their variation with depth; and (2) explore the sensitivity of estimated stresses to
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uncertainties and variability in rock strength parameters, measured breakout widths, and
formation pore fluid pressure. We then discuss the implications of our results for faulting
and tectonic processes.
1.2 Geologic Setting and Background
The Nankai Trough is formed by subduction of the Philippine Sea Plate (PSP)
beneath the Eurasian Plate offshore SW Japan at ~4.1–6.5 cm/yr [Seno et al., 1993,
Miyazaki & Heki, 2001] (Figure 1.1A). As the PSP subducts, part of the sedimentary
section is offscraped at the trench, forming an ~100 km wide accretionary prism [Moore
et al., 1990; 2009]. Historically, the Nankai subduction zone has hosted great (Mw >8),
tsunamigenic earthquakes, with recurrence intervals of ~50-150 years [Ando, 1975]. The
margin has been the focus of several major research initiatives, including active and
passive source seismic investigations [Moore et al., 1990; 2007; Kamei et al., 2012], heat
flow surveys [Hamamoto et al., 2011], and several scientific ocean drilling expeditions
[e.g., Karig et al., 1975; Moore et al., 2001; Mikada et al., 2002; Tobin et al., 2009;
Saffer et al., 2010; Saito et al., 2010; Expedition 326 Scientists, 2011; Kopf et al., 2011;
Henry et al., 2012; Moore et al., 2013] that have provided key information about the
overall structure, properties, thermal state, and hydrogeology of the forearc.
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Figure 1.1 (A) Regional map of the Nankai Trough offshore SW Japan, showing ODP
and IODP boreholes. Site 808 is located on the overriding Eurasian Plate and penetrates
the frontal thrust. (B) Seismic line across the trench along the Muroto Transect (location
shown by yellow line in Figure 1), showing the locations of Sites 1173, 1174, and 808.
Interval where borehole breakouts are measured from resistivity-at-the-bit images at Site
808 is shown by dashed black line.
Scientific ocean drilling in the Nankai Trough has included Ocean Drilling
Program (ODP) Legs 131 [Hill at al., 1993], 190 [Moore et al., 2001], and 196 [Mikada
et al., 2002] along a transect offshore of Shikoku Island (the Muroto transect; Figure
1.1A). These drilling expeditions focused on coring, logging, and installation of longterm monitoring systems at a series of boreholes spanning from the incoming Philippine
Sea Plate to ~60 km landward of the trench (Figures 1.1A & B). Three sites nearest the
trench (Sites 1173, 1174 and 808) provide key information for our analysis. Site 1173 is
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located ~11 km seaward of the deformation front on the subducting plate, in the
undeformed subduction inputs. Drilling, coring, logging, and installation of an
observatory at this site focused on characterizing the complete incoming stratigraphic
section to establish a baseline for comparison with deformed sediments in the
accretionary prism. Drilling and coring at Site 1174, ~2 km landward of the trench,
sampled the accretionary wedge, décollement, and underthrust sediment to ~1110 mbsf.
At Site 808, located ~1 km landward of Site 1174, the entire section was cored to 1327
mbsf during ODP Leg 131; during ODP Leg 196 a second hole was drilled with logging
while drilling (LWD) to 1035 mbsf and an observatory installed [Hill at al., 1993; Moore
et al., 2001; Mikada et al., 2002]. All three sites penetrated the same Miocene to
Quaternary stratigraphic succession [Hill et al., 1993; Moore et al., 2001; Mikada et al.,
2002].
The sedimentary section is comprised of six distinct lithologic units (Figure 1.2).
From oldest to youngest, these are: Middle Miocene basaltic basement (Unit VI); Middle
Miocene volcaniclastics (Unit V); the Lower Shikoku Basin; Middle Miocene to
Pliocene) and Upper Shikoku Basin (Pliocene to Quaternary) facies (Unit IV), composed
of hemipelagic muds, ash/tuff, and vitric sandstone; the Quaternary Trench-Basin
Transition Facies (Unit III) composed of clayey siltstone and silty claystone with
bioturbation and ash and tuff beds; Quaternary Trench Wedge deposits (Unit II)
composed of sands, sandstone, siltstones, and mudstone-pebble conglomerates with
minor ash; and Quaternary Slope Sediments (Unit I) [Hill et al., 1993; Moore et al., 2001;
Mikada et al., 2002]. At Site 808, the Lower Axial Trench Wedge and Outer Marginal
Trench Wedge facies are duplicated by ~150 m of throw on the frontal thrust [Hill et al.,
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1993].
At Site 808, where we focus our analysis, porosity decreases systematically with
depth from ~70% at the seafloor to ~30% at ~1 km depth [Moore et al., 2001]. At both
Sites 808 and 1174, porosity is offset to higher values across the décollement, thought to
reflect a combination of elevated pore pressure in the underthrusting sediments below and
increased mean stress in the accretionary prism above [Moore et al., 2001; Screaton et
al., 2002; Saffer, 2003]. Sonic logs collected at Site 808 (from 251 to 1035 mbsf)
document a general increase in P-wave velocity (Vp) with depth, with the exception of a
modest decrease between the frontal thrust zone (389-414 mbsf) and ~450 mbsf. A
hydrologic observatory installed during ODP Leg 196 provides a long-term record of
pore pressure and temperature in several isolated intervals down-section, and indicates
that pore pressures are hydrostatic to slightly overpressured (0.2 MPa above hydrostatic)
throughout most of the hanging wall, to a depth of 878 mbsf [Sawyer et al., 2008].
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Figure 1.2 (A) Stratigraphic column at Site 808 showing lithologic facies and major
structural features (frontal thrust, fractured interval, and décollement) (after Mikada et
al., [2002]). Part of Unit II is repeated by 150 m of throw along the frontal thrust. (B)
Logging-while-drilling resistivity-at-the-bit images from 270-300 mbsf and (C) 470-500
mbsf showing examples of borehole breakouts centered at orientations of ~40/220°.

Description of core samples indicates gravity-driven slumping and little tectonic
deformation in the hanging wall above the frontal thrust (0-389 mbsf) [Taira et al.,
1991]. The frontal thrust itself is defined as an ~30 m thick, intensely deformed interval
containing overturned bedding and electrically conductive fractures extending from 389414 mbsf, dipping ~40° landward [Taira et al., 1991]. Below the frontal thrust from 414937 mbsf, the prism is characterized by abundant small-scale faults and fractures that
trend northeast-southwest, subparallel to the trench. The décollement zone (937-964
mbsf) is defined by a ~20 m-thick zone of intense faulting and brecciation [Taira et al.,
1991]. Below the décollement, the underthrust sediments of the footwall (964-1243 mbsf)
are relatively undeformed [Taira et al., 1991].
LWD measurements collected during ODP Leg 196 included resistivity-at-the-bit
(RAB), which provides an azimuthal image of resistivity at the borehole wall from 265
mbsf to 967 mbsf [Mikada et al., 2002]. These images allow mapping of bedding
attitudes, fracture and fault orientations, and wellbore failures, including compressional
breakouts (BO) and drilling-induced tensile failures (DITF) [e.g., McNeill et al., 2004;
Ienaga et al., 2006]. The RAB images document three main fractured intervals: the
frontal thrust zone from 389–414 mbsf, a fractured interval from 559–574 mbsf, and the
décollement zone from 937–965 mbsf (structures were not mapped where RAB data
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quality or coverage were poor, from 725-776 mbsf) [Ienaga et al., 2006; Mikada et al.,
2002; McNeill et al., 2008]. The image logs also document well-developed borehole
breakouts centered at an orientation of 40° in several intervals (181-389 mbsf, 407- 692
mbsf, and 718- 825 mbsf) although no BO were observed below 825 mbsf to the base of
the décollement zone, where LWD image coverage stops; no drilling induced tensile
fractures (DITF) were observed [Mikada et al., 2002; Ienaga et al., 2006; McNeill et al.,
2008]. The BO orientations indicate a maximum horizontal stress (SHmax) azimuth of
130°/310°, consistent with the direction of plate convergence and results of fault slip
inversions that indicate the maximum principal stress is nearly horizontal and trends
135°/315 ° [Lallemant et al., 1993].
1.3 Methods
We employ a method that relates local stresses at the wall of a borehole, the width
of wellbore breakouts, and rock strength, to the far field horizontal principal stresses [e.g.,
Moos & Zoback, 1990; Zoback, 2007; Chang et al., 2010]. When a hole is drilled, the far
field principal stresses are distorted at the borehole wall because a free surface is
introduced at its circumference (Figure 1.3) [Zoback, 2007]. Assuming that the principal
stresses σ1, σ2, and σ3 in the far field are horizontal and vertical (and therefore correspond
to SHmax, Shmin, and Sv; as indicated for Site 808 by Lallemant [1993]), and that the rock
behaves elastically upon unloading by borehole excavation, the principal stresses at the
wall of a vertical wellbore are defined as a function of azimuth (θ), measured from the
orientation of SHmax (Figure 1.3) and are given by [e.g., Kirsch, 1898; Zoback, 2007]:
σ!! = σ! = 𝑆!"#$ + 𝑆!!"# − 2 𝑆!"#$ − 𝑆!!"# cos 2𝜃 − 𝑃! − 𝐴𝑃              (1a)
σ!! = σ! = 𝑆! − 2𝜈 𝑆!"#$ − 𝑆!!"# cos 2𝜃 − 𝑃!

(1b)
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σ!! = σ! = 𝐴𝑃𝑅𝑆 − 𝑃!                                                                                                                                                                             (1𝑐)

where σθθ is the tangential effective stress (acting parallel the borehole wall), σzz is the
vertical effective stress, σrr is the radial effective stress (acting perpendicular to the
borehole wall), Pp is formation pore pressure, ν is Poisson’s ratio, and APRS is the
annular pressure at the time of wellbore failure. For breakout formation, APRS is
assumed to be the minimum pressure during drilling of a given section of the hole.
At the borehole wall, σ1, σ2, and σ3 are equivalent to σθθ, σzz, and σrr (eq. 1). When
rock strength is exceeded by these local stresses, wellbore failures occur. Thus, relating
stress at the wellbore wall to far field stress in eq. 1, these failures can be used as
indicators of far field principal stress orientations at the time of drilling [e.g., Lin et al.,
2010, 2011], and in some cases, if rock strength is known or can be estimated, to quantify
in situ stress magnitudes [e.g., Barton & Zoback, 1994; Zoback, 2007; Chang et al.,
2010]. We measure breakout angular widths using the LWD resistivity imaging data, and
combine these observations with estimates of rock strength to place bounds on the
magnitude of the far field horizontal principal stresses, following the approach of Chang
et al. [2010] and Lin et al. [2013]. A key assumption is that the breakouts form where the
rock failure criterion has been exceeded. In unfailed portions of the borehole, the failure
criterion has not been reached, and at the edge of the BO, the local stress state and failure
criterion are exactly balanced. This approach provides a “snapshot” of stresses at the time
that the holes are drilled.
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Figure 1.3 (A) Schematic of a borehole showing notation for measurement of borehole
breakout orientations and angular widths. Azimuth around the borehole (θ) is measured
relative to SHmax. (B) Variation of local principal stresses at the borehole wall (σθθ, σzz,
and σrr) as a function of azimuth around the borehole, for an example in which SHmax = 7
MPa and Shmin = 3 MPa and Sv=7 MPa. The shaded region in panel (A) illustrates
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schematically the area where the tangential stress σθθ is large enough to drive
compressional failure of the formation, thus forming borehole breakouts.
We assume that both the formation pore pressure (Pp) and annular pressure in the
wellbore (APRS) are hydrostatic, based on: (1) the fact that Site 808 was drilled in a
riserless mode (i.e. without weighted mud); (2) annular pressures recorded downhole
with monitoring-while-drilling (MWD) tools indicate approximately hydrostatic
conditions; and (3) formation pore pressures measured by the hydrologic observatory at
this site are nearly hydrostatic throughout the section, with a maximum normalized pore
pressure ratio of λ*=0.025 (where 𝜆∗ =

!! !!!
!! !!!

and Pp, Ph, and Sv are the pore fluid,

hydrostatic, and lithostatic pressures, respectively) [Sawyer et al., 2008]. To evaluate the
potential effect of formation overpressure on the resulting far field stress estimates, we
also consider a scenario with modest fluid overpressure (λ*=0.20).
Following Chang et al. [2010], we define the local principal stresses at failure
using the Modified-Wiebols Cook Failure Criterion (MWC) [Zhou, 1994]. The MWC
incorporates the effects of the intermediate principal stress (σ2) [Zoback, 2007]; it is
similar to other 3-dimensional failure criteria (e.g., Lade, Drucker-Prager), but has been
shown to best-fit experimental data for a wide range of rock types and stress conditions
[e.g., Colmenares and Zoback, 2002; Zoback, 2007]. We also explored other failure
criteria as part of our analysis, and verify that the choice of failure model has little effect
on the resulting estimates of far field horizontal stress magnitudes. The MWC failure
criterion is met when the following condition is satisfied:
𝐽! !

!

= 𝐴 + 𝐵𝐽! + 𝐶𝐽! !

(2)
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where:
                                                  𝐽! =
                                            𝐽! =
                                        𝐴 =
                                            𝐵 =
                                        𝐶 = !!

!!
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                                                    𝐶! = 𝑈𝐶𝑆 + 0.6µμUCS

(2f)

                                                  𝑞 = ( µμ + 1 + µμ)!

(2g)

and

where UCS is unconfined compressive strength and µ is the coefficient of internal
friction.
Because direct measurements of rock strength are commonly not available, we
use the widely adopted approach of estimating it from empirical relations between Pwave velocity (Vp) and UCS [e.g., Chang et al., 2006, 2010], using a suite of such
relationships developed specifically for mudstones and shales [e.g., Lal, 1999; Hosrud,
2001; Chang et al., 2006] (Figure 1.4). These relations yield a wide range of predicted
UCS values for a given Vp. We use the average value defined by the various relations
(Figure 1.4) [e.g., Chang et al., 2010]. To account for the uncertainty associated with the
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range of potential UCS values, we also consider upper and lower bounds corresponding
to the maximum and minimum values defined by the various published relations (Figure

E

1.4).
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Figure 1.4 Empirically derived relationships between P-wave velocity and unconfined
compressive strength (UCS) for shales and mudstones (after Chang & Zoback, 2006,
using data from Lal, 1991 and Horsrud, 2001). For our analysis we use an average UCS
defined by a fit through the middle of these relationships, and upper and lower bounding
relations (dashed lines, as labeled).
We define average Vp, UCS values, and BO widths over 30 m depth intervals
down-hole from 265 mbsf to 862 mbsf (Figure 1.5). Between 862 to 915 mbsf and above
265, where no BO are present, we define a maximum limit on horizontal stress above
which BO would form. Where velocity logs were not collected (175-250 mbsf), we used
Vp values from a pre-stack depth migration (PSDM) of 3-D seismic data reported by
Costa-Pisani et al. [2005] (Figure 1.5A). Although in close agreement below ~550 mbsf,
the PSDM-derived velocities slightly overpredict the velocities measured by downhole
logs at shallow depths, by ~ 200 m/s. This leads to slightly higher estimates of UCS in
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this part of the section (Figure 1.5A-B, 175-250 mbsf). We assume a Poisson’s ratio (ν)
of 0.45, in the range of values reported by Peacock et al. [2010] and Tsuji et al. [2011]
from inverted P and mode-converted S wave velocities from active-source ocean bottom
seismometers, and from the time lag between P-refracted waves and PPS-converted
waves from active-source ocean bottom seismometers, respectively.

Figure 1.5 (A) P-wave velocity at Site 808 from wireline sonic logs (gray
circles are individual measurements) averaged over 30 m intervals (black rectangles).
PSDM data from Costa-Pisani et al. [2005] were used in the top portion of the hole
where wireline velocity logs were unavailable (open black circles). (B) Low (left side of
error bar), average (black circles), and high (right of error bar) UCS values derived from
P-wave velocity using relations shown in Figure 1.4. (C) Mean breakout widths over 30
m intervals measured from logging-while-drilling images (black rectangles; error bars
show 1 standard deviation). Black dashed line shows the extent of RAB image coverage
where breakouts can be clearly defined if present.
On the basis of the fault slip inversion of Lallemant et al. [1993], we assume an
internal friction coefficient of µ = 0.6. Although friction values as low as µ = ~0.2-0.4
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have been reported for clay-rich marine mudstones subjected to high shear strains,
including those from Sites 1173 and 1174 [e.g., Ikari & Saffer, 2011], triaxial tests that
likely provide a better indication of the internal friction coefficient for intact mudstones
yield higher values (µ = ~0.4) [e.g., Karig, 1986; Bourlange et al., 2004]. Because a
value of µ = 0.6 is at the high end of the range of reported values for these materials from
laboratory tests, we consider our stress estimates to represent probable upper bounds on
SHmax and Shmin.
A further constraint on the far field stresses is defined by the limits on stress for
frictional failure of pre-existing faults, and assuming that the principal stresses are
horizontal and vertical [e.g., Lallemant, 1993; Zoback, 2007]. In this case, limits on the
relative effective stress magnitudes depend on the coefficient of sliding friction (µs):
!!
!!

=

µμ! ! + 1 + µμ!

!

(3)

This constraint is commonly displayed as a “stress polygon” [Zoback, 2007], which
shows the values of SHmax and Shmin at a given depth for which thrust, normal, and strikeslip faulting would occur. With knowledge of the overburden stress (SV) from density
logs or measurements on core samples, equation (3) defines bounds on the absolute
magnitude of the regional horizontal principal stresses. For our analysis, we initially
assume that µs = 0.6 (see above) [e.g., Lallemant et al., 1993; Chang et al., 2010].
Because of potential uncertainty in both µ and µs, we then relax this assumption and
explore the sensitivity of our results to a range of assumed friction coefficients from µs =
µ = 0.05 to 1.0.
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Taken together, the combined constraints from breakout width and the criteria for

slip on pre-existing faults define a range of permissible in situ stress states (Figure 1.6)
[e.g., Zoback, 2007]. In some applications of this approach, the minimum far field
horizontal principal stress (Shmin) is known independently from hydraulic fracturing or
leakoff tests; in that case there is a single maximum horizontal stress magnitude (SHmax)
compatible with a given breakout width. Because Shmin is not known independently in our
case, we define a range of SHmax and Shmin pairs that satisfy the dual constraints provided
by the frictional limit for sliding on pre-existing faults and the BO width [e.g., Zoback,
2007; Chang et al., 2010].

Figure 1.6 (A) Stress polygon plot showing the dual constraints on stress from borehole
breakout width for upper, lower, and average values of UCS (red lines), and failure on
pre-existing optimally-oriented faults (black polygons) (after Zoback [2007]), for an
example at a depth of 590 mbsf. (B) Example from 235 mbsf, where no breakouts were
observed. This yields an upper limit on horizontal stress magnitudes, shown for our
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upper, lower, and average values of UCS (red lines). SS=strike slip, NF=normal faulting,
TF=thrust faulting regimes.
Over most of the depth range of LWD coverage, breakouts are present, allowing
us to estimate the range of far-field horizontal stresses consistent with the observed
breakout widths for our average and upper/lower bounds on UCS (Figure 1.6A). The
upper and lower bounds for UCS yield upper and lower bounds, respectively, on
estimated horizontal stress magnitudes. In some depth intervals, most notably below 862
mbsf and above 267 mbsf, breakouts are not observed. In these cases, the lack of
breakouts allows us to define upper bounds on SHmax and Shmin, because higher horizontal
stresses would cause wellbore failure (Figure 1.6B).
1.4. Results
1.4.1 P-Wave Velocity, UCS, and Breakout Widths
Because we used the averaged Vp values within each 30 m interval to determine
an average value and upper and lower limits for UCS, trends in UCS generally mimic
those in Vp (Figure 1.5). From 250-700 mbsf, Vp increases gradually from ~1650 to 2050
m/s; values of UCS in this interval increase from 2.1-6.5 MPa at 265 mbsf (lower and
upper bounds from Vp-UCS relations), to 3.9-9.9 MPa at 710 mbsf. There is a clear
decrease in velocity from ~1810 m/s to ~1670 m/s across the frontal thrust, leading to a
slight reduction (~0.5 MPa) in predicted UCS (Figure 1.5A & B). Below 700 mbsf, Pwave velocities remain nearly constant at ~2050 m/s. Estimated UCS in this interval
ranges from 3.9 to 10.7 MPa.
Above 250 mbsf, predicted values of UCS are offset to slightly higher values than
below (3-8.6 MPa, vs. 2.1-6.5 MPa), owing to the discrepancy between PSDM-derived
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interval velocities and those obtained by wireline logging (no wireline logs were
collected above 250 mbsf); this discrepancy resolves below ~250 mbsf [Costa Pisani et
al., 2005]. In this interval, there are no BO present, so the slightly higher values of UCS
lead to an increase in the estimated upper bound on both SHmax and Shmin of ~0.5 MPa (c.f.
Figure 1.6B).
We averaged measured breakout widths over the same 30 m intervals as the Pwave velocities, and report them in terms of their full angular span (Figure 1.5C; see also
Figure 1.3). We observe no breakouts above 267 mbsf or below 862 mbsf. Breakouts are
generally widest in the vicinity of the frontal thrust in Unit II (295-525 mbsf) and range
from 21° (1σ = 52.4°) at 265 mbsf to 99° (1σ = 19°) at 495 mbsf. They are substantially
narrower from 590-915 mbsf in the Trench Basin (Unit III) and Shikoku Basin facies
(Unit IV), ranging from 0° (no breakouts observed) to 34° (1σ = 42°). In general,
breakout width is inversely correlated to Vp and UCS; where Vp is higher and the rock is
stronger, breakouts are narrower. The depth range with bad data in RAB images (725776 mbsf) coincides with a sharp local decrease in Vp of ~150 m/s, possibly suggesting
that this interval of the formation is weak, and that the bad data coverage could be a result
of borehole collapse.
1.4.2 Horizontal Stress Magnitudes
As described above, we use the dual constraints from BO width and the limits
defined by slip on pre-existing faults to estimate the range of plausible horizontal stress
magnitudes for each 30 m interval from 175 mbsf to 915 mbsf, except where bad data
coverage or fractured zones prevented clear identification of BO (i.e. from 725-776 mbsf,
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the frontal thrust zone from 389–414 mbsf, a fractured interval from 559–574 mbsf). In
intervals where no BO are observed but data coverage is good (below 862 mbsf and
above 265 mbsf), we define upper bounds on estimated horizontal stress magnitudes. We
report all stresses referenced to the seafloor.
We find that for formation pore pressures above λ* = ~0.2, and for the range of
UCS values we consider, compressional breakouts would not form at most depths
because the entire circumference of the wellbore would first fail in tension. This occurs
because the effective radial stress at the wellbore wall would exceed the tensile strength
of the formation. For the average UCS values defined in Figure 1.4, pore pressures
greater than λ*= ~0.7 in the upper few hundred meters, or greater than λ*=~0.3-0.5 below
the frontal thrust (>414 mbsf) would not generate discrete breakouts. This set of
constraints suggests that high excess pore fluid pressures in the accretionary prism are
unlikely (λ* < ~0.5-0.7), consistent with in situ measurements from the borehole
hydrologic observatory [Sawyer et al., 2008], and with analyses of the wedge taper angle
that incorporate independent estimates of pore pressures along its base [Skarbek & Saffer,
2009].
For the case of hydrostatic pore pressure and our upper bound estimate for UCS,
SHmax increases gradually down-section, from 6.5 MPa at 175 mbsf to 17.3 MPa at 915
mbsf (Figures 1.7A-B). Values of Shmin follow the same pattern, increasing from 6.6 to
17.3 MPa over this depth range. Above ~450 mbsf, stress magnitudes estimated using the
average value and upper bound on UCS both indicate a thrust faulting or strike-slip
faulting stress regime (SHmax > Sv). Below this, values of SHmax obtained using the average
value of UCS, transition to a normal faulting regime (SHmax < Sv), whereas those obtained
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for the upper bound on UCS define a thrust or strike-slip regime to ~800 mbsf (Figures
1.7A-B). The large uncertainty in choice of appropriate UCS values leads to a range of
possible stress states at any given depth, spanning from a normal faulting regime
throughout the hole (lower bound of UCS) to a thrust or strike-slip regime (average value
and upper bound of UCS). Notably, even for our upper bound on UCS, the values of
SHmax we report lie in the thrust faulting regime, but are not high enough to drive active
thrust failure.
For our overpressured scenario (λ*=0.2), the rock is weaker, and thus lower farfield stresses are needed to generate breakouts of a given width; likewise, the criteria for
slip on pre-existing faults reflect lower differential stresses (Figures 1.7C-D). As a result,
estimated SHmax and Shmin values for the overpressured case follow a similar pattern with
depth as for the hydrostatic case, but are shifted to values ~0.5-2.7 MPa lower, and the
range of stress magnitudes associated with the range of UCS values is smaller (Figures
1.7C-D). For our upper bound on UCS, values of SHmax range from 5.1 MPa at 175 mbsf
to 15.1 Mpa at 915 mbsf, and indicate a thrust or strike-slip faulting regime above 680
mbsf, and a normal faulting regime below. Values of SHmax for our average value of UCS
suggest a thrusting or strike-slip regime above 389 mbsf (above the frontal thrust), and a
normal faulting regime below this to 710 mbsf. Below 710 mbsf, the horizontal stress
magnitudes consistent with observed breakout widths and the average or lower bound on
UCS lie below the frictional limit for failure on pre-existing normal faults (Figure 1.7C),
suggesting that actual UCS values are likely to be higher than the average value we
considered, or that λ* < 0.2 (c.f. Figures 1.7A-B). Over most of the depth range of LWD
data coverage, the span of SHmax and Shmin associated with the range of UCS values
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defined by the various empirical relations (Figure 1.4) encompasses the full suite of stress
regimes from normal to thrust faulting, similar to the hydrostatic case.

Figure 1.7 Calculated far-field (A) maximum (SHmax) and (B) minimum (Shmin)
horizontal stress magnitudes, referenced to the seafloor for the case of hydrostatic
formation pore pressure. Panels (C) and (D) show stress magnitudes for our modestly
overpressured case (λ*=0.2). In all panels, the range of stress magnitudes obtained from
average UCS values is shown by open rectangles; the range of stress magnitudes obtained
from the upper and lower bounds on UCS are shown by the error bars (black lines). Tick
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marks at the edge of an error bar indicate that upper or lower limits on stress can be
determined from breakout widths (i.e. limits on stress defined by BO width fall inside of
the stress polygon). Error bars without tick marks indicate that limits on stress magnitude
are not defined by breakout width, and instead are bounded by frictional sliding on
optimally oriented faults. For each case, the criterion for thrust faulting failure (red line),
normal faulting failure (green), and lithostatic (black) and pore pressures (blue) are
shown for reference.
1.4.3 Sensitivity to uncertainties in UCS, breakout width, and friction
Although values of UCS, breakout width, and friction coefficient are commonly
reported as single values or assumed to fall within narrow ranges [e.g., Chang et al.,
2010], there are significant uncertainties. In addition, recent work has suggested that, in
marine mudstones, breakouts may grow as a result of time-dependent drainage or
cumulative rock damage [Moore et al., 2011]. To assess the effects of these uncertainties
more rigorously, we explored the sensitivity of estimated far field stress magnitude to
each of these parameters (Figure 1.8). We consider an example at a depth of 355 mbsf,
where the average measured breakout width over the 30 m interval is 82° (1σ = 15°), and
define a “base case” in which UCS = 7.3 MPa (the upper bound value obtained from Vp
as described above), µs = µ = 0.6, and Shmin = 7.04 MPa (this value was chosen for our
example because it is slightly greater than Sv, and would reflect a thrust faulting regime).
We evaluate UCS values from 2-11 MPa, breakout widths ranging from 0-130°, and
friction coefficients from 0.05 to 1.0, for both the hydrostatic and moderately
overpressured cases described above (Figure 1.8).
The resulting values of SHmax vary linearly with UCS; as UCS is increased from
7.3-11 MPa, SHmax increases from 5.7 to 13.2 MPa for the hydrostatically pressured case,
and 5.7 to 11.8 MPa for our overpressured case (Figure 1.8A). SHmax remains below that
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required for failure on thrust faults for all UCS values <10.8 MPa in the hydrostatic case,
or < 10.4 MPa in the overpressured case. For comparison, the upper bound on UCS
derived from P-wave velocity at this depth is 7.3 MPa (c.f. Figure 1.5; Figure 1.8A, gray

shaded area).
Figure 1.8 Example from 355 mbsf , showing the sensitivity of predicted SHmax to: (A)
UCS, (B) breakout width (BO), and (C) friction coefficient (µ). For all three cases, results
for hydrostatic and elevated pore pressure (λ*=0.2) cases are shown (as labeled). Star
defines our “base case” in all panels, where UCS=7.3 MPa, BO=82°, and µ = 0.6. Gray
vertical lines define base case in each panel; gray shading defines range of UCS values in
panel A, and standard deviation of BO width in panel B (+/15°).
Uncertainty in breakout widths, or the growth of breakouts after drilling, also
have potentially significant effects on predicted horizontal stress magnitudes (Figure
1.8B). Although we average breakout widths over 30 m thick intervals, they exhibit
significant variation, with standard deviations as large as 52° (at 265 mbsf; Figure 1.5C).
For the hydrostatically pressured case, SHmax increases systematically with breakout
width, from 8.4 MPa at 0° width (no breakouts), to 13.2 MPa (thrust failure) at 116°. For
the overpressured case, SHmax ranges from 7.8 MPa for 0° breakout width to 11.8 MPa
(thrust failure) at 112°.
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Estimated values of SHmax are also sensitive to the choice of friction coefficient,

because it affects both the formation of breakouts and the limits on differential stress
allowed by failure on pre-existing faults (i.e. the stress polygon, c.f. Figure 1.6). Higher
friction coefficients lead to higher values of SHmax, because larger horizontal stress
differences are required to drive breakout formation in stronger rock (Figure 1.8C). Over
the range of µ = µs from 0.05 to 1.0, estimated values of SHmax range from 8.8-11.3 MPa
for the hydrostatic case and from 8.3-9.1 MPa for the overpressured case. However,
because higher friction coefficient increases the stress differences required for fault slip,
even though increased it leads to higher values of SHmax, the stress state is actually farther
from thrust failure than the case with lower µ (Figure 1.8C). Thrust failure is reached for
this example when µ = µs < 0.27 (hydrostatic case) or µ = µs <0.23 (overpressured case).
1.5. Discussion
1.5.1 Patterns of in situ stress and pore pressure
Our results yield a wide range of potential in situ stress states and faulting
regimes, with similarly varied tectonic consequences and interpretations. For the range of
reasonable UCS values, estimated horizontal stress magnitudes could define faulting
regimes spanning from normal, to strike-slip, to thrusting. Far-field stress magnitudes are
sensitive to both UCS and a lesser extent to µ and detailed constraints on UCS are
typically scarce, highlighting the need for dedicated laboratory testing programs to
quantify rock strength in regions where drilling objectives include measurement of in situ
stresses via observations of wellbore failures.
Our analysis also suggests that the pore pressure in the accretionary wedge is not
substantially above hydrostatic; if it were, the borehole would fail by spalling (σrr <
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tensile strength) for realistic rock strengths. This likely limits formation pore pressure to
λ*< ~0.3-0.5 for much of the depth interval sampled by the borehole, consistent with
measured pressures in the accretionary wedge to a depth of 878 mbsf at the hydrologic
observatory at Site 808 [Sawyer et al., 2008], and with analyses of the wedge geometry
along this transect suggesting that for estimated pore pressures along and beneath the
décollement, the observed taper angle requires near-hydrostatic pore pressures in the
overlying wedge [Brown et al., 2003; Skarbek & Saffer, 2009].
Our results indicate that the horizontal stresses (relative to Sv) are highest, and the
stress state is closest to thrust failure near the frontal thrust, from ~300-550 mbsf (Figure
1.7). For our estimates of SHmax and the known overburden, the resolved shear (τ) and
effective normal (σn’) stresses on the frontal thrust (at 355 mbsf) are τ = 1.96 MPa and
σn’ = 5.4 MPa for stresses defined by our upper bound on UCS, and τ = 0.27-0.9 MPa
and σn’ = 3.4-4.2 MPa for the average UCS value. For the upper bound on UCS, the ratio
τ/σn’ is 0.36, and is similar to friction coefficients reported for highly sheared clay-rich
sediments from the Nankai margin [e.g., Brown et al., 2003; Ikari & Saffer, 2011]. As
described below, this suggests that the frontal thrust could be at or near thrust failure if its
friction coefficient is lower than that of the surrounding rock.
1.5.2 Faulting and stress state in the accretionary wedge
In both the hydrostatic and moderately overpressured cases, our estimates of in
situ horizontal stress magnitude are generally not consistent with thrust failure (Figure
1.7). This is at odds with the observation of geologically active thrusting and with widely
applied mechanical models of accretionary wedges in which they are assumed to be at
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compressional frictional failure throughout [e.g., Davis et al., 1983; Dahlen, 1990; Wang
& Hu, 2006; Fukao et al., 2014].	
   We investigate several possible explanations for this
discrepancy, including: (1) variation in tectonic stress through the seismic cycle, such that
SHmax reaches a value high enough to drive thrust failure due to loading by interseismic
strain accumulation or by rupture propagating from down-dip of the drillsite [e.g., Wang
& Hu, 2006]; (2) thrust faults in the accretionary prism that are weaker than the
surrounding rock matrix, due to lower friction coefficient or locally elevated pore
pressure, thus allowing failure at a lower value of SHmax than for our “base case” shown in
Figures 1.6-1.8; or (3) the possibility that breakouts are not fully developed when imaged,
leading to an underestimate of stress magnitude [e.g., Moore et al., 2011]. An example of
each of these scenarios is shown in Figure 9, for a depth of 355 mbsf. At this depth, thrust
failure could be reached by an increase in SHmax of 3.2 MPa (Figure 1.9A), breakout
growth of 25.8° (Figure 1.9B), or if active thrust faulting occurs on faults with a friction
coefficient of 0.38 (rather than µs=0.6) (Figure 1.9C). Alternatively, the faults could be
weakened by locally elevated pore pressure (in this example, 1.5 MPa above hydrostatic,
or λ* = 0.47). Although higher UCS would also yield stresses closer to thrust failure (for
UCS=10.5 MPa in this example), the upper bound on UCS we consider is already at the
upper range of measured values for shales, and also considerably higher than the existing
data for marine mudstones from this region (Figure 1.4) [Chang, 2010; Olcott & Saffer,
2013].
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Figure 1.9. Example for 355 mbsf for our upper bound on UCS of 7.3 MPa, illustrating
three mechanisms that would lead to SHmax values consistent with thrust failure: (A) an
increase in tectonic stress of 3.2 MPa; (B) growth of breakouts by 26.8°; and (C) thrust
faults with a friction coefficient of 0.36 or locally elevated pore pore pressure of 1.5 MPa
above hydrostatic (λ* = 0.47).
For each of these potential mechanisms, we compute the change that would be
required to yield SHmax values consistent with thrust failure down-section through the
outer accretionary wedge (Figure 1.10). For cases where UCS is taken is the upper bound
from Vp-UCS relations, the increase in SHmax required to drive active thrust faulting
increases from 0 MPa (already at thrust failure) at 175 mbsf to 19.2 MPa at 915 mbsf. For
the average values of UCS, the required increase in SHmax ranges from 1.0 MPa at 175
mbsf to 22.1 MPa at 915 mbsf (Figure 1.10A). Such changes in stress could arise from
one of two mechanisms. First, loading by earthquake rupture downdip could increase
compressional stresses in the outer wedge [e.g., Wang & Hu, 2006]. In this case, slip on
thrust faults in the accretionary prism would occur postseismically. Alternatively, the
outer wedge could be locked to the trench and be elastically loaded as interseismic strain
accumulates, in which case slip on thrust faults would occur late in the interseimic period.
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The range of SHmax increase required to produce active thrust faulting in the vicinity of
the frontal thrust (~3-5 MPa for our upper bound on UCS) is comparable to the expected
increase in trench-normal compression of 3-4 MPa at 10-25 km depth along the plate
interface in the locked portion of the Nankai Trough offshore the Kii Peninsula
associated with interseismic strain accumulation [Kinoshita and Tobin, 2013]. This is
also in the range of predicted stress drop during subduction zone earthquakes of 3-4 MPa
[Allmann & Shearer, 2009] and the average stress drop of 4.5 MPa reported for the
Tohoku-Oki megathrust earthquake [Fukao et al., 2014]. Thus, if the outer wedge in our
study area experiences interseismic loading, this mechanism alone could reconcile the
discrepancy at the depth of the frontal thrust; at other depths a considerably larger
increase in stress would be required (Figure 1.10).
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Figure 1.10 Magnitude of changes in (A) tectonic stress, (B) breakout width, and (C)
friction coefficient (for case of hydrostatic pore pressure; black lines) or λ* (for case of µ
= 0.6; blue) within faults that would be consistent with thrust failure, as a function of
depth. Results are shown for our upper bound (solid lines) and average (dashed lines)
values of UCS.
Increases in breakout width only yield values of SHmax sufficient to drive thrust
faulting above 375 mbsf and in one interval at 495 mbsf (Figure 1.10B). The required
increase in breakout width ranges from 0° at 175 mbsf, to ~120° at 495 mbsf. At all other
depths, the borehole would fail in its entirety before stresses could become high enough
to produce active thrust faulting. Thus, we consider growth of breakouts alone as an
unlikely mechanism to reconcile the state of stress at the time of drilling with active
thrusting.
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Low fault strength caused by decreased friction coefficient or locally elevated

pore pressure reduces the differential stress required for fault slip (Figure 1.9C, shown by
the size of the polygon), whereas the horizontal stresses required to generate breakouts of
a given width remain unchanged (Figure 1.9C, red line). As a consequence, because the
vertical stress (Sv) at any given depth is fixed, decreased fault strength can only provide
an explanation for active thrust faulting where SHmax>Sv (i.e. if the stress state already lies
in a thrust faulting or strike-slip regime). For our upper bound on UCS values, the friction
coefficient along faults that would allow active thrusting ranges from µs = 0.6 (or a case
of λ*=0) at 175 mbsf, to µs = 0.05 (equivalent to λ*=.94) at 795 mbsf. For our average
UCS values, the required friction coefficient along faults ranges from 0.47 at 175 mbsf to
0.02 at 495 mbsf. As noted above, experimental data for clay-rich subduction zone
sediments subjected to high shear strains suggest that they are frictionally weaker (µs	
  
=~0.2-‐0.4) than the surrounding wall rock (µs=~0.4-‐0.5) [e.g., Ikari & Saffer, 2011].
However, the presence of weak faults can only allow thrust failure if stress is already in
the thrust regime, which is not the case through much of the borehole (Figure 1.7), so this
is unlikely to fully reconcile the inferred current state of stress with active thrust faulting.
Our preferred explanation is that the combination of (1) time-varying horizontal
compressive stresses in the outer forearc, and (2) localized low shear strength along faults
in the accretionary wedge are the most likely explanation reconciling the estimated in situ
horizontal stress magnitudes at the time of drilling with the presence of active thrust
faults in the accretionary wedge. We also note that at the scale of the borehole, the upper
plate may not be at thrust failure everywhere. In this scenario, discrete faults like the
frontal thrust may be at or near failure if they are modestly weaker than the surrounding
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rock and/or if stress varies by a few MPa through the seismic cycle, whereas the
intervening sediments may remain far from failure.
1.6 Summary
Our analysis provides some of the first detailed constraints on in situ horizontal
stress magnitudes in an active subduction-accretion complex. We show that, for
reasonable ranges of rock unconfined compressive strength (UCS) and friction coefficient,
the stress state in the accretionary prism near the trench most likely lies in a strike-slip or
thrust faulting regime across the active frontal thrust (SHmax > Sv), and transitions to a
normal faulting regime below this (i.e. Sv > SHmax). However, large uncertainties in these
parameters, and in particular UCS, highlight the need to collect core samples and define
careful laboratory testing programs to characterize rock strength for drilling efforts that
focus on geomechanical objectives or quantifying in situ stress state.
Our analysis also limits the in situ formation pore fluid pressure in the
accretionary prism to λ* < ~0.3-0.5; higher pore pressures would be inconsistent with the
observation of discrete wellbore breakouts. This is consistent with both direct fluid
pressure measurements from a borehole observatory at Site 808 that indicate nearhydrostatic conditions [Sawyer et al., 2008], and with constraints defined by critical taper
theory together with independent estimates of pore fluid pressure along the wedge base
and sliding friction along the décollement [Skarbek & Saffer, 2009]. However, it is lower
than predicted by numerical hydrologic models and simple applications of critical taper
theory in which pore pressures in the wedge and along its base are assumed to be equal
[Davis et al., 1983; Saffer & Bekins, 1998].
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Even for presumed upper bounds on UCS and friction coefficient, which yield

maximum estimates of in situ horizontal stress magnitudes, the resulting SHmax is not
large enough to drive thrust failure (although it lies within a thrust faulting regime for
much of the borehole depth). This is at odds with the observation of geologically active
thrust faulting in the wedge, and implies that horizontal stresses at the time of thrust slip
are larger than indicated by our analysis of wellbore breakouts, or that thrust faults fail
under considerably lower differential stresses (i.e. are weaker) than the surrounding
sediments. We explore potential mechanisms that could reconcile this discrepancy,
including: (1) temporal variations in SHmax such that thrust faults slip at times when
horizontal stresses are larger than at the time of drilling; (2) breakout growth through
time that might indicate higher actual in situ stress magnitudes than we report; and (3) the
possibility of localized weakness along upper plate thrust faults. We show that of these
mechanisms, active thrust faulting can be best reconciled with stress magnitudes defined
by wellbore failures by a combination of stress cycling, perhaps linked to the seismic
cycle, and weakness along thrust faults in the wedge caused by low friction coefficient or
localized high pore fluid pressure.	
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Chapter 2: Laboratory measurements of rock strength: Implications for estimating
in situ stress from wellbore failures in shallow marine mudstones

Abstract
Quantifying in situ horizontal and vertical stress magnitudes is one important step toward
understanding fault strength and mechanical processes at depth along major faults, yet
direct measurements are generally rare. One method for estimating in situ stress
magnitude is to use compressional borehole breakout (BO) widths observed in logging
data to compute far field stresses. Stresses obtained by this method are strongly
dependent on rock unconfined compressive strength (UCS) and friction coefficient (µ).
However, because direct measurements of rock strength typically undersample the
formation, UCS is commonly estimated using P-wave (Vp) velocity as a proxy. Several
relations linking UCS to Vp have been developed for shales, but there are few
experimental data to define similar relationships for unlithified sediments as are
commonly encountered in the shallow subsurface (i.e. < ~1-2 km depth). Here, we report
on a suite of triaxial experiments designed to measure the UCS of marine mudstones
from <1 km depth from Ocean Drilling Program (ODP) Site 1174, and to develop a
relationship between Vp and UCS appropriate for these materials. We find that UCS
values defined by our experimental data are systematically 1.3-2 MPa lower than those
predicted by existing Vp-UCS relationships for shales. This implies that in situ horizontal
stress magnitudes estimated from wellbore failures may be substantially lower than
previously estimated. We explore the implications of our experimental results by
applying them to estimate far field tectonic stress magnitudes from BO widths at ODP
Site 808 and Integrated Ocean Drilling Program (IODP) Site C0002.
Keywords: Triaxial deformation experiments, Borehole breakouts, Nankai Trough,
Subduction zone
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2.1 Introduction and Geologic Background
The Nankai Trough subduction zone (Figure 2.1) has a history of large earthquakes
(Ando, 1975) and has been extensively studied. Several major research initiatives,
including active and passive source seismology (e.g. Moore et al. 1990; 2007; Kamei et
al. 2012), drilling, and analysis of associated core, cuttings, and geophysical logs (e.g.
Karig et al. 1975; Moore et al., 2001; Mikada et al., 2002; Tobin et al., 2009; Saffer et al.,
2010; Saito et al., 2010; Expedition 326 Scientists, 2011; Kopf et al., 2011; Henry et al.
2012; Moore et al., 2013) have provided key information about the overall structure, fault
zone properties, and hydrogeology, of the plate boundary and wall rocks in the outer
forearc.

However, one important gap in our knowledge of faulting mechanics in

subduction zone settings is a lack of detailed constraints on in situ stress magnitude. This
is because direct measurements of in situ stress typically provide information only about
the least principal stress magnitude, and at only a single point in space. Two such
methods have been successfully employed in scientific ocean drilling: hydrofracturing or
mini-frac tests, and leak-off-tests (e.g. Lin et al., 2008; Saffer et al., 2010). Other tools
have been developed to measure the maximum horizontal stress magnitude, but their
deployment has proven technically challenging (e.g. the “Lateral Stress” or “LAST” tool;
Moran et al., 1993).
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Figure 2.1: Map showing locations of the two drilling transects (Muroto Transect to the
south, and the NanTroSEIZE transect to the north), and ODP and IODP boreholes (stars).
Sites C0002 and 808 are shown in red.
One common indirect approach to estimate in situ stress magnitude combines
measurements of wellbore failures (compressional borehole breakouts or drilling-induced
tensile fractures) with laboratory- or field-derived constraints on rock or sediment
strength (e.g. Zoback, 2007; Chang et al., 2010). Compressional borehole breakouts (BO)
form in the orientation of the minimum horizontal stress (Shmin) and where local stress
around the borehole exceeds the rock strength (Figure 2.2) (Zoback, 2007). Where
borehole breakouts are present and documented in resistivity images, their width can
provide an indication of the far field principal stress magnitudes, provided that the rock
strength is known independently (e.g. Chang et al., 2010). Stress magnitudes obtained by
this method depend strongly on the unconfined compressive strength (UCS) and
frictional coefficient (µ) used in the analysis. Because UCS is generally not directly
measured, it is commonly estimated using P-wave velocity (Vp) as a proxy, based on
existing empirically-defined relations between Vp and UCS (e.g. Chang et al., 2006;
Chang et al., 2010). However, it is unclear whether these relations are appropriate for
unlithified mudstones typical of the upper few km of the subsurface in marine settings.
Here, we report on laboratory measurements of rock strength for marine mudstones
collected from ODP drilling at depths of ~200-700 meters below seafloor (mbsf), with
porosities ranging from ~30-50% (Table 1) (Moore et al., 2001). We then use these data
to define a new Vp-UCS relationship for marine mudstones, and discuss the implications
of our results for estimates of in situ horizontal stress magnitudes determined from BO
widths.
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Table 1: Summary of triaxial tests and relevant parameters.

Sample

Test Name

10-1
10-2
10-3

T14_257_1174_10_1
T14_260_1174_10_2
T14_274_1174_10_3

21-1
21-2
21-3

32-1
32-2
32-3

T14_276_1174_21_1
T14_280_1174_21_2
T14_286_1174_21_3

T100_267_1174_32_1
T100_268_1174_32_2
T100_269_1174_32_3

42-1
T100_241_1174_42
42-2
T100_241_1174_42_02
55-1
T100_222_1174_55
From Pisani et al., 2005
From Moore et al. 2001

σ1 at
Failure
(MPa)

Pe’ (MPa)

2.3
3.4
4.60

0.5
1
1.5

4.35
3.8
5.2

7.25
6.2
5.1
11
6.28
8.7

1.5
1.1
2

2
1.5
1
3.5
1.5
2.5

UCS
(Mpa)

Vp
(m/s)

1.2

1890

2

3

2.8

Lithologic
Unit
UNITIIA
Axial
Trench
Wedge

Depth
(mbsf)

Porosity

Friction
Angle

229.35

0.44

23

UNITIIB
Outer
Trench
Wedge

335.8

0.45

16

2050

UNITIIC
TrenchBasin
Transition

447.53

0.47

29

2110

UNITIII
Upper
Shikoku

543.46

0.43

26

1910

660.35

!

2.2 Geologic Background and Setting
The Nankai Trough is formed by subduction of the Phillipine Sea Plate (PSP) beneath
the Eurasian Plate offshore Southern Honshu at a rate of ~4.1–6.5 cm/yr (Seno et al.,
1993, Miyazaki and Heki, 2001). As the PSP subducts, part of the sedimentary section is
offscraped at the trench, forming an ~100 km wide accretionary prism (Figure 2.3) (e.g.,
Moore et al., 1990; 2009). Ocean Drilling Program (ODP) and Integrated Ocean Drilling
Program (IODP) efforts in the Nankai Trough include ODP Legs 131 (Hill at al., 1993),
190 (Moore et al., 2001), and 196 (Mikada et al., 2002) offshore of Cape Muroto on
Shikoku Island (the Muroto transect; Figure 2.3A); and IODP Expeditions 314, 315, 316
(Tobin et al., 2009), 319 (Saffer et al., 2010), 322 (Saito et al., 2010), 326 (Expedition
326 Scientists, 2011), 332 (Kopf et al., 2011), 333 (Henry et al. 2012), and 338 (Moore et
al., 2013), as part of the ongoing Nankai Trough Seismogenic Zone Experiment
(NanTroSEIZE) offshore the Kii Peninsula (the Kumano transect; Figure 2.3B) (Tobin
and Kinoshita, 2006).
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Figure 2.2A: Logging-while-drilling resistivity-at-the-bit (LWD-RAB) image from ODP
Site 808, showing well-developed borehole breakouts (BO). 2B: Schematic showing the
relationship between borehole breakout orientation and the maximum (SHmax) and
minimum (Shmin) far field horizontal stresses. The edge of a breakout occurs where
stresses at the borehole wall are in equilibrium with rock strength.
We focus specifically on two regions within these drilling transects: (1) IODP Site
C0002, located near the seaward edge of the Kumano Basin above the seismogenic plate
boundary, ~30 km from the trench along the Kumano transect (Kopf et al. 2011, Tobin et
al., 2009; Moore et al. 2013); and (2) ODP Sites 1174 and 808, located 2 and 3 km from
the trench, respectively, in the outer-most accretionary wedge along the Muroto transect
(Moore et al., 2001). Site C0002 is located near the seaward edge of the Kumano Basin,
and penetrated ~1 km of Pliocence to Quaternary basin fill mudstones and turbidites, and
into the uppermost few hundred meters of the underlying accretionary wedge (Ashi, et al.
2009; Kopf et al., 2011; Tobin et al., 2009; Moore et al. 2013). The basin fill consists of
silty clay and clayey silt with interbedded sandstone, sandy siltstone, calcareous silty
claystone, and fine volcanic ash (Unit I/II) and silty claystone (Unit III) that
unconformably overlie the older accretionary wedge below (Unit IV) (Ashi, et al. 2009;
Tobin et al., 2009; Moore et al., 2013). The cored interval of the accretionary wedge
consists of Miocence non-calcareous silty claystone with lesser amounts of sandstone and
sandy siltstone (Ashi et al., 2008; 2009). Site C0002 was drilled with LWD during IODP
Expeditions 314, 332, and 338, and cored during Expeditions 315, and 338 (Ashi et al.,
2008; 2009; Tobin et. al, 2009; Kopf et al., 2011; Moore et al., 2013). Resistivity imaging
data from Expedition 314 document well-developed, continuous BOs throughout the
borehole, which indicate that SHmax is oriented parallel to the trench (Lin et al., 2010).
Porosity in the section decreases from ~75% at the seafloor to ~23% at ~2000 mbsf (Ashi
et al. 2008; 2008; Moore et al., 2013).
Drilling during ODP Legs 131, 190 and 196 included coring, logging, and installation
of long-term monitoring systems at several sites along the Muroto transect (Hill at al.,
1993; Moore et al., 2001; Mikada et al., 2002). At Site 1174, located ~2 km landward of
the trench in the protothrust zone, drilling penetrated through the accretionary wedge,
décollement and underthrust sediment; the entire section was cored to a total depth of
~1110 mbsf. At Site 808, located ~1 km landward of Site 1174, the entire section was
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cored during ODP Leg 131, and a second hole was drilled with LWD, and an observatory
installed during ODP Leg 196 (Hill at al., 1993; Moore et al., 2001; Mikada et al., 2002).
At Site 808, LWD resistivity at bit (RAB) images document well-developed borehole
BOs in intervals at 181-389 mbsf, 407- 692 mbsf, and 718- 825 mbsf. The BOs are
centered at an azimuth of 40°, indicating a maximum horizontal stress orientation
approximately perpendicular to the trench. No BOs were observed below the décollement
(Ienaga et al., 2006; McNeill et al., 2008; Mikada et al., 2002).
Sites 1174 and 808 penetrated the same Miocene to Quaternary stratigraphic
succession (Figure 2.4), which consists of slope-apron hemipelagic mud (Unit I), axial
trench wedge sand and silt with interbedded turbidites (Unit IIA), outer trench wedge
hemipelagic mud with silt and silt turbidites (Unit IIB), a trench to basin transition facies
composed of hemipelagic muds with interbedded ash and tuff (Unit IIC), and Shikoku
Basin hemipelagic muds (Unit IV) with ash and tuff interbeds (Unit III). Site 808 has a
repeat section of Unit IIB in the vicinity of the frontal thrust (Hill at al., 1993; Moore et
al., 2001; Mikada et al., 2002). Porosity decreases systematically with depth, from ~70%
at the seafloor to ~30-35% at the base of the section (Moore et al., 2001). We obtained 17
core samples from Site 1174, including representative material from each major
lithologic unit; we do not have samples from Site 808, because it was cored only during
Leg 190 (in 1991) and no samples remain.
Due to limitations on the availability of LWD data (Site 808 only) and core samples
(Site 1174 only), we conducted lab experiments on samples from Site 1174 for each
major lithologic unit in the trench wedge and the Upper Shikoku Basin facies. We plan to
conduct experiments on samples from the Lower Shikoku Basin facies in the near future.
We combine these experimental results with previous work on samples from the upper
slope along the Kumano transect (Song et al., 2011) to develop a Vp-UCS relationship for
shallow marine mudstones, and apply it to the analysis of borehole BOs at both Sites
C0002 and 808.
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Figure 2.3A: Seismic cross section of the seaward-most accretionary prism along the
Muroto Transect. Site 1174 is in the proto-thrust region, and Site 808 crosses the frontal
thrust. 3B: Seismic cross section of the seaward portion of the Kumano Basin along the
Kumano Transect, showing the location of Site C0002 (Hole C0002F in black, C0002A
in red).
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Figure 2.4: Schematic stratigraphic Columns for Sites 808 and 1174 (after Hill et
al.,1993; Moore et al. 2001). Samples used for our triaxial tests from Site 1174 are shown
by red stars. Lithologic Units in 808 in parenthesis.
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2.3 Methods
Estimates of horizontal stress magnitude obtained from wellbore BO widths (e.g.
Chang, 2010) are sensitive to several parameters, including the rock or sediment
frictional strength (µ) and the unconfined compressive strength (UCS). We conducted
laboratory experiments to define both µ and UCS. We then apply these experimental
results to compute the far field horizontal stress magnitudes in the vicinity of Sites C0002
and 1174/808. Each of these steps is described in detail below.
2.3.1 Laboratory Experiments
We conducted a series of drained triaxial tests (Figure 2.5) on sub-samples from cores
of each lithologic unit at Site 1174, at a range of effective confining pressures (Pe’). Each
sub-sample used in testing was trimmed from whole round cores to 1 inch (25.4 mm) in
diameter and 1.5-2 inches (38-50.8 mm) in length. In our tests, the range of effective
confining pressures did not exceed the in situ overburden stress estimated from density
logs and shipboard density measurements. A strain rate of .001 mm/min was applied and
was sufficiently slow to ensure drained conditions. Details for each test are provided in
Table 1.
UCS is determined from tests performed on three sub-samples at different confining
pressures (Figure 2.6A). These tests define a failure envelope, and UCS was determined
from this failure envelope, defined as the maximum principal stress at failure when σ3=0
(Figure 2.6B). Specimen failure strength was defined by the peak stress in each test.
Some samples exhibited strain hardening, whereas others exhibited a clear peak and
residual strength. Using a different criterion to define failure strength (e.g., a fixed axial
strain) does not affect the resulting UCS significantly (maximum difference of 15%, and
generally less than 5%). Our experimentally determined values of UCS were plotted
against P-wave velocities from pre-stack depth migration of 3-D seismic data (Pisani et
al., 2005), for comparison with existing relationships defined for shales (Figure 2.7).
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2.3.2 Computation of in situ stresses
In situ stress is estimated by combining measurements of borehole BO width and
measurements of rock strength, based on the principle that the BOs form at the wellbore
wall where local stresses at the borehole wall exceed the rock strength. Outside the BO,
where the borehole wall remains unfailed, the local stresses do not exceed rock strength;
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at the BO edge, the borehole wall is at failure. BO width is measured from resistivity
imaging logs (e.g., Figure 2.1; Chang et al., 2010). We use the Modified-Wiebols Cook
Failure Criterion (MWC) to define the principal stresses at failure (Zhou 1994; Chang et
al., 2010). The MWC incorporates the effects of the intermediate principal stress (s2) on
failure; it is similar to other 3-dimensional failure criteria (e.g. Lade, Drucker-Prager), but
has been shown to best fit experimental data for a wide range of rock types and stress
conditions (e.g., Colmeneras and Zoback, 2002; Zoback, 2007). The failure criterion is
met when the following condition is satisfied:
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At the borehole wall, the principal stresses are rotated from their orientations in
the far field due to excavation of the borehole and the creation of a free surface at its
circumference. For far field horizontal and vertical stresses, SHmax, Shmin, and Sv, and for
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a vertical well, the principal stresses at the borehole wall are defined as a function of
azimuth (q, measured from the orientation of SHmax; see Figure 2.2B) and are given by
(e.g., Kirsch, 1898; Zoback, 2007):
σθθ =σ1=(SHmax+Shmin-2(SHmax-Shmin)Cos2θ-Pp-APRS)

(2a)

σzz =σ2=(Sv-2υ(SHmax-Shmin)Cos2θ-Pp)

(2b)

σrr =σ3=(APRS-Pp)

(2c)

where σθθ is the effective hoop stress tangent to the borehole wall, σzz is the effective
vertical stress, σrr is the effective radial stress, Pp is formation pore pressure, υ is
Poisson’s ratio, and APRS is the annular pressure. We assume that both pore pressure (Pp)
and annular pressure in the wellbore (APRS) are hydrostatic, based on (1) the fact that the
holes were drilled in a riserless mode; (2) annular pressures recorded downhole with
monitoring-while-drilling (MWD) tools indicate nearly hydrostatic conditions; and (3)
formation pore pressures measured in sealed wells (Davis et al., 2009) and inferred from
consolidation tests (Guo et al., 2013) suggest that significant fluid overpressures are
unlikely. We assume a Poisson’s ratio of 0.45, following Chang et al., (2010).
A further constraint on the far field stresses is defined by the limits on stress for
frictional failure of pre-existing faults (Zoback, 2007), assuming that the principal
stresses are horizontal and vertical. In this case, the limits on the relative effective stress
magnitudes depend on the coefficient of sliding friction (µi):
!!
!!

=

µμ! ! + 1 + µμ!

!

(3)

With knowledge of the overburden stress (SV) from density data obtained by coring or
logging, equation (3) defines bounds on the absolute magnitude of the regional stresses at
any given depth. Taken together, these two sets of constraints allow us to define a range
of plausible stress states compatible with both the observed BO widths, and the limits for
failure of pre-existing faults. These constraints can be illustrated graphically by stress
polygon diagrams (Figure 2.8).
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2.4 Results
2.4.1 Lab experiments
Using a series of triaxial tests at different confining pressures on plugs from the
same core, we define a failure envelope and associated friction coefficient and UCS for
each of several cores from Site 1174. These data define a trend of increasing UCS with
increasing P-wave velocity, similar to that described by existing relationships developed
for shales (e.g., Chang et al., 2006), but with values of UCS that are consistently 1.2-1.8
MPa (28-54%) lower (Figure 2.7). We extrapolate the trend defined by our initial tests to
higher Vp values in order to apply our results to the deeper portions of Site C0002 (Figure
7). Samples from greater depths in the accretionary prism at Site C0002 will be the focus
of upcoming tests, to further explore this relationship in lower porosity, more lithified
mudstones having higher P-wave velocity. P-wave velocity will be measured directly on
these samples during deformation experiments, to allow comparison of experimentally
measured Vp with values from shipboard measurements, velocity models, and
geophysical logs, and to develop a robust Vp to UCS relationship for the deeper
sediments.
2.4.2 Computation of in situ stresses
To illustrate the effect of the substantially lower UCS values we obtain from our
experiments relative to those used in previous work based on existing UCS-Vp relations
for shales (Figure 2.7), we apply our results to examples of BOs measured at two distinct
depths at Sites 808 (235 mbsf) and C0002 (1300 mbsf). The effect of using our
experimentally derived friction coefficients instead of the commonly used value of 0.6
(e.g., Chang et al., 2010) was also explored. Generally, a lower friction coefficient results
in slightly lower stresses, and a smaller stress polygon that defines narrower ranges of
SHmax and Shmin.
At 235 mbsf at Site 808, which lies near the stratigraphic equivalent of sample 1174B10R used in our tests, using a value of UCS of 3.2 MPa defined by a relationship derived
for Gulf of Mexico shales (Figure 2.7; Horsrud, 2001 reported in Chang et al., 2006)
yields values of SHmax from 4.3-4.8 MPa (referenced to zero at the seafloor), and Shmin
from 3.1-4.8 MPa (referenced to zero at the seafloor), corresponding to effective stresses
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of 1.9-2.4 and 0.8-2.4 MPa, respectively (Figure 2.8A). In contrast, when we apply our
UCS value of 1.4 MPa derived from a curve fit to experimental data (Figure 2.7), we find
that SHmax ranges from 3.2-3.3 MPa (referenced to zero at the seafloor), and Shmin from
3.1-3.3 MPa (referenced to zero at the seafloor), corresponding to effective stresses of
0.8-0.85 and 0.7-0.85 MPa, respectively. As a result, the estimated in situ stress state
shifts from a strike-slip or transitional regime to a normal faulting regime.
At 1300 mbsf at Site C0002, using a UCS value of 13.5 MPa predicted by the UCS-Vp
relationship of Horsrud, 2001 (e.g., Chang et al., 2006) results in SHmax ranging from
23.3-25.8 MPa, and Shmin from 18.1-23.4 MPa, corresponding to effective stresses of
10.2-12.7 MPa and 5.1-10.3 MPa. In comparison, using a value of UCS = 11 MPa
extrapolated from our experimental data, results in values of SHmax ranging from 21.423.2 MPa, and Shmin from 17.4-21.4 MPa, corresponding to effective stresses of 8.3-10.1
and 4.3-8.3 MPa. The lower stress magnitudes predicted on the basis of our data shift the
stress state from a previously inferred thrust or strike slip regime to a normal faulting
regime.
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2.5 Discussion and Conclusions
Most previous estimates of in situ stress from wellbore failures in unlithified marine
mudstones employ an estimate of sediment strength that is based on empirical data for
shale. However, accretionary sediments are weaker by ~1.2 to 1.8 MPa based on direct
testing of strength. Employing the shale derived equations leads to stress estimates of
~1.8 MPa to ~3.9 MPa higher than using our experimentally derived UCS, thereby
changing the faulting regime predicted by stress estimates. This is significant as we
consider implications of the state of stress and style of faulting predicted relative to
historical earthquakes in Nankai Trough. Specifically, our results indicate stress is
constrained in the normal faulting regime, however Site 808 penetrates the frontal thrust
and Site C0002 is located in the inner accretionary prism, in the vicinity of the megasplay
thrust fault, both of which are in the rupture zone of historic earthquakes (e.g. Ichonose et
al., 2003; Sagiya and Thatcher, 1999), and the Nankai Trough has historically hosted
thrust-style earthquakes (Ando, 1975). There is a need to explore in more detail whether
other assumptions and parameters that go into the stress estimates are valid, such as
breakout width, fault strength, and whether stress changes through the earthquake cycle,
in order to reconcile stress estimates with real-world observations of faulting and
earthquake mechanics at these locations. As we continue to test the strength of sediment
directly via triaxial tests, an empirically fit trend that is appropriate for use in subduction
zones will be developed so that it may be used in future endeavors to estimate stress in
such settings.
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Chapter 3: A novel approach to constrain in situ rock strength and far field stress in
the Nankai accretionary complex using downhole data from two wells
	
  

Abstract
We present a method to constrain in situ horizontal stress magnitudes (Shmin, SHmax) and
rock unconfined compressive strength (UCS) using data from two boreholes located ~70
m apart that accessed the uppermost accretionary prism of the Nankai subduction zone.
The boreholes sample the same sediments and are affected by the same far-field stresses,
but were drilled with different annular pressures. We develop a forward model to predict
wellbore breakout width, and find SHmax-UCS combinations that provide the best match
to breakouts observed in resistivity images from the two different holes. The method
requires knowledge of Shmin, which is defined by leak-off tests conducted during drilling.
The stress state indicates a normal to strike-slip faulting regime from 900 to 1386 m
below seafloor, consistent with observations from seismic and core data. In situ values of
UCS are generally slightly lower that predicted by published empirical relations between
UCS and P-wave velocity.
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3.1 Introduction
Understanding in situ tectonic stress and rock strength at seismically active margins is
important for characterizing fault strength and failure mechanics, yet direct
measurements of these quantities are rare. Hydrofracturing and leak-off tests are
commonly employed in drilling to measure the minimum principal stress, but provide
information only at specific depths and are costly [e.g., Bell, 1990; Engelder, 1993; Lin et
al., 2008; Saffer et al., 2010; Hung et al, 2009]. The direct measurement of maximum
horizontal stress magnitude is more difficult, and few tools for this exist [e.g., Moran et
al., 1993]. As a result, indirect approaches have been widely used to estimate in situ
stress orientation and magnitude from borehole logging data [e.g., Moos & Zoback, 1990;
Zoback & Healy, 1992; Brudy et al., 1997; Zoback, 2007; Chang et al., 2010; Lin et al.,
2015] or from anelastic strain recovery measurements on core samples [e.g., Amadei &
Stephensson, 1997; Lin et al., 2006; Byrne et al., 2009]. Similarly, in situ strength must
be inferred indirectly from downhole drilling parameters [e.g., Kerkar et. al, 2014] or
defined from laboratory measurements [e.g., Horsrud, 2001; Song et al., 2011; Chang et
al., 2006]. Laboratory measurements require core samples, are time consuming, and must
be upscaled to the field scale.
Recent work at subduction margins, including the Integrated Ocean Drilling Program
(IODP) Nankai Trough Subduction Zone Experiment (NanTroSEIZE) (Figure 3.1), has
used the width of compressional wellbore breakouts to estimate the magnitude of
horizontal principal stresses (SHmax and Shmin) [e.g., Chang et al., 2010; Lin et al., 2013].
Far-field stress is distorted in a predictable way at the circular free surface introduced by
borehole excavation, such that the principal stresses are normal and tangential to the
borehole wall, with the latter varying as a function of azimuth [e.g., Kirsch, 1898].	
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Breakouts form only at azimuths around the hole where local differential stress at the
borehole wall exceeds the rock’s failure criterion (Figure 3.2A) [Zoback, 2007]. Thus, if
rock strength is known, breakout widths measured by downhole logging can provide an
indication of the far-field principal stress magnitudes [e.g., Moos & Zoback, 1990; Chang
et al., 2010]. However, large uncertainties in assumed or estimated rock strength (e.g.,
unconfined compressive strength, UCS, and friction coefficient, µ) lead to large
uncertainties in the estimated stress magnitudes. In the absence of direct laboratory
measurements, UCS is commonly estimated from P-wave velocity (Vp), using empirical
fits for various rock types [e.g., Lal, 1999; Horsrud, 2001; Chang et al., 2006, 2010].
However, it is unclear whether these empirical relations, even for shale, are
representative of unlithified mudstones typical of the upper few km, for which few data
are available.
The availability of downhole logging data from two adjacent (offset 70 m) boreholes
at Integrated Ocean Drilling Program (IODP) Site C0002 presents a rare opportunity to
constrain both rock strength and stress magnitudes through an in situ experiment. The
two holes were drilled with the same diameter into the same sedimentary sequences and
were affected by the same far-field stresses, but were drilled with different downhole
annular pressures (APRS). Here, we combine observations of wellbore breakouts at the
two sites to place bounds on both the in situ horizontal stress magnitudes and UCS.
Although previous work has focused on the former [e.g., Chang et al., 2010; Lin et al.,
2013], this is the first study to concurrently constrain formation strength in situ. To
accomplish this, we develop a forward model to predict breakout width in each borehole,
using direct measurements of APRS from measurement while drilling (MWD) tools, and
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of Shmin from leak-off-tests. We then find combinations of SHmax and UCS that best match
the paired observations of borehole breakouts measured in resistivity images from the
two holes. From this, we define a profile of in situ stress and strength, which constrains
the full stress tensor in the lowermost Kumano forearc basin and uppermost accretionary
prism (Figure 3.1). We then discuss the implications of these in situ stress magnitudes
and UCS values for the faulting regime, and for empirical relations between rock strength
and P-wave velocity that are commonly used to constrain stress magnitudes using
borehole breakouts.
3.2 Geologic Setting and Background
The Nankai Trough is formed by northwestward subduction of the Philippine Sea Plate
(PSP) beneath the Eurasian Plate offshore southern Honshu at ~4.1–6.5 cm/yr (Figure
3.1A) [Seno et al., 1993; Miyazaki and Heki, 2001]. The subduction zone is typified by
Mw>8 earthquakes that recur every ~70 years [Ando, 1975]. As the PSP subducts, part
of the incoming sedimentary succession is offscraped at the trench, forming a ~100 kmwide accretionary prism (Figure 3.1) [e.g., Moore et al., 1990]. Major research initiatives
to study the Nankai Trough include active and passive source seismic surveys [e.g.,
Moore et al. 1990; 2009], drilling, and analysis of associated core, cuttings, and
geophysical logs [e.g., Karig et al., 1975; Moore et al., 2001; Tobin et al., 2009].
Scientific drilling in the Nankai Trough has included Ocean Drilling Program (ODP)
Legs 131, 190, and 196 [Hill at al., 1993, Moore et al., 2001; Mikada et al., 2002]
offshore of Shikoku Island, and several IODP Expeditions offshore the Kii Peninsula as
part of the NanTroSEIZE experiment (Expeditions 314-316, 319, 322, 326, 332-333, 338,
and 348) [Tobin et al., 2009; Saffer et al., 2010; Saito et al., 2010; Kopf et al., 2011;
Henry et al. 2012; Moore et al., 2013; Tobin et al., 2015]. These efforts have provided
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important information about the plate boundary and outer forearc, including its overall
structure, fault zone properties, and hydrogeology.
We focus on IODP Site C0002, located ~30 km landward of the trench along the
NanTroSEIZE drilling transect, above the inferred seismogenic portion of the plate
boundary (Figure 3.1) [Tobin et al., 2009; Moore et al., 2013]. We analyze data from
holes C0002A and C0002F, located ~70 m apart (Figure 3.1). The boreholes penetrated
~918 m of the Kumano forearc basin fill, composed of Pliocene-to-Pleistocene
mudstones and turbidites, and into the uppermost several hundred meters of the
underlying accretionary wedge, composed of Miocene silty claystones with lesser
amounts of sandstone and sandy siltstone [Ashi et al., 2008; 2009; Moore et al., 2013].
Holes C0002F and C0002A provide overlapping coverage from 872 to 1401 meters
below the seafloor (mbsf).
During Expedition 314 in 2007, Hole C0002A was drilled to 1401 mbsf in a riserless
drilling mode [Tobin et al., 2009]. In riserless drilling, the annular wellbore pressure is
not actively controlled, but is instead governed by the hydrostatic pressure plus any
additional pressure associated with cuttings in the well and dynamic circulation during
drilling. Resistivity images from Hole C0002A document well developed, continuous
breakouts throughout the hole, oriented at azimuths of 135-315° +/-45° (Figure 3.2B).
This indicates that SHmax is oriented at ~45°-225°, subparallel to the trench [Lin et al.,
2010; Chang et al., 2010]. The observed breakout angular widths range from 20-140°,
with an average of 70° [Ashi et al., 2009]. There is little change in SHmax orientation from
the Kumano basin into the accretionary prism below [Lin et al., 2010; Chang et al.,
2010]. Previous analyses of breakout widths to estimate far-field stress magnitudes
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suggest a normal faulting regime (Sv=σ1) within the Kumano basin (<918 mbsf), which
transitions to a strike-slip or thrust regime (SHmax=σ1) in the accretionary prism (>918
mbsf) [Chang et al., 2010].
Hole C0002F was drilled to 872 mbsf in riserless drilling mode in 2010 [Expedition
326 Scientists, 2011]. It was then deepened to 2006 mbsf in a riser drilling mode in 2012
[Strasser et al., 2014], and to 3058.5 mbsf in 2014 [Tobin et al., 2015]. In riser drilling,
annular pressure is controlled by the use of weighted drilling mud and return circulation
in riser pipe. For Expedition 338, mud with a density of 1100 kg/m3 was used. Leak-Off
Tests (LOTs) conducted in Hole C0002F at 874 mbsf and 1954.5 mbsf indicate a
minimum principal stress (defined from leak-off-pressures [e.g., Zoback, 2007]) of 12.6
MPa and 33.6 MPa, respectively, at these depths (reported as total stress, referenced to
zero at the seafloor) [Strasser et al., 2014; Tobin et al., 2015]. In both cases, the leak-off
values are less than the vertical stress (Sv), indicating that Shmin is the minimum principal
stress.
Resistivity images from Expedition 338 indicate few breakouts (Figure 3.2B); the lack
of breakouts was due to hole stabilization by downhole pressure control during riser
drilling. Only three breakouts were documented in Hole C0002F at 916, 1617, and
1861.5 mbsf, and these range from 34-63° in width [Strasser et al., 2014]. Comparison of
borehole data and interpretations in the overlapping interval reveals six depth locations
where there are clear breakouts in Hole C0002A but not in Hole C0002F (Table 1). At
916 mbsf (in the overlapping portion of Holes C0002A & F) clear breakouts were not
observed in Hole C0002A due to bad data coverage.
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Depth
(mbsf)

Shmin
(MPa)

Sv
(MPa)

Pp
(MPa)

Breakout
Width (°)
C0002A

APRS
C0002A
(MPa)

APRS
C0002F
(MPa)

Vp
(m/s)

SHmax (MPa)

UCS (MPa)

900

13.0

16.4

9.1

32

9.5

12.2

2380

17.0 +/- 5.2

12.8 +/- 7.2

950

13.8

17.3

9.6

6

10.2

13.1

2344

17.2 +/- 5.1

12.2 +/- 7.8

1000

14.8

18.2

10.1

7

10.7

13.8

2357

18.6 +/- 5.1

9.3 +/- 5.3

1150

17.6

20.9

11.5

110

13.0

15.3

2422

20.1 +/- 3.2

6.4 +/- 2.6

1300

20.4

23.9

13.1

78

14.6

17.2

2805

23.8 +/- 4.7

10.2 +/- 4.8

1386

22.0

25.4

13.9

100

16.5

18.3

3000

23.7 +/- 2.9

5.6 +/- 2.4	
  

Table 1: Key parameters at the depths of breakout occurrence in Hole C0002A within the overlapping
interval for the two holes. Shmin is determined from a gradient defined by the leak-off tests. Sv, Pp, breakout
width, APRS, and Vp are measured, estimated, or calculated from drilling data [Tobin et al., 2009; Strasser
et al., 2014]. SHmax and UCS are constrained by our analysis. All stresses and pressures are referenced to
zero at the seafloor.
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Figure 3.1: A. Map of Nankai Trough showing the location of IODP Site C0002, ~30 km
from the trench. Multiple boreholes were drilled at Site C0002 (blue and red circles). We
focus on holes C0002A and C0002F (red circles), located ~70 m apart. B. Seismic line
drawing showing location of Site C0002 relative to major structural features (shown
schematically). Seismic image shows detailed view of the rock volume intersected by the
two boreholes. VE=vertical exaggeration.
3.3 Methods
Our approach constrains UCS and far-field horizontal stress magnitudes that are
consistent with observed breakout widths at the two adjacent boreholes (i.e. measured
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breakout widths where they are documented, and zero width where there are no
breakouts). We use a forward model to define expected breakout widths for a wide range
of boundary conditions and rock properties, and then identify the combinations of farfield stress magnitudes and UCS that best reproduce measured breakout widths at Hole
C0002A and the lack of breakouts at Hole C0002F, which were drilled with different
annular pressures. We report all pressures and stresses referenced to zero at the seafloor.
To predict breakout widths, we use the Kirsch [1898] equations to define the local
principal stresses at the circumference of the wellbore, in combination with the ModifiedWiebols Cook (MWC) failure criterion

[Zhou, 1994; Chang et al., 2010], a

brittle/frictional failure criterion that incorporates the effects of the intermediate principal
stress on rock strength. The underlying assumption in this approach is that at the edge of
a breakout, differential stress is balanced with the rock strength (c.f. Figure 3.2A) [Moos
& Zoback, 1990; Zoback, 2007]. The MWC failure criterion depends on UCS and the
coefficient of internal friction (µ). The stress redistribution as a function of borehole
azimuth (𝜃) at the free surface of the wellbore requires assumptions or measurements of
overburden stress (Sv), annular pressure (APRS), maximum horizontal stress (SHmax),
minimum horizontal stress (Shmin), formation pore pressure (Pp), and Poisson’s ratio (n)
(Table 1). The resulting principal stresses are given by [Kirsch, 1898; Zoback, 2007]:
σ!! = σ! = 𝑆!"#$ + 𝑆!!"# − 2 𝑆!"#$ − 𝑆!!"# cos 2𝜃 − 𝑃! − 𝐴𝑃𝑅𝑆                    (1a)
σ!! = σ! = 𝑆! − 2𝜈 𝑆!"#$ − 𝑆!!"# cos 2𝜃 − 𝑃!

(1b)

    σ!! = σ! = 𝐴𝑃𝑅𝑆 − 𝑃!                                                                                                                                                                                                 (1𝑐)
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where σθθ is the tangential effective stress (acting parallel to the borehole wall), σzz is the
vertical effective stress, and σrr is the radial effective stress (acting perpendicular to the
borehole wall).
Because breakout widths are strongly sensitive to the values of SHmax and UCS, and
because these two quantities are the least constrained of the parameters that affect
breakout formation, we treat them as unknowns and specify values for other relevant
parameters on the basis of existing data. Triaxial tests on core samples of Miocene
mudstones from Sites 1174 (outboard of the trench offshore Shikoku Island) and C0002
indicate values of µ=0.48 and 0.6, respectively [Bourlange et al., 2004; Olcott & Saffer,
2013]. Based on these data, we assume µ= 0.48 in our analysis, but also explore the effect
of this choice by considering a case where µ=\0.6 for an example at 1150 mbsf. We
assume Poisson’s ratio is 0.45, following Peacock et al. [2010] and Tsuji et al. [2011].
We define the overburden stress (Sv) by integrating density data obtained from core
samples [Ashi et al., 2009; Strasser et al., 2014], and we assume that formation pore
pressure (Pp) is hydrostatic based on sedimentation models for the Kumano basin,
consolidation tests on core samples, and direct measurements conducted during drilling at
nearby IODP Site C0009 [Guo et al., 2013; Saffer et al., 2013]. Values of annular
pressure (APRS) in both holes were recorded continuously during drilling (Table 1)
[Strasser et al., 2014; Ashi et al., 2009]. We define Shmin using the results of the two leakoff tests (LOTs). Within the Kumano basin (<918 mbsf), we fit a linear gradient from
Shmin=0 MPa at the seafloor to Shmin=12.6 MPa defined by the LOT at 874 mbsf [Strasser
et al., 2014]. For the accretionary prism (>918 mbsf), we define a second linear gradient
between the LOT at 874 mbsf and a LOT at 1954.5 mbsf (where Shmin=33.6 MPa) [Tobin
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et al., 2015]. To account for uncertainty in the leak-off tests themselves and in
extrapolation between the measurements, we consider a range of Shmin around the values
defined by these gradients of +/- 2 MPa.
In our forward models, we consider a range of SHmax based on the limits for frictional
failure along pre-existing faults [Zoback, 2007] and assuming that the principal stresses
are horizontal and vertical [e.g., Chang et al., 2010]. For our lower bound of Shmin, this
defines a potential range of SHmax from 11.5 to 32.2 MPa at 900 mbsf, and 20.5 to 42.9
MPa at 1386 mbsf. Due to the absence of reliable data on strength of poorly lithified
mudstones, we consider a broad range of possible UCS values, from 0 to 20 MPa,
consistent with laboratory tests on shale [e.g., Lal, 1999; Horsrud, 2001].
We define goodness of fit on the basis of minimum residual (R, in degrees) between
predicted and observed angular borehole widths at the two holes,
𝑅 = 𝜃!"#$% − 𝜃!"#$ + 𝜃!"#$% − 𝜃!"#$

2	
  

where qApred and qFpred are the predicted breakout widths for the two boreholes
from our forward model (with different annular pressures in each) and qAobs and qFobs are
the observed breakout widths.
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Figure 3.2: A. Schematic of local stress state at the circumference of a vertical borehole
relative to the far-field maximum and minimum horizontal stresses (SHmax and Shmin).
Compressional breakouts (BO) form where differential stresses at the borehole wall
exceed the rock strength. Azimuth (θ) is measured from SHmax. At the edge of a breakout,
stress and strength are in equilibrium, such that breakout width can be used to determine
the far-field stress magnitudes [e.g., Zhou, 1994]. B. Unwrapped borehole resistivity (Ωm) images from 0 to 360° azimuth, for holes C0002A (left) and C0002F (right), over the
interval from 1350-1400 mbsf, documenting well developed compressional borehole
breakouts at Hole C0002A (drilled in riserless mode) and no borehole breakouts at Hole
C0002F (drilled in riser mode with weighted mud).
3.4 Results and Discussion
At all depths, there is a narrow range of best-fit UCS-SHmax pairs for a given value of
Shmin (Figure 3.3). To illustrate our approach, we show two example contours of
residuals: one at 900 mbsf where Shmin=12.9 MPa (Figure 3.3A) and one at 1150 mbsf
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where Shmin=19.6 MPa (Figure 3.3B). Similar analyses for the six depths where breakouts
are observed in Hole C0002A but not in Hole C0002F yields a depth profile of SHmax,
ranging from 11.9-22.1 MPa at 900 mbsf to 20.8-26.6 MPa MPa at 1386 mbsf (Table 1;
Figure 3.4A). The corresponding profile of best-fit in situ UCS values ranges from 5.6-20
MPa at 900 mbsf to 3.2-8 MPa at 1386 mbsf (Table 1; Figure 3.4B). Uncertainty in Shmin
is the primary cause for the large ranges in both SHmax and UCS (Equation 1; Figure 3.4).
In contrast, friction coefficient has a relatively minor effect; varying µ from 0.48 to 0.6
results an increase in best-fit UCS and SHmax values of only ~ 1 MPa (~10% of UCS and
~2.5% of SHmax).
Previous estimates of stress magnitude from borehole breakouts at Site C0002 were
based on UCS assumed from empirical Vp-UCS models, and were formulated without
constraints on Shmin from LOTs [Chang et al., 2010]. These analyses suggested a stress
state that lies in the normal faulting regime within the Kumano basin and transitions to a
strike-slip or reverse faulting regime in the accretionary prism. This interpretation is
broadly consistent with observations of normal faults in the Kumano basin [Sacks et al.,
2013] and major thrust splay faults within the prism [Moore et al., 2009]. However,
LOTs show that at least to ~2000 mbsf, Shmin is the least principal stress (i.e., Shmin is less
than Sv), limiting stresses to a normal or strike-slip regime in this depth range, both at
Site C0002 [Strasser et al., 2014; Tobin et al., 2015], and at Site C0009 located ~20 km
landward [Saffer et al., 2013].
Our analysis further narrows the range of SHmax, and also indicates either a normal or
strike-slip faulting regime in this depth range, but uncertainties remain too large to
distinguish between the two because the range of SHmax we predict overlaps with Sv
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(Figure 3.4A). In total, the available observations suggest that if thrust faults in the wedge
are active, then the stress regime must transition to one of thrusting (Shmin>Sv) at depths
greater than 2000 mbsf, or must evolve in time to drive thrust faulting later in the seismic
cycle [e.g., Wang & Hu, 2006; Sacks et al., 2013; Hardebeck, 2012; Lin et al., 2013;
Huffman & Saffer, 2015].
The values of UCS determined from our analysis are in general agreement with, but
fall slightly below, empirical relations between Vp and UCS for shale [e.g., Lal, 1999;
Horsrud, 2001] and are in good agreement with the trend in rock strength defined by
laboratory experiments on a limited set of core samples from the Nankai margin [Song et
al., 2011; Olcott & Saffer, 2013] (Figure 3.4C). Logging Vp measurements in the depth
range we analyzed cluster near 2400 m/s (for depths 900-1150 mbsf) and 2800-3000 m/s
(for depths 1300-1386) (Table 1). Our results indicate a range of UCS that is broadly
consistent with empirical relations in the shallower zone, but lower than predicted by
these relations for the deeper interval. In combination, the values of UCS defined by our
analysis and by direct laboratory tests suggest that empirical relations between Vp and
UCS for shales may overestimate rock strength slightly; this would result in an
overestimate of far-field tectonic stress derived from breakout widths [e.g., Chang et al.
2010; Lin et al., 2013].

	
  

Figure 3.3: Contour plots of residuals for examples from 900 mbsf (A), and 1150 mbsf
(B).
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Figure 3.4: Best-fit values of (A) SHmax and (B) UCS from our analysis as a function of
depth. For both (A) and (B), filled black circles indicate values associated with the best
fit for the Shmin gradient defined by leak-off tests (green line); error bars show the range
associated with Shmin of +/- 2 MPa from gradient (see text for details). Hydrostatic pore
pressure (blue line), overburden stress (black line), and the limit on SHmax for thrust
failure (red line) are shown for reference. C. Values of UCS (black filled circles)
determined from our analysis (Figure 3.4B) versus P-wave velocity from logging data.
Also shown are empirical Vp-UCS relations for shales [after Chang & Zoback [2006]
using data from Lal [1991] (1) and Horsrud [2001] (2-5)] (gray lines) and the results of
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triaxial tests on core samples from the Nankai margin (black open circles) [Olcott &
Saffer, 2013].Also shown are empirical Vp-UCS relations for shales [after Chang &
Zoback [2006] using data from Lal [1991] (1) and Horsrud [2001] (2-5)] (gray lines) and
the results of triaxial tests on core samples from the Nankai margin (black open circles)
[Olcott & Saffer, 2013].
3.5 Conclusions
In situ horizontal stress magnitudes and rock strength are difficult to quantify, and
methods that constrain stress require estimates of rock strength. Here we address this
problem by using data from two adjacent boreholes drilled with different boundary
conditions (annular pressures) that sample the same volume of the shallow crust in an
active tectonic setting, and where the minimum horizontal stress is measured
independently by leak-off tests. Our approach simultaneously defines the best-fit in situ
maximum horizontal stress magnitude (SHmax) and rock unconfined compressive strength,
using a forward model of compressional borehole breakouts that is constrained by
observations of wellbore failure at the two adjacent holes. This ultimately allows
definition of the full stress tensor at several depths in the Kumano forearc basin and
underlying upper accretionary prism. We find that SHmax ranges from 11.9-22.2 MPa at
900 mbsf to 20.8-26.6 MPa at 1386 mbsf. Predicted values of in situ UCS range from
5.6-20 MPa at 900 mbsf to 3.2-8 MPa at 1386 mbsf.
Our results suggest that the in situ stress state is in a normal to strike-slip faulting
regime. This is consistent with a range of independent observations, including
widespread recent normal faulting in Kumano basin [e.g., Sacks et al., 2013], and in situ
stress measurements conducted while drilling ~20 km landward [Saffer et al., 2013]. Our
results also indicate that empirically derived relations commonly used to estimate rock
strength from P-wave velocity for shales may slightly overestimate UCS in mudstones
and could lead to overestimates of far-field stresses determined from breakout widths.
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Chapter 4: Drilling-induced pore pressure transients: implications for wellbore
stability and estimates of tectonic stress magnitude
Abstract
Drilling-induced tensile fractures (DITF) and compressional borehole breakouts (BO).
recorded on logging-while-drilling (LWD) resistivity images are commonly used to
estimate the magnitude of far-field horizontal tectonic stresses. However, there are
underlying assumptions in the method that do not incorporate rock behavior observed in
laboratory experiments (e.g. poroelastically induced pore pressure transients and drainage
time). We show that in boreholes drilled through low permeability mudstones with low
elastic moduli, the undrained poroelastic pore fluid pressure (Pf) transients induced at the
borehole must be incorporated if stresses are to be correctly estimated from BO widths.
We employ a finite-element model in COMSOL Multiphysics that couples fluid flow and
deformation in a poroelastic medium. We consider a range of sediment permeabilities
from 10-18 to 10-15 m2, Young’s Moduli (E) of 2 to 10 GPa and differential stresses from 0
to 15 MPa. We find Pf initially increases near the borehole wall over a range of azimuths
+/- 45° from Shmin, leading to an initial weakening of the rock. Pf decreases over a range
of azimuths +/- ~45° from SHmax, leading to an initial strengthening of the rock.
Maximum pore pressure increase scales linearly with differential stress. The evolution of
fluid pressure depends strongly on sediment permeability: pressures are equilibrated in
~200 minutes for permeability of 10-18 m2, whereas for permeability of 10-15 m2, pore
fluid pressure is equilibrated within 10 seconds. Our results imply that analyses based on
BO widths measured after drilling result in the overestimation far-field stresses when
differential stress is low due to BO developing where the rock is weakened by increased
fluid pressure. In the case where unconfined compressive strength (UCS)=20 MPa,
differential stress=3.5 MPa and E=2 GPa, a compressional breakout of 63° would form
intitially but a breakout of 41° width is what would develop at equilibrium Pf and
effective stress conditions. Constraining stress using the larger breakout leads to an
overestimate of SHmax of 4.5 MPa. Overestimating the far field tectonic stress state could
lead to assuming faults and wall rock are closer to active failure. When differential
stresses are high, BO develop in rock that is strengthened due to decrease in Pf which
would lead to smaller initial breakouts and an underestimate of far field stress.
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4.1 Introduction
Broadly, in industry, understanding the state of in situ tectonic stress has important
implications for well engineering as it provides important information that is considered
when predicting wellbore stability in geohazards, in mud program planning, and in
predictions of fracture gradients [Jaeger and Cook, 1979]. Broadly, in scientific drilling,
understanding the state of stress has important implications for understanding fault and
earthquake mechanics [e.g., Moos & Zoback, 1990; Zoback & Healy, 1992; Brudy et al.,
1997; Zoback, 2007; Chang et al., 2010; Lin et al., 2015; Angelier, 1990; Lallemant,
1993; Hauksson, 1994; Hardebeck and Hauksson, 2001; Lin et al., 2013; Yang et al.,
2013]. Observations of wellbore failure (compressional borehole breakouts and drilling
induced tensile fractures) have recently been used to characterize the far field stress state
(i.e. tectonic stress) in scientific and industry boreholes drilled in a variety of geologic
settings including the Gulf of Mexico, North Sea, the N. Japan and Costa Rican
subduction margins, and the Nankai Trough Accretionary Prism [Moos & Zoback, 1990;
Zoback & Healy, 1992; Brudy et al., 1997; Zoback, 2007; Chang et al., 2010; Lin et al.,
2015; Huffman & Saffer, 2015]. This method is preferable to many other methods to
characterize stress (e.g. mini-frac tests, leak-off-tests, analastic strain recovery,
employment of downhole tools, etc.) because it utilizes already commonly measured
drilling data and provides a characterization of stress that is spatially robust (i.e. over the
depth interval of an entire borehole).
The theory behind this method is that far-field stresses (σ1, σ2, and σ3 which are
assumed to be horizontal and vertical) deflect at a circular free surface in a known way as
a function of wellbore azimuth as characterized by the Kirsch [1898] equations (eq. 1a-c).
Stress at the wellbore wall are described by σθθ, σzz, σrr , where σθθ is the effective hoop
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stress tangent to the borehole wall, σzz is the effective vertical stress, σrr is the effective
radial stress [Kirsch, 1898]. Where σθθ becomes negative and exceeds the tensile strength
of wall rock adjacent to the borehole, tensile failure occurs [Zoback, 2007]. Tensile
failures are generally restricted to a narrow range around the borehole and do not
propagate deeply into the formation [Zoback, 2007]. Thus, the presence of tensile failures
provides a lower limit on the ratio of far field horizontal stresses that would produce
failure in tension [Zoback, 2007]. Where σθθ exceeds the compressional strength of the
rock, compressional failure occurs [Zoback, 2007]. Compressional breakouts are typically
more easily visible in resistivity images as they extend deep into the formation and thus
their exact width has been used to constrain the far field stress state more precisely, as it
is assumed that at the edge of a compressional breakout, stress at the wellbore wall is in
equilibrium with formation strength [Zoback, 2007]. Solving for σθθ at this borehole
azimuth (borehole azimuth typically defined as 𝜃), when overburden stress (Sv), rock
strength, Poisson’s ratio (𝜈), annular pressure (APRS), and formation pore pressure (Pf)
are known, provides an exact solution for the raio of SHmax and Shmin that would produced
a breakout of that exact width [Zoback, 2007].
σ!! = σ! = 𝑆!"#$ + 𝑆!!"# − 2 𝑆!"#$ − 𝑆!!"# cos 2𝜃 − 𝑃! − 𝐴𝑃              (1a)
σ!! = σ! = 𝑆! − 2𝜈 𝑆!"#$ − 𝑆!!"# cos 2𝜃 − 𝑃!

(1b)

σ!! = σ! = 𝐴𝑃𝑅𝑆 − 𝑃!                                                                                                                                                                             (1𝑐)

However, this approach to constraining stress requires several assumptions of
constitutive rock behavior that have not been fully explored. For example, the Kirsch
equations (eq. 1a-c) that characterize how far field stress behaves at a wellbore assume an
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instantaneous, drained, linearly elastic material response that is independent of time.
Predictions of wellbore failure (e.g. compressional breakouts and drilling induced tensile
fractures) that results from stress adjacent to the wellbore exceeding formation strength
typically assume a brittle failure criterion (e.g., Mohr-Coulomb or Modified Wiebols
Cook). Yet, experiments show that earth materials frequently experience poroelastic
changes in fluid pressure, non-linear stress-strain behavior, and rate-dependent
viscoelasticity or even viscoplasticity when subject to stress paths similar to those that
occur upon borehole excavation [e.g., Tutuncu et al., 1998; Song et al., 2011; Kitajima et
al., 2012; Kitajima & Saffer, 2014]. There are observations of borehole breakouts
growing through time implying time dependent evolution of behavior [e.g. Moore et al,
2011].
Compressional and tensile failure in wellbores are sensitive to the effective stress
state at the wellbore wall. At the Nankai Trough subduction zone, borehole failures
defined by logging-while-drilling (LWD) resistivity images have been used to estimate
the magnitudes of the far-field horizontal tectonic stresses. These mudstones have low
permeability and typically have low values of stiffness and high Skempton B-values [e.g.,
Dugan & Daigle, 2011; Kitajima et al., 2012; Kitajima & Saffer, 2014], suggesting that
large poroelastic induced pore fluid pressure changes may result. If effective stress
evolves through time due to poroelastic changes in pore fluid pressure, wellbore stability
could be compromised. LWD resistivity images are obtained while drilling (i.e. within 20
minutes of borehole excavation), and in the case of low-permeability rock where there is
significant drainage time of pore fluid pressure, these images might not capture the
wallrock at equilibrium effective stress conditions. This could lead to a
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mischaracterization of the far field stress state. In order to quantify this effect, we employ
a 2-D finite element model in a poroelastic medium and simulate borehole excavation.
This allows the quantification of pore fluid pressure transients and associated changes in
formation strength and borehole failure through time, over a range of material stiffness
and permeability.
4.2 Methods
We use a 2-D finite element model in COMSOL multiphysics to simulate
borehole excavation in a material governed by Biot poroelasticity (Figure 4.1). The
domain of the model is 10 x 10 m to ensure no boundary effects at the borehole. The
borehole radius=0.1 m, which is comparable to boreholes drilled during scientific ocean
drilling endeavors [e.g. Moore et al., 2013]. We simulate several far-field effective stress
conditions by imposing a far-field stress boundary condition of 7-22 MPa (maximum
horizontal stress or SHmax) and 7 MPa (minimum horizontal stress or SHmin) with
formation fluid pressure (Pf) of 0 MPA. These values of stress were used because they are
similar to the state of effective stress in shallow portions of the crust that are composed of
low permeability, high porosity mudstones (e.g. the Nankai and Costa Rica subduction
margin).
We explore the effect of permeability on drainage time by testing two scenarios
where permeability = 10-15 and 10-18 m2, which are in the range of permeability measured
in laboratory tests on shallow crustal mudstones [e.g. Dugan & Daigle, 2011; Kitajima et
al., 2012; Kitajima & Saffer, 2014]. We also explore the effect of elastic properties of
mudstone by assuming different values of Young’s Modulus (E) (2 GPa and 10 GPa),
which are in the range of values measured in laboratory tests on shales and simulated
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mudrock [Karig and Hou, 1992], and a Biot coefficient of 1 [Song et al., 2011]. We
predict when compressional failure occurs using the modified Wiebols-Cook failure
criterion [Zhou, 1994]. The MWC failure criterion is met when the following condition is
satisfied:

𝐽! !

!

= 𝐴 + 𝐵𝐽! + 𝐶𝐽! !

(1)

where:
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                                                    𝐶! = 𝑈𝐶𝑆 + 0.6µμUCS

(2f)

                                                  𝑞 = ( µμ + 1 + µμ)!

(2g)

and

where µμ is coefficient of internal friction, UCS is unconfined compressive strength, and
σ! , σ! , σ! are principal stresses. Where stress at the borehole wall exceeds formation
strength, the MWC predicts the formation will fail.
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4.1: Model mesh, boundary, and initial conditions. The model is a 0.1 m radius borehole
in a poroelastic medium with stress boundary and initial conditions, with SHmax (7-22
MPa) oriented in the x direction and and Shmin (7 MPa) in the y direction. The poroelastic
medium has a Young’s Modulus (E) of 2 or 10 GPa and permeability of 10-15 or 10-18 m2.
Boundary and initial pore fluid (Pp) =0 MPa so total stress equals effective stress.
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4.3 Results and Discussion
Model results of state of stress around the borehole were verified in the fully drained case
(i.e. after Pf returned to equilibrium conditions) to ensure the model is in good agreement
with the analytic Kirsch [1898] solution (Figure 4.2) for stress around a borehole. In areas
where the far field stress becomes more compressional around the borehole (parallel to
Shmin), the magnitude of Pf increases (Figure 4.3), and where stress becomes less
compressional than far-field stress (parallel to SHmax), Pf decreases by the same
magnitude. The magnitude of initial Pf increase or decrease is largely dependent on
assumed stiffness and differential stress (Figure 4.3). When modulus E=2 GPa and
differential stress=3 MPa, Pf has a maximum change of 1.6 MPa. When modulus E=2
GPa and differential stress=6 MPa, Pf has a maximum change of 3.2 MPa. When
modulus E=10 GPa and differential stress=3 MPa, Pf has a maximum
change of 0.5 MPa. When E=10 and differential stress=6 MPa, Pf has a

2	
  

maximum change of 1 MPa. These changes in pore fluid pressure change the effective
stress (Figure 4.2), which in turn changes formation strength. This implies if a material is
sufficiently stiff, any affect Pf changes have on formation strength and BO initiation will
be minimal. In addition, the larger the differential stress, the more Pf and formation
strength changes. When differential stress is zero, there would be no associated change in
stress state or Pf. Maximum Pf change scales linearly with differential stress (𝜎!"## ) by:
                              ∆𝑃! = 0.533×𝜎!"##
The time required to return to equilibrium Pf conditions (i.e. Pf =0) depends
largely on assumed formation hydraulic properties, although the magnitude of change is
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unaffected. When E=2 GPa and K=10-15, Pf equilibrates nearly instantaneously, within 10
seconds (Figure 4.4). When K= 10-18 m2, Pf equilibrates in approximately 200 minutes
(Figure 4.4). This implies that when permeability is low, the borehole is not at
equilibrium conditions when logging-while-drilling tools measure formation properties.
In addition, the borehole is most unstable in compression (parallel to Shmin) and tension
(parallel to SHmax) immediately after drilling and does not stabilize for several hours.
We use the modified Wiebols Cook failure criterion [Zhou, 1994] (assuming a
formation unconfined compressive strength of 20 or 22 MPa) to predict where the
borehole would fail in compression in the undrained (time=0s) and drained (Pf at
equilibrium) case when E=2 or 10 GPa over a range of differential stresses (Figure 4.5).
Generally, as differential stress increaseas, compressional stresses at the borehole wall
increase, leading to larger breakouts. At low differential stess, breakouts in the drained
and undrained case form in the area where the formation is weakened by increasing Pf
(+/-45 ° from Shmin). In these cases, breakouts that form in the undrained case are larger
than in the drained case. This would lead to an overestimate of far field stress. When
differential stress= 3.5 MPa as an example, in the undrained case, due to the wall rock
being weakened by increased fluid pressure, a compressional breakout of 63° would form
(Figure 4.6A). Contrastingly, a breakout of 41° width is what would develop at
equilibrium Pf. The larger breakout would be imaged in resistivity logs; using this to
constrain far field stress would lead to an overestimate of far field stress of ~4.5 MPa
(Figure 4.6B).
At higher differential stresses, however, the edge of the failing region is within
the portion of rock adjacent to the borehole where the formation is strengthened by
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decreasing Pf (Figure 4.5). Thus, breakouts in the undrained case would be smaller than
in the drained case, leading to an underestimate of farfield stress. The failing region
would grow through time as Pf returns to equilibrium. This could be a plausible
explanation for observations of breakout growth through time in the Nankai Trough
accretionary prism [e.g. Moore et al., 2011], although in many cases where this has been
observed, initial breakouts were < +/-45° from Shmin (i.e. in the region where Pf increases
and weakens wallrock initially).	
  
	
  

Figure 4.2: Tangential (σθθ , orange and blue lines), vertical (σzz, dark red and green lines),
and radial (σrr , lighter red and black lines) effective stresses around the borehole initially
after drilling when differential stress = 3 MPa (blue, green, lighter red lines) and 6 MPa
(orange, dark red, black lines) when drained (or total stress) and initially after drilling
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(dashed lines) when permeability = 10 -15 m2 and Young’s Modulus=2 GPa (longer
dashed lines) and Young’s Modulus = 10 GPa (shorter dashed lines). The magnitude of
change of pore fluid pressure depends on both the differential stress and Young’s
modulus.

	
  
	
  

	
  
	
  

Figure 4.3: A. Image of poroelastic pore fluid pressure change initially after drilling due
to change in stress state at the wellbore wall after borehole excavation for a case where
E=2 MPa and differential stress is 3 MPa. Green is no change (Pf=0), red is an increase,
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and blue is a decrease. Stress increases parallel to SHmin, where stress at the wellbore wall
is more compressive relative to far field stresses. This is the plane in which compressive
borehole failures form when stress exceeds formation strength. B. Pore fluid pressure
around the borehole from 0 to 180 ° immediately after drilling (in an undrained
condition) for differential stress of 6 MPa (black lines, SHmax=10 MPa, Shmin=4 MPa) and
3 MPa (blues lines, SHmax=10 MPa, Shmin=7 MPa) and for Young’s Modulus=2 GPa
(solid lines) and 10 GPa (dashed lines).

	
  

Figure 4.4: Pore fluid pressure initially after drilling (red line, undrained condition) when
Young’s Modulus = 2 GPa, when permeability = 10-15 m2 (blue lines) 1 second after
drilling and 10 seconds after drilling (pore fluid pressure nearly equilibrated to 0 MPa)
and permeability = 10-18 m2 (black lines) 10 seconds after drilling, 200 seconds after
drilling, and 200 minutes after drilling (pore pressure nearly equilibrated to 0 MPa).
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Figure 4.5: Breakout width with increasing SHmax/Shmin ratio (unconfined compressive
strength=20 or 22 MPa and E=2 (red line) or 10 GPa (blue line)) in the drained (black
line) and undrained (red and blue line) case. At low differential stresses breakouts are
wider in the undrained case and at higher differential stresses, breakouts are smaller in
the undrained case.
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Figure 4.6: A. The Modified Wiebols Cook failure criterion as a function of borehole
azimuth when differential stress = 3.5 MPa, unconfined compressive strength = 20 MPa,
and E=2 GPa for the drained (red line) and undrained (black line) case. Where the
criterion is positive, the borehole is failing. The failing region is wider in the undrained
case by 22° due to the rock being weakened by poroelastically induced pore fluid
changes. What would occur downhole in each case is shown schematically to the right.
B. Constraints on stress based on the two breakout widths described in above. The star is
the boundary condition stress state (SHmax=10.5 MPa, Shmin=7 MPa). The lower red line is
the range of stress constrained using the drained BO width (i.e. at equilibrium pore fluid
pressure) and the upper red line the range of stress constrained using the undrained
breakout width. Using the BO width in the undrained case leads to an overestimate of
stress of ~4.5 MPa.
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4.4 Summary
In summary, we find that considering poroelastic changes in fluid pressure during
drilling can weaken or strengthen the rock adjacent to the borehole as a function of
borehole azimuth. Specifically, the formation is weakened +/-45° from Shmin and prone to
fail in compression and strengthened +/-45° from SHmax. The magnitude of change in
fluid pressure is largely affected by formation stiffness and differential stress state. Thus,
if a formation is sufficiently stuff and differential stress is low, large changes in fluid
pressure and formation strength would not occur. Formation permeability has a large
effect on drainage time in adjacent wall rock; in low permeability formations, it can take
hours after drilling for pressure and stress to equilibrate, which could potentially cause
operational issues. In high permeability rocks, fluid pressure can dissipate as it is
generated and therefore the rock is not fully undrained. Lastly, using wellbore failure
width imaged during logging-while-drilling might not lead to an accurate estimate of the
far field stress state, as compressional failures would be wider (at lower differential
stresses) or smaller (at higher differential stresses) than at equilibrium.
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APPENDIX A: Input parameters for stress constraints and values in Figure 1.5,
Chapter 1
	
  

Thrust
Failure
Referenced
to Seafloor

Normal
Failure
Referenced
to Seafloor

175

6.45

2.24

2.99

205

7.58

2.63

3.08

235

8.58

3.00

265

9.67

3.39

295

10.85

325
355

Pp
Hydrostatic
Total

Pp
Overpressure
Total

1833.36

48.72

49.02

1850.26

49.02

49.38

51.32

1867.17

49.32

49.72

51.87

1884.08

49.63

50.08

73.57

52.45

1900.99

49.93

50.43

7.24

83.20

53.07

1917.90

50.23

50.80

7.28

82.01

53.62

1934.80

50.53

51.15

4.45

6.69

87.44

55.22

1979.89

51.33

52.11

2.48

4.88

7.29

99.50

55.81

1996.80

51.63

52.47

3.13

5.86

8.60

92.26

56.39

2013.71

51.94

52.83

6.80

3.04

5.73

8.42

77.79

56.98

2030.62

52.24

53.19

7.65

3.70

6.65

9.59

34.98

58.26

2096.44

52.89

53.96

23.90

8.05

3.91

6.89

9.86

22.31

58.86

2155.75

53.19

54.32

650

25.10

8.44

4.15

7.19

10.24

0.00

59.45

2168.08

53.49

54.68

680

26.36

8.84

4.31

7.41

10.51

20.80

60.06

2180.41

53.79

55.05

710

27.65

9.24

3.94

6.92

9.90

9.05

60.67

2192.74

54.10

55.41

795

31.17

10.37

4.47

7.61

10.75

9.35

62.38

2216.16

54.95

56.44

825

32.47

10.78

4.08

7.10

10.13

10.86

63.00

2222.49

55.25

56.80

855

33.84

11.19

3.91

6.89

9.86

0.00

63.65

2256.78

55.55

57.17

885

35.21

11.60

4.25

7.32

10.40

0.00

64.29

2291.07

55.85

57.54

915

36.50

12.01

4.35

7.46

10.57

0.00

64.95

2325.35

56.16

57.91

UCS
High

BO
Width

5.66

8.33

0.00

50.22

5.79

8.50

0.00

50.79

3.17

5.92

8.67

0.00

2.13

4.30

6.48

21.41

3.78

2.25

4.52

6.78

12.13

4.18

2.46

4.85

13.20

4.56

2.47

4.88

435

16.51

5.62

2.22

465

17.70

6.01

495

18.88

6.40

525

20.08

590

22.69

620

Depth

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

UCS
Low

UCS
Avg

Sv
Total

Vp
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APPENDIX B: Stress constraints in Figure 1.7, Chapter 1
	
  
	
  

Hydrostatic
Shmin
Maximum
Avg UCS

Hydrostatic
SHmax
Minimum
Avg UCS

Hydrostatic
SHmax
Maximum
Avg UCS

2.54

4.44

4.16

4.44

2.84

5.11

4.52

5.12

7.38

2.84

5.11

4.52

5.12

3.91

7.13

3.49

5.76

5.23

5.75

4.57

8.77

4.28

6.21

6.21

6.98

8.34

5.07

10.30

4.82

6.90

6.86

8.24

4.53

8.71

5.29

10.63

5.17

7.26

7.20

8.54

5.62

9.38

5.62

11.69

5.98

7.82

7.85

9.43

465

6.01

10.02

6.01

14.19

6.77

8.29

8.31

11.32

495

6.39

11.30

6.89

14.82

7.21

9.51

6.89

12.07

525

6.80

11.44

6.80

13.23

6.99

9.58

9.59

10.77

590

7.60

12.93

7.91

13.01

7.64

10.91

10.19

10.90

620

8.03

13.62

8.38

13.68

8.08

11.46

10.39

11.38

650

8.44

14.18

8.70

14.14

8.41

11.88

10.70

11.90

680

8.84

14.78

9.17

14.75

8.80

12.58

11.33

12.53

710

9.24

14.48

9.24

14.44

9.21

12.11

11.23

12.16

795

10.37

16.10

10.37

16.11

10.39

13.68

12.46

13.59

825

10.77

11.92

10.77

14.30

10.74

11.40

11.37

12.36

855

11.18

16.33

11.18

16.33

11.13

13.65

12.51

13.62

885

11.60

17.15

11.60

16.95

11.59

14.34

13.03

14.31

915

12.01

17.37

12.01

17.40

12.04

14.46

13.60

14.52

Hydrostatic
Shmin
Minimum

Hydrostatic
Shmin
Maximum

Hydrostatic
SHmax
Minimum

Hydrostatic
SHmax
Maximum

175

2.24

6.45

3.01

6.47

205

2.63

7.39

3.31

7.38

235

2.99

7.82

3.31

265

3.38

7.12

295

3.75

7.58

325

4.19

355
435

Depth

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

Hydrostatic
Shmin
Minimum
Avg UCS
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Depth

Overpressure
Shmin
Minimum

Overpressure
Shmin
Maximum

Overpressure
SHmax
Minimum

Overpressure
SHmax
Maximum

Overpressure
Shmin
Minimum
Avg UCS

Overpressure
Shmin
Maximum
Avg UCS

Overpressure
SHmax
Minimum
Avg UCS

Overpressure
SHmax
Maximum
Avg UCS

175

2.74

4.84

3.14

4.84

3.14

4.74

4.44

4.74

205

3.24

5.74

3.74

5.74

3.54

5.24

4.84

5.24

235

3.64

6.44

3.64

6.44

3.94

5.54

5.14

5.54

265

4.14

6.14

4.14

6.14

4.34

6.04

5.64

6.04

295

4.64

6.74

4.64

7.34

5.14

6.54

6.54

6.94

325

5.14

7.34

5.14

8.34

5.74

7.04

7.04

7.84

355

5.64

7.74

5.64

8.64

6.14

7.64

7.64

8.24

435

6.94

12.34

6.94

12.34

9.04

11.14

11.14

12.44

465

7.44

13.24

7.44

13.24

7.44

13.24

7.44

13.24

495

7.94

11.14

7.94

13.84

7.94

14.14

7.94

14.14

525

8.44

14.14

8.44

14.14

8.44

15.05

8.44

15.05

590

9.44

15.34

9.44

15.34

9.44

16.94

9.44

16.94

620

9.94

17.84

9.94

17.94

10.94

14.24

17.94

14.94

650

10.44

18.54

10.44

18.84

12.04

13.54

17.44

18.74

680

10.94

18.74

10.94

19.74

10.94

19.74

10.94

19.74

710

11.44

15.54

11.44

20.64

11.44

20.64

11.44

20.64

795

12.84

23.34

12.84

23.34

12.84

23.34

12.84

23.34

825

13.44

24.24

13.44

24.24

13.44

24.24

13.44

24.24

855

13.94

25.24

14.24

25.24

13.94

25.24

14.24

25.24

885

14.44

26.34

14.64

26.34

14.44

26.34

14.64

26.34

915

14.94

27.34

15.24

27.34

14.94

27.34

15.24

27.34
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APPENDIX C: Tectonic stress, friction and elevated pore pressure in faults, and
breakout growth that produces thrust failure in Figure 1.10, Chapter 1
	
  

Stress to
Failure

Depth

	
  
	
  

	
  
	
  

Mu Failure
Upper UCS

Mu Failure
Average
UCS

Lambda *
Upper
UCSFailure

Lambda *
Failure
Avgerage
UCS

Breakout
Growth from
High UCS

Breakout
Growth from
Average
UCS

175

0.00

0.60

0.47

0.00

0.33

0.00

74.58

205

0.19

0.58

0.40

0.00

0.45

49.37

84.89

235

0.79

0.53

0.36

0.15

0.50

60.82

265

2.54

0.35

0.17

0.49

0.80

94.06

NA

295

2.08

0.41

0.19

0.43

0.79

98.64

NA

325

1.83

0.44

0.19

0.39

0.77

102.08

NA

355

2.58

0.38

0.14

0.48

0.84

107.81

NA

435

4.82

0.22

NA

465

3.51

0.30

NA

495

4.05

0.33

525

6.85

0.20

NA

0.78

NA

NA

NA

590

9.67

0.14

NA

0.86

NA

NA

NA

620

10.22

0.13

NA

0.86

NA

NA

NA

650

10.96

0.13

NA

0.87

NA

NA

NA

680

11.61

0.12

NA

0.88

NA

NA

NA

710

13.21

0.07

NA

0.93

NA

NA

NA

795

15.07

0.05

NA

0.95

NA

NA

NA

825

18.17

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

855

17.50

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

885

18.26

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

915

19.21

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

0.02

0.74

NA

0.62

NA

0.56

NA

NA

NA
0.99

90.62

NA
120.41

NA
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APPENDIX D: Experimental results, Chapter 2
Sample Number

T100_268_1174_32_2

T100_267_1174_32_1

T100_269_1174_32_3

Initial Height (mm)

51.36

53.59

56.75

Initial Diameter (mm)

26.32

25.8

27.02

200

200

200

0.0016

0.0016

400

400

400

1500

2000

1000

Seal Friction (Pa)
Strain rate
(micron/minute)
Pp (Pa)
Pc Effective (Pa)

Axial Strain %

0.0016

Effective Axial Stress (Pa)

Axial Strain %

Effective Axial Stress
(Pa)

Axial Strain %

Effective
Axial
Stress (Pa)

-0.31055296

1508.1423

-0.032841948

2063.0813

-0.276828194

1212

-0.346962617

1633.1423

-0.078746035

2230.1118

-0.320881057

1376

-0.391744548

1738.1423

-0.115693226

2368.0813

-0.381321586

1528

-0.451713396

1813.1118

-0.152080612

2499.1118

-0.45339207

1662

-0.516160436

1898.1423

-0.190707221

2610.1118

-0.534449339

1811

-0.593652648

1968.1423

-0.232879269

2715.1118

-0.607400881

1958

-0.655179128

2070.1423

-0.278036947

2820.0813

-0.674008811

2065

-0.714369159

2145.1423

-0.328979287

2928.1118

-0.745374449

2157

-0.772780374

2212.1423

-0.379175219

3033.0813

-0.809339207

2287

-0.827492212

2270.1423

-0.436648628

3102.1118

-0.867665198

2369

-0.884345794

2351.1423

-0.498413883

3203.0813

-0.92

2531

-0.935358255

2404.1423

-0.560925546

3298.0813

-0.999647577

2614

-0.983060748

2448.1423

-0.615599925

3391.1118

-1.091629956

2743

-1.030179128

2568.1423

-0.66131741

3477.1118

-1.179030837

2859

-1.092484424

2631.1423

-0.702929651

3563.1118

-1.261321586

2945

-1.178933022

2707.1423

-0.742862474

3660.0813

-1.334977974

3041

-1.243380062

2794.1423

-0.786527337

3739.1118

-1.39876652

3159

-1.306464174

2862.1423

-0.838962493

3827.1118

-1.469603524

3252

-1.370132399

2924.1423

-0.894943086

3903.1118

-1.556828194

3360

-1.430880062

2991.1423

-0.955961933

3976.1118

-1.633656388

3481

-1.480334891

3083.1423

-1.01418175

4081.1118

-1.708017621

3569

-1.53271028

3164.1423

-1.070908752

4151.1118

-1.773920705

3665

-1.582749221

3225.1423

-1.120544878

4238.1118

-1.851453744

3750

-1.641939252

3313.1423

-1.16700877

4345.1118

-1.933215859

3842

-1.714953271

3378.1423

-1.207688001

4393.0813

-2.014977974

3939
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-1.774922118

3432.1423

-1.248553835

4469.0813

-2.089162996

4026

-1.824961059

3502.1423

-1.308079866

4548.1118

-2.154537445

4115

-1.875778816

3550.1423

-1.376562792

4622.0813

-2.221145374

4183

-1.934190031

3618.1423

-1.447844747

4683.1118

-2.27876652

4224

-1.984423676

3694.1423

-1.51035641

4764.1118

-2.346079295

4307

-2.044976636

3756.1423

-1.559805934

4822.1118

-2.424493392

4377

-2.108839564

3815.1423

-1.612987498

4888.0813

-2.498678414

4429

-2.171923676

3899.1423

-1.662437022

4953.1118

-2.594889868

4359

-2.227998442

3954.1423

-1.709833924

5008.1118

-2.681409692

4396

-2.287188474

4030.1423

-1.754805001

5071.1118

-2.76722467

4429

-2.340342679

4088.1423

-1.791192387

5123.0813

-2.862731278

4458

-2.392718069

4146.1423

-1.831311812

5195.0813

-2.937621145

4433

-2.445872274

4225.1423

-1.876282889

5247.1118

-3.006343612

4455

-2.49902648

4286.1423

-1.927971636

5303.0813

-3.068898678

4473

-2.549844237

4351.1423

-2.006531069

5375.1118

-3.158237885

4474

-2.604556075

4426.1423

-2.070535548

5424.1118

-3.259207048

4477

-2.666082555

4496.1423

-2.132487404

5488.1118

-3.351189427

4496

-2.723714953

4554.1423

-2.189960814

5523.1118

-3.432951542

4496

-2.780568536

4617.1423

-2.249486845

5603.1118

-3.500969163

4603

-2.846767913

4689.1423

-2.296137339

5640.1118

-3.573920705

4668

-2.910436137

4751.1423

-2.347079679

5687.1118

-3.661145374

4669

-2.972741433

4794.1423

-2.394289979

5748.1118

-3.75030837

4715

-3.041082555

4852.1118

-2.445232319

5798.1118

-3.849339207

4697

-3.107087227

4911.1118

-2.52173913

5838.1118

-3.926872247

4751

-3.172313084

4982.1423

-2.590035454

5900.1118

-3.985374449

4756

-3.226246106

5040.1118

-2.644523232

5961.1118

-4.062378855

4621

-3.277842679

5100.1118

-2.704982273

5983.1118

-4.15030837

4695

-3.328660436

5142.1118

-2.762455682

6042.1118

-4.240881057

4819

-3.378894081

5182.1118

-2.824220937

6088.1423

-4.321938326

4831

-3.441004673

5230.1118

-2.896995708

6130.1118

-4.392070485

4873

-3.504867601

5265.0813

-2.968277664

6192.1118

-4.478590308

4880

-3.586838006

5311.0813

-3.026497481

6243.1423

-4.555594714

4888

-3.657320872

5365.0813

-3.089195745

6285.1118

-4.638061674

4900

-3.724104361

5393.0813

-3.147975369

6319.1118

-4.726696035

4910

-3.781152648

5432.0813

-3.204142564

6358.1118

-4.807048458

4903

-3.843457944

5484.0813

-3.259376749

6395.1118

-4.886696035

4894

-3.910241433

5556.0813

-3.313864527

6435.1118

-4.972511013

4906

-3.970989097

5577.0813

-3.369285314

6466.1118

-5.06660793

4936

-4.031542056

5636.0813

-3.434596007

6504.1118

-5.173215859

4834

-4.099883178

5680.0813

-3.498040679

6531.1118

-5.245991189

4955

-4.178154206

5695.0813

-3.562791566

6562.1118

-5.327753304

4974

-4.253309969

5724.0813

-3.632580705

6606.1423

-5.402643172

5003

-4.316978193

5760.0813

-3.704609069

6642.1118

-5.464493392

5027

-4.36876947

5807.0813

-3.770852771

6685.1118

-5.536563877

5055

-4.420366044

5844.0813

-3.840641911

6704.1118

-5.628017621

5083

-4.481113707

5853.0813

-3.910431051

6724.1118

-5.738502203

5088
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-4.569898754

5888.0813

-3.973689121

6773.1118

-5.825903084

5092

-4.657126168

5906.0508

-4.026870685

6828.1118

-5.903436123

5103

-4.736176012

5946.0813

-4.081358462

6849.1118

-5.963876652

5121

-4.802959502

5961.0813

-4.138831872

6883.1118

-6.034008811

5130

-4.869742991

5996.0508

-4.209554021

6894.1118

-6.115066079

5106

-4.940225857

6026.0508

-4.30472103

6893.1118

-6.202290749

5124

-5.008566978

6046.0508

-4.377495801

6945.1118

-6.285462555

5128

-5.082165109

6055.0508

-4.453256205

6988.1118

-6.366519824

5093

-5.158878505

6065.0508

-4.516514275

7011.1118

-6.470837004

5068

-5.2355919

6111.0508

-4.586303415

7025.1118

-6.5430837

5094

-5.306853583

6127.0508

-4.655532749

7037.1118

-6.626255507

5079

-5.373637072

6135.0508

-4.723082665

7061.0813

-6.699735683

5092

-5.451129283

6134.0508

-4.795111028

7069.1118

-6.778678414

5109

-5.533099688

6168.0508

-4.872177645

7081.1118

-6.865903084

5099

-5.613512461

6167.0508

-4.955961933

7080.1118

-6.959471366

5101

-5.691004673

6190.0508

-5.023511849

7125.1118

-7.047929515

5047

-5.766160436

6183.0508

-5.079679045

7109.1118

-7.12845815

5061

-5.841316199

6213.0508

-5.132674006

7115.1118

-7.202643172

5045

-5.914135514

6208.0508

-5.192386639

7142.1118

-7.296035242

5022

-5.978777259

6230.0508

-5.279716365

7187.1118

-7.375682819

5040

-6.033294393

6223.0508

-5.37357716

7164.1118

-7.442995595

5023

-6.095599688

6233.0508

-5.446911737

7195.1423

-7.526167401

5001

-6.177570093

6241.0508

-5.509610002

7203.1118

-7.617444934

5015

-6.28076324

6245.0508

-5.57641351

7217.1118

-7.696563877

5017

-6.365070093

6233.0508

-5.64340362

7222.1118

-7.757004405

5044

-6.443341121

6225.0508

-5.704609069

7250.1423

-7.830484581

5007

-6.519275701

6228.0508

-5.779436462

7223.1118

-7.930044053

5007

-6.580023364

6201.0203

-5.848479194

7254.1423

-8.010572687

4997

-6.646806854

6205.0203

-5.919201344

7261.1118

-8.081938326

4986

-6.715147975

6220.0203

-5.98675126

7260.1423

-8.156828194

4931

-6.787188474

6221.0203

-6.049449524

7279.1423

-8.233127753

4920

-6.868380062

6213.0203

-6.122784102

7260.1423

-8.323171806

4930

-6.951129283

6168.0203

-6.20003732

7260.1423

-8.408281938

4953

-7.032320872

6163.0203

-6.273371898

7268.1423

-8.479647577

4916

-7.131035826

6096.0203

-6.349132301

7289.1423

-8.550484581

4919

-7.202492212

6060.0203

-6.423213286

7279.1423

-8.628193833

4899

-7.27453271

6079.0203

-6.499720097

7268.1423

-8.740088106

4813

-7.346573209

6081.0203

-6.566710207

7254.1423

-8.830132159

4789

-7.411993769

6087.0203

-6.62548983

7260.1423

-8.909779736

4773

-7.481697819

6096.0203

-6.678671394

7251.1423

-8.997004405

4771

-7.558411215

6071.0203

-6.739130435

7239.1423

-9.069251101

4765

-7.629088785

6063.0508

-6.819742489

7226.1423

-9.14061674

4765

-7.702686916

6072.0203

-6.909311439

7217.1118

-9.218325991

4746

-7.774727414

6052.0508

-6.992909125

7188.1423

-9.300088106

4736

-7.84228972

6073.0508

-7.060645643

7195.1118

-9.405110132

4749

-7.906152648

6023.0203

-7.130434783

7181.1118

-9.513656388

4707
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-7.966121495

6043.0508

-7.18492256

7199.1423

-9.600881057

4684

-8.034462617

6035.0203

-7.238104124

7199.1118

-9.682643172

4712

-8.104945483

6047.0508

-7.299869379

7160.1118

-9.776035242

4715

-8.169587227

6056.0508

-7.362567643

7152.1423

-9.862731278

4693

-8.224104361

6073.0508

-7.431610375

7158.1423

-9.939559471

4711

-8.294781931

6063.0508

-7.502892331

7121.1423

-10.01867841

4685

-8.377531153

6062.0203

-7.578652734

7089.1423

-10.11612335

4705

-8.457165109

6071.0508

-7.641910804

7122.1423

-10.21374449

4686

-8.521806854

6083.0508

-7.721963053

7097.1423

-10.28863436

4679

-8.574182243

6101.0508

-7.786713939

7073.1423

-10.35929515

4642

-8.64232866

6064.0508

-7.850718418

7077.1423

-10.44105727

4667

-8.726635514

6072.0508

-7.916215712

7060.1423

-10.53585903

4651

-8.801791277

6077.0508

-7.982272812

7048.1423

-10.61973568

4644

-8.867017134

6082.0508

-8.050755738

7012.1423

-10.72352423

4661

-8.934579439

6074.0508

-8.118492256

7016.1423

-10.81903084

4665

-9.002141745

6065.0508

-8.187534988

7036.1423

-10.90555066

4655

-9.072040498

6066.0508

-8.263855197

7021.1423

-10.97286344

4625

-9.152453271

6069.0508

-8.337376376

6999.1423

-11.03947137

4628

-9.237538941

6084.0508

-8.404366486

7008.1423

-11.13709251

4658

-9.303543614

6076.0508

-8.462586303

7006.1423

-11.26748899

4644

-9.368964174

6081.0508

-8.52360515

6996.1423

-11.35753304

4644

-9.431074766

6080.0508

-8.59059526

6982.1423

-11.42696035

4632

-9.497079439

6083.0508

-8.659637992

6999.1423

-11.52528634

4609

-9.573792835

6075.0508

-8.720843441

6995.1423

-11.60757709

4623

-9.658878505

6086.0508

-8.77831685

7003.1423

-11.68810573

4645

-9.734034268

6092.0508

-8.848852398

6985.1423

-11.76704846

4610

-9.802375389

6088.0508

-8.930397462

6998.1423

-11.8322467

4630

-9.878894081

6087.0508

-9.005224855

7023.1423

-11.93814978

4629

-9.947235202

6081.0508

-9.063444673

7003.1423

-12.03982379

4608

-10.00876168

6070.0508

-9.11513342

7005.1423

-12.10907489

4620

-10.0671729

6097.0508

-9.177645083

6995.1423

-12.1723348

4648

-10.13025701

6067.0508

-9.262735585

6966.1423

-12.24933921

4684

-10.19781931

6090.0508

-9.333271133

6974.1423

-12.33991189

4666

-10.269081

6074.0508

-9.394476581

6982.1423

-12.43348018

4677

-10.34735202

6067.0508

-9.454935622

6948.1423

-12.52264317

4694

-10.4376947

6075.0203

-9.518940101

6975.1423

-12.61127753

4666

-10.51810748

6064.0508

-9.598805747

6901.1423

-12.69374449

4672

-10.59248442

6082.0508

-9.685389065

6831.1423

-12.77004405

4668

-10.6730919

6038.0508

-9.770666169

6819.1423

-12.86273128

4636

-10.73598131

6082.0508

-9.82739317

6827.1423

-12.95488987

4623

-10.80588006

6107.0508

-9.879081918

6858.1423

-13.05374449

4612

-10.88629283

6086.0508

-9.930584064

6918.1423

-13.13903084

4650

-10.95911215

6082.0508

-9.991789513

6923.1423

-13.21726872

4583

-11.02375389

6046.0203

-10.06157865

6933.1423

-13.28052863

4657

-11.1010514

6051.0203

-10.14387013

6931.1423

-13.36634361

4654

-11.19373053

6069.0508

-10.22168315

6929.1423

-13.46044053

4665
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-11.28095794

6061.0508

-10.28718044

6920.1118

-13.55189427

4678

-11.35319315

6043.0508

-10.35995522

6927.1423

-13.62396476

4690

-11.41764019

6075.0203

-10.4435529

6853.1423

-13.70572687

4694

-11.48987539

6068.0508

-10.50755738

6813.1118

-13.79788546

4662

-11.59676791

5914.0508

-10.55999254

6895.1118

-13.89321586

4640

-11.6682243

6018.0508

-10.61951857

6935.1118

-13.97374449

4637

-11.74552181

6035.0508

-10.68800149

6923.1423

-14.05268722

4627

-11.83586449

6031.0508

-10.76152267

6927.1118

-14.12898678

4592

-11.92932243

6016.0508

-10.85743609

6928.1118

-14.19418502

4619

-12.00214174

6026.0508

-10.94625863

6923.1118

-14.27259912

4604

-12.06970405

6058.0508

-11.02556447

6933.1118

-14.35700441

4611

-12.13123053

6043.0508

-11.0946072

6915.1118

-14.44563877

4592

-12.19957165

5996.0508

-11.16514275

6925.1423

-14.51647577

4613

-12.27628505

6027.0508

-11.23511849

6937.1118

-14.58995595

4598

-12.42036604

5832.0508

-11.31367792

6922.1118

-14.66678414

4589

-12.51148754

5849.0508

-11.3871991

6931.1423

-14.74590308

4587

-12.55704829

5937.0813

-11.44597873

6910.1118

-14.82414097

4588

-12.61098131

5977.0508

-11.52323195

6909.1118

-14.92440529

4567

-12.71573209

5874.0508

-11.61186789

6922.1423

-12.79478193

5812.0508

-11.69565217

6904.1118

-12.84559969

5932.0508

-11.78074268

6786.1118

-12.9084891

5963.0508

-11.84045531

6773.1423

-12.9760514

5984.0508

-11.89923493

6768.1118

-13.06113707

5870.0508

-11.97854077

6770.1423

-13.17114486

5799.0508

-12.06157865

6740.1423

-13.27745327

5702.0508

-12.13565964

6718.1118

-13.34267913

5729.0508

-12.22877403

6701.1423

-13.41024143

5694.0813

-12.3110655

6717.1423

-13.47254673

5728.0508

-12.38813211

6689.1423

-13.54926012

5670.0508

-12.45213659

6691.1423

-13.62363707

5704.0508

-12.51184923

6686.1423

-13.70112928

5686.0508

-12.56353797

6710.1423

-13.78309969

5706.0508

-12.63258071

6698.1423

-13.86117601

5703.0508

-12.72420228

6703.1118

-13.93419003

5667.0508

-12.82534055

6737.1423

-14.00623053

5642.0508

-12.90184736

6711.1118

-14.05938474

5672.0508

-12.95857436

6714.1423

-14.12928349

5623.0508

-13.03134913

6723.1118

-14.20288162

5616.0508

-13.10487031

6703.1423

-14.26654984

5673.0508

-13.170181

6703.1423

-14.35533489

5625.0813

-13.23287927

6719.1118

-14.43516355

5625.0508

-13.29968278

6704.1118

-14.5095405

5624.0508

-13.36014182

6691.1118

-14.57106698

5642.0508

-13.42638552

6673.1423

-14.63999221

5614.0508

-13.51371525

6681.1118

-14.69392523

5706.0508

-13.59805934

6668.1118
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-14.76382399

5734.0508

-13.66710207

6664.1118

-14.83975857

5748.0508

-13.71879082

6691.1118

-14.91939252

5734.0508

-13.77047957

6703.1118

-14.98773364

5745.0508

-13.83523045

6700.1118

-13.89345027

6714.1118

-13.95745475

6764.1423

-14.03526777

6769.1118

-14.10878895

6780.1423

-14.17708528

6802.1118

-14.24407539

6786.1423

-14.3110655

6786.1118

-14.37656279

6743.1423

-14.43459601

6791.1118

-14.50083971

6800.1118

-14.57436089

6807.1118

-14.6506811

6810.1423

-14.72998694

6788.1118

-14.79996268

6818.1118

-14.86601978

6804.1423

-14.92274678

6805.1118

-14.9904833

6804.1118

	
  
	
  
Sample Number

T100_222_1174_55

T100_244_1174_42_02

T100_241_1174_42

Initial Height (mm)

38.92

42.34

41.21

Initial Diameter (mm)

27.79

26.57

23.65

200

200

Seal Friction (Pa)
Strain rate (micron/minute)

200
0.0016

0.0016

0.0016

500

500

500

2500

1500

3500

Pp (Pa)
Pc Effective (Pa)

Axial Strain %

Effective Axial Stress (Pa)

Axial Strain %

Effective Axial
Stress (Pa)

Axial Strain %

Effective Axial
Stress (Pa)

-0.110226105

2310

-0.036844591

-101

-0.229798593

3153

-0.144141829

2508

-0.037789325

-101

-0.254549867

3381

-0.189362795

2681

-0.038497874

-101

-0.288522203

3567
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-0.230472765

2842

-0.038497874

-101

-0.325406455

3691

-0.275436793

2987

-0.039442607

-100

-0.384130066

3837

-0.314491264

3148

-0.039442607

-101

-0.430478039

3965

-0.353545735

3280

-0.039442607

-101

-0.476826013

4080

-0.392600206

3408

-0.039442607

-100

-0.526085901

4202

-0.434737924

3561

-0.039442607

-100

-0.563940791

4321

-0.48381295

3685

-0.039442607

-100

-0.600825042

4449

-0.530832477

3832

-0.040387341

-100

-0.638679932

4550

-0.584018499

3991

-0.040387341

-100

-0.683086629

4661

-0.646197328

4116

-0.040387341

-102

-0.735986411

4802

-0.701181912

4250

-0.040387341

-102

-0.797621936

4901

-0.744347379

4383

-0.040387341

-102

-0.870419801

5011

-0.80626927

4517

-0.041332074

-102

-0.941276389

5115

-0.851490236

4654

-0.040387341

-102

-1.002911915

5241

-0.894398767

4789

-0.041332074

-102

-1.063334142

5354

-0.935508736

4907

-0.041332074

-102

-1.121087115

5427

-0.975590956

5045

-0.041332074

-102

-1.170347003

5529

-1.011819116

5156

-0.041332074

-102

-1.218636253

5612

-1.039825283

5271

-0.041332074

-102

-1.266682844

5694

-1.076824255

5397

-0.041332074

-102

-1.312302839

5758

-1.121788284

5506

-0.041332074

-102

-1.350157729

5854

-1.170863309

5631

-0.041332074

-102

-1.384130066

5931

-1.229188078

5757

-0.040387341

-102

-1.415433147

6023

-1.293165468

5873

-0.039442607

-102

-1.449405484

6097

-1.354316547

5999

-0.039442607

-103

-1.483377821

6168

-1.413412127

6121

-0.039442607

-102

-1.528027178

6246

-1.468396711

6257

-0.038497874

-102

-1.581897598

6324

-1.520554985

6364

-0.038497874

-102

-1.644261102

6407

-1.571685509

6476

-0.038497874

-102

-1.698131521

6476

-1.624871531

6590

-0.038497874

-102

-1.755884494

6536

-1.674974306

6698

-0.038497874

-102

-1.808784276

6629

-1.724820144

6832

-0.038497874

-102

-1.862897355

6720

-1.776978417

6939

-0.038497874

-102

-1.916767775

6793

-1.818088386

7054

-0.038497874

-102

-1.971608833

6878

-1.859198356

7161

-0.038497874

-102

-2.023537976

6955

-1.902363823

7269

-0.038497874

-102

-2.070856588

7037

-1.951438849

7370

-0.039442607

-102

-2.119145838

7090

-2.005395683

7489

-0.039442607

-103

-2.165493812

7162

-2.080678314

7577

-0.039442607

-102

-2.218636253

7257

-2.164696814

7683

-0.040387341

-102

-2.280029119

7315

-2.248715313

7781

-0.04322154

399

-2.346275176

7399

-2.323997945

7842

-0.042276807

-101

-2.402086872

7478

-2.39311408

7938

-0.042276807

-1

-2.465421014

7533

-2.469167523

8001

-0.04322154

399

-2.542101432

7615

-2.532374101

8076

-0.04322154

399

-2.59136132

7674

-2.601490236

8135

-0.04322154

799

-2.651783548

7731
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-2.665467626

8220

-0.044166273

1299

-2.697160883

7811

-2.735611511

8264

-0.04322154

1299

-2.789856831

7895

-2.821942446

8337

-0.04322154

1299

-2.867507886

7963

-2.91700925

8379

-0.04322154

1313

-2.949769473

8065

-3.005138746

8410

-0.04322154

1299

-3.033972337

8145

-3.086330935

8476

-0.04322154

1299

-3.117204562

8217

-3.163412127

8515

-0.04322154

1299

-3.193884979

8293

-3.249486125

8583

-0.04322154

1299

-3.275418588

8378

-3.361767729

8586

-0.04322154

1299

-3.346275176

8466

-3.471993834

8605

-0.04322154

1299

-3.420043679

8539

-3.56012333

8635

-0.04322154

1299

-3.508129095

8595

-3.656217883

8653

-0.04322154

1299

-3.59694249

8676

-3.750513875

8638

-0.04322154

1299

-3.676534822

8731

-3.838643371

8658

-0.04322154

1299

-3.765348216

8803

-3.918807811

8693

-0.04322154

1299

-3.861926717

8868

-4.011819116

8681

-0.04322154

1299

-3.955593303

8930

-4.108170606

8699

-0.04322154

1299

-4.049259888

8998

-4.212230216

8717

-0.04322154

1298

-4.154088813

9030

-4.320400822

8681

-0.04322154

1299

-4.232710507

9103

-4.454779034

8638

-0.04322154

1299

-4.302839117

9160

-4.576824255

8616

-0.04322154

1299

-4.369813152

9220

-4.705035971

8580

-0.04322154

1299

-4.434117933

9270

-4.812178828

8573

-0.04322154

1299

-4.522203349

9307

-4.896454265

8584

-0.042276807

1299

-4.624363019

9351

-4.971479959

8618

-0.04322154

1299

-4.726522689

9414

-5.041623844

8649

-0.042276807

1299

-4.825042465

9455

-5.139773895

8639

-0.04322154

1299

-4.907304052

9496

-5.257965057

8645

-0.042276807

1299

-4.991506916

9548

-5.379239466

8646

-0.042276807

1299

-5.079349672

9592

-5.48946557

8661

-0.042276807

1299

-5.169376365

9624

-5.587615622

8636

-0.042276807

1299

-5.263042951

9674

-5.687821172

8673

-0.042276807

1299

-5.363261344

9695

-5.799075026

8667

-0.042276807

1299

-5.469303567

9750

-5.895169579

8675

-0.042276807

1299

-5.570492599

9772

-6.002312436

8696

-0.042276807

1299

-5.646202378

9792

-6.122559096

8708

-0.042276807

1560

-5.707595244

9808

-6.240750257

8726

-0.02668871

1980

-5.773841301

9840

-6.33299075

8738

-0.134624469

2244

-5.862897355

9876

-6.412127441

8732

-0.25791214

2479

-5.981072555

9895

-6.502312436

8720

-0.415446386

2691

-6.087842757

9911

-6.65647482

8692

-0.560935286

2883

-6.169376365

9945

-6.7995889

8688

-0.670524327

3117

-6.24217423

9964

-6.910842754

8710

-0.785545583

3307

-6.314001456

9986

-7.007194245

8700

-0.922768068

3485

-6.397233681

9994

-7.117163412

8702

-1.08573453

3684

-6.461538462

10012

-7.214542652

8694

-1.223901748

3838

-6.529725795

10049
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-7.32065776

8690

-1.332546056

3997

-6.604464936

10070

-7.433710175

8710

-1.477090222

4123

-6.684057268

10095

-7.545991778

8707

-1.652102031

4287

-6.758796409

10128

-7.646197328

8734

-1.808455361

4429

-6.825770444

10137

-7.750256937

8718

-1.951346245

4546

-6.890317884

10151

-7.869475848

8717

-2.069201701

4655

-6.963115749

10188

-7.984840699

8710

-2.187057156

4773

-7.028391167

10215

-8.102004111

8711

-2.366556448

4871

-7.110652754

10237

-8.20709147

8733

-2.52952291

4964

-7.193884979

10259

-8.320400822

8716

-2.673122343

5056

-7.267653482

10307

-8.425488181

8698

-2.803967879

5138

-7.348216452

10326

-8.510791367

8717

-2.961502126

5203

-7.423683572

10353

-8.584789311

8723

-3.116202173

5286

-7.495753458

10384

-8.679085303

8707

-3.275389702

5267

-7.565639408

10414

-8.80626927

8733

-3.449456778

5319

-7.634797379

10421

-8.945529291

8706

-3.621634388

5354

-7.700072798

10443

-9.053699897

8703

-3.753424658

5405

-7.755884494

10451

-9.151849949

8691

-3.873878129

5473

-7.828682359

10481

-9.239979445

8692

-3.977090222

5564

-7.911914584

10485

-9.302158273

8726

-4.096835144

5648

-8.012132977

10518

-9.383093525

8734

-4.238545111

5703

-8.119145838

10534

-9.475334018

8716

-4.383089277

5757

-8.210871148

10549

-9.558581706

8716

-4.541568257

5821

-8.295074011

10575

-9.651593011

8744

-4.710911667

5853

-8.37078379

10579

-9.742805755

8735

-4.850023618

5920

-8.435088571

10590

-9.826824255

8747

-4.968823807

5958

-8.506187818

10601

-9.914182939

8775

-5.124468588

5983

-8.592089299

10609

-10.02517986

8747

-5.319555975

6031

-8.672652269

10613

-10.10945529

8763

-5.475200756

6070

-8.767289493

10638

-10.19758479

8727

-5.636513935

6093

-8.857073526

10648

-10.28083248

8736

-5.815068493

6128

-8.934724581

10669

-10.38797533

8647

-6.011100614

6188

-9.030332444

10660

-10.45606372

8716

-6.190836089

6198

-9.130550837

10679

-10.54110997

8735

-6.341757204

6158

-9.20990051

10713

-10.63437821

8745

-6.61242324

6104

-9.301625819

10704

-10.74254882

8745

-6.790269249

6131

-9.393593788

10708

-10.83556012

8741

-6.944024563

6221

-9.486289736

10729

-10.93293936

8718

-7.122579121

6231

-9.582625576

10731

-11.00693731

8748

-7.313179027

6229

-9.683086629

10756

-11.08710175

8739

-7.514879547

6097

-9.789856831

10767

-11.17934224

8729

-7.716580066

6104

-9.893957777

10773

-11.29136691

8694

-7.878601795

6199

-9.997088085

10799

-11.37769784

8697

-8.049834672

6213

-10.09366659

10804

-11.45272354

8692

-8.199102504

6214

-10.19097306

10795

-11.55704008

8667

-8.339867737

6241

-10.30939092

10806

-11.66906475

8685

-8.558101086

6234

-10.40475613

10826
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-11.77338129

8680

-8.742324043

6270

-10.5032759

10812

-11.8684481

8625

-8.888757676

6257

-10.63091483

10832

-11.93371017

8642

-9.037789325

6276

-10.7624363

10824

-12.02877698

8606

-9.217524799

6260

-10.85052172

10848

-12.14696814

8607

-9.378601795

6241

-10.92040767

10849

-12.23612539

8613

-9.551724138

6234

-11.01043436

10841

-12.32836588

8614

-9.703589986

6225

-11.14559573

10790

-12.41032888

8626

-9.853802551

6195

-11.23829168

10815

-12.49845838

8636

-9.997401984

6219

-11.31691337

10864

-12.60277492

8596

-10.15658951

6234

-11.4001456

10906

-12.70298047

8627

-10.32333491

6269

-11.49381218

10918

-12.82117163

8615

-10.46976854

6296

-11.59039068

10928

-12.91032888

8607

-10.62446859

6266

-11.7114778

10935

-12.99640288

8597

-10.79215872

6267

-11.79932055

10945

-13.06963001

8624

-10.93575815

6279

-11.88449405

10950

-13.16572456

8600

-11.12824752

6291

-11.97063819

10964

-13.27492292

8608

-11.27184695

6286

-12.05751031

10972

-13.41212744

8585

-11.4081247

6291

-12.15505945

10997

-11.59589041

6287

-12.27905848

10996

-11.73783656

6303

-12.37539432

11014

-11.92749173

6159

-12.46906091

11014

-12.08219178

6303

-12.56758068

11021

-12.25980161

6195

-12.65639408

11036

-12.40245631

6211

-12.73792769

11035

-12.55455834

6292

-12.82577044

11061

-12.72768068

6355

-12.91749575

11052

-12.89607936

6367

-13.01043436

11070

-13.04629192

6371

-13.11623392

11059

-13.18422296

6366

-13.24872604

11071

-13.3474256

6367

-13.35646688

11087

-13.55266887

6367

-13.4511041

11084

-13.73689183

6406

-13.54016016

11087

-13.90245631

6408

-13.64595972

11087

-14.09140293

6434

-13.74642077

11094

-14.25153519

6447

-13.84202863

11067

-14.43859235

6495

-13.91943703

11074

-14.63651393

6474

-14.00461053

11070

-14.78011337

6468

-14.10482893

11071

-14.96150213

6518

-14.20892987

11074

-14.30065518

11092

-14.38121815

11076

-14.44940548

11074

-14.5183208

11072

-14.60446494

11076

-14.71608833

11003

-14.79640864

10985
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-14.87964086

10978

-14.97257947

10982

	
  
Sample Number

T14_286_1174_21_3

Initial Height (mm)
Initial Diameter (mm)

Seal Friction (Pa)
Strain rate
(micron/minute)

Axial Strain %

T100_280_1174_21_2

44.6

56.06

46.21

25

27.42

25.47

0

0

0

0.0012

0.0012

0.0012

400

400

400

2000

1500

1100

Pp(Pa)
Pc Effective (Pa)

T14_276_1174_21_1_2

Effective Axial Stress (Pa)

Axial Strain %

Effective Axial
Stress (Pa)

Axial Strain %

Effective Axial
Stress (Pa)

-0.298206278

2195.797516

-0.305030325

1421.486728

-0.18394287

1190.350954

-0.408071749

2193.130586

-0.42454513

1412.342039

-0.289980524

1186.818107

-0.520179372

2184.593008

-0.54049233

1415.390269

-0.400346245

1180.752415

-0.634529148

2184.593008

-0.660007135

1399.810427

-0.510711967

1176.0233

-0.746636771

2184.593008

-0.779521941

1406.076233

-0.618913655

1187.818107

-0.856502242

2189.259938

-0.904388156

1411.342039

-0.727115343

1177.0233

-0.968609865

2189.259938

-1.027470567

1409.124463

-0.839645098

1176.0233

-1.080717489

2184.593008

-1.148769176

1414.390269

-0.947846786

1172.490453

-1.19058296

2184.593008

-1.273635391

1420.486728

-1.056048474

1186.818107

-1.302690583

2188.259938

-1.38958259

1434.848994

-1.162086129

1184.285261

-1.414798206

2188.259938

-1.509097396

1436.06657

-1.274615884

1183.285261

-1.524663677

2181.926078

-1.628612201

1433.848994

-1.384981606

1194.080069

-1.634529148

2188.259938

-1.74991081

1442.16303

-1.49101926

1204.678608

-1.744394619

2184.593008

-1.862290403

1645.176859

-1.592728847

1309.701302

-1.856502242

2188.259938

-1.974669996

1781.33113

-1.687946332

1521.083268

-1.964125561

2188.259938

-2.090617196

1894.639752

-1.787491885

1675.350886

-2.076233184

2192.130586

-2.204780592

2012.16595

-1.887037438

1810.561735

-2.186098655

2255.283268

-2.320727792

2129.692149

-1.984418957

1943.043468

-2.286995516

2441.278101

-2.431323582

2249.435923

-2.088292577

2072.188624

-2.392376682

2597.530057

-2.541919372

2366.962121

-2.18783813

2195.071819

-2.497757848

2735.243647

-2.656082768

2494.633009

-2.289547717

2315.955014

-2.596412556

2861.752728

-2.772029968

2628.73905

-2.38909327

2434.109093

-2.706278027

2978.057301

-2.880841955

2774.03801

-2.49296689

2541.664633

-2.813901345

3093.361874

-2.998572958

2904.974704

-2.590348409

2641.958212

-2.917040359

3200.332587

-3.114520157

3048.225434

-2.692057996

2749.513753
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-3.02690583

3300.765723

-3.22689975

3182.162128

-2.79809565

2846.274485

-3.132286996

3408.532718

-3.34284695

3308.002362

-2.899805237

2940.502372

-3.237668161

3501.631993

-3.457010346

3418.432101

-3.003678857

3014.869758

-3.347533632

3587.193691

-3.572957545

3524.596033

-3.109716512

3087.508029

-3.450672646

3672.755388

-3.688904745

3611.131894

-3.211426098

3158.146299

-3.558295964

3750.779507

-3.804851944

3693.619525

-3.315299719

3215.456916

-3.668161435

3836.341205

-3.920799144

3758.479084

-3.42566544

3273.963801

-3.778026906

3897.030675

-4.03496254

3825.507989

-3.531703095

3323.012456

-3.883408072

3975.054794

-4.15090974

3878.005282

-3.635576715

3363.462572

-3.99103139

4022.539756

-4.273992151

3923.406115

-3.743778403

3409.17465

-4.098654709

4085.692437

-4.391723154

3960.492913

-3.849816057

3434.100843

-4.208520179

4141.511259

-4.507670353

3991.483251

-3.960181779

3463.756151

-4.31838565

4193.663151

-4.630752765

4029.570048

-4.066219433

3487.878613

-4.428251121

4241.944394

-4.748483767

4058.560386

-4.172257087

3513.001075

-4.535874439

4294.096286

-4.867998573

4077.019111

-4.280458775

3535.590691

-4.64573991

4332.173022

-4.987513379

4098.695413

-4.384332396

3548.918345

-4.757847534

4375.787335

-5.105244381

4124.419945

-4.492534084

3564.245999

-4.865470852

4409.400859

-5.224759187

4143.048016

-4.600735771

3577.573653

-4.975336323

4455.015173

-5.349625401

4164.724318

-4.706773426

3602.696115

-5.085201794

4483.758049

-5.47092401

4186.40062

-4.81281108

3621.556616

-5.197309417

4513.500924

-5.588655012

4200.811116

-4.918848734

3628.818577

-5.307174888

4548.114448

-5.713521227

4211.125152

-5.03137849

3642.146232

-5.423766816

4580.524254

-5.833036033

4220.439187

-5.139580177

3643.146232

-5.533632287

4607.6002

-5.954334641

4232.801453

-5.247781865

3652.74477

-5.643497758

4632.676146

-6.073849447

4241.946143

-5.35381952

3667.072424

-5.757847534

4655.881443

-6.195148056

4256.525985

-5.462021208

3682.400078

-5.867713004

4678.290459

-6.316446664

4257.525985

-5.570222895

3688.66204

-5.979820628

4707.033335

-6.437745273

4266.670675

-5.680588617

3710.251656

-6.089686099

4725.571703

-6.557260078

4268.888251

-5.786626271

3717.317348

-6.201793722

4745.110071

-6.674991081

4275.984711

-5.894827959

3728.112156

-6.311659193

4762.852157

-6.79628969

4281.250517

-6.003029647

3738.906964

-6.423766816

4774.056665

-6.915804495

4282.250517

-6.109067301

3753.234618

-6.535874439

4788.928103

-7.038886907

4293.612782

-6.217268989

3750.505503

-6.64573991

4812.1334

-7.158401712

4303.926818

-6.327634711

3756.767465

-6.755605381

4818.670978

-7.277916518

4306.975048

-6.433672365

3764.833157

-6.869955157

4837.209346

-7.395647521

4316.289084

-6.546202121

3774.627965

-6.984304933

4845.543206

-7.516946129

4315.289084

-6.656567842

3771.095119

-7.094170404

4859.618362

-7.636460935

4319.337314

-6.76476953

3778.35708

-7.206278027

4870.619152

-7.75597574

4317.289084

-6.872971218

3774.627965

-7.31838565

4889.361238

-7.873706743

4320.337314

-6.98333694

3775.627965

-7.432735426

4900.362028

-7.993221548

4319.337314

-7.093702662

3763.833157

-7.547085202

4904.232676

-8.110952551

4316.289084

-7.20190435

3760.300311

-7.659192825

4912.566536

-8.228683553

4324.433774

-7.314434105

3761.300311

-7.771300448

4922.771044

-8.349982162

4324.433774

-7.424799827

3749.505503

-7.887892377

4933.975552

-8.467713164

4331.69958

-7.535165549

3750.505503

-7.997757848

4948.846989

-8.589011773

4330.69958

-7.643367237

3742.43981
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-8.109865471

4960.051497

-8.704958973

4337.79604

-7.751568924

3738.906964

-8.221973094

4960.051497

-8.828041384

4334.74781

-7.86409868

3739.906964

-8.334080717

4971.052287

-8.945772387

4340.013616

-7.974464402

3724.57931

-8.448430493

4983.256795

-9.065287192

4344.061846

-8.084830123

3720.850195

-8.560538117

4993.461303

-9.183018195

4347.110076

-8.193031811

3717.317348

-8.674887892

5004.665811

-9.304316803

4350.327652

-8.303397533

3714.784502

-8.784753363

5008.332741

-9.423831609

4346.110076

-8.413763255

3702.989694

-8.899103139

5026.871109

-9.541562611

4347.110076

-8.521964943

3699.456848

-9.013452915

5038.075617

-9.664645023

4350.327652

-8.632330664

3700.456848

-9.125560538

5041.742547

-9.780592223

4349.327652

-8.740532352

3700.456848

-9.237668161

5056.613985

-9.901890831

4359.472341

-8.850898074

3692.194886

-9.349775785

5071.485422

-10.01605423

4350.327652

-8.959099762

3689.66204

-9.464125561

5075.356071

-10.13913664

4356.424111

-9.069465484

3678.867232

-9.578475336

5079.023001

-10.26221905

4356.424111

-9.179831205

3663.539578

-9.69058296

5090.227509

-10.37816625

4364.738147

-9.290196927

3663.539578

-9.802690583

5090.227509

-10.49946486

4362.689917

-9.400562649

3646.679078

-9.912556054

5101.432017

-10.61541206

4361.689917

-9.513092404

3638.417116

-10.02690583

5108.765876

-10.73849447

4362.689917

-9.619130058

3635.88427

-10.13901345

5108.765876

-10.86157688

4375.052183

-9.733823848

3634.88427

-10.25336323

5121.970384

-10.97930788

4380.148643

-9.844189569

3635.88427

-10.36547085

5119.970384

-11.10060649

4383.196873

-9.952391257

3634.88427

-10.47982063

5127.304244

-11.2219051

4381.148643

-10.06492101

3634.88427

-10.5941704

5131.174892

-11.34320371

4389.462679

-10.17528673

3625.089462

-10.70403587

5138.508752

-11.46450232

4390.462679

-10.28565246

3627.818577

-10.8161435

5138.508752

-11.58580093

4390.462679

-10.39385414

3627.818577

-10.92825112

5153.38019

-11.70353193

4399.776715

-10.50421987

3618.02377

-11.04035874

5160.917768

-11.82661434

4395.559139

-10.61674962

3614.294654

-11.15246637

5161.917768

-11.94256154

4393.510909

-10.72711534

3602.696115

-11.26681614

5164.584698

-12.06386015

4392.510909

-10.83748106

3602.696115

-11.37892377

5172.122276

-12.18159115

4392.510909

-10.94568275

3602.696115

-11.49103139

5175.789206

-12.30467356

4386.414449

-11.05821251

3596.434154

-11.60313901

5179.456136

-12.42418837

4384.196873

-11.1664142

3595.434154

-11.71524664

5186.993714

-12.54548698

4387.414449

-11.27461588

3577.573653

-11.82735426

5194.327574

-12.66856939

4381.148643

-11.38714564

3566.778845

-11.94394619

5197.994504

-12.7880842

4378.100413

-11.49318329

3560.713153

-12.05605381

5201.865152

-12.91116661

4378.100413

-11.60354902

3559.713153

-12.16816143

5209.199012

-13.02889761

4365.738147

-11.71391474

3545.18923

-12.27802691

5209.199012

-13.14662861

4343.061846

-11.82428046

3530.861576

-12.39237668

5216.73659

-13.26792722

4334.74781

-11.93031811

3524.795883

-12.50672646

5216.73659

-13.38922583

4328.65135

-12.04068383

3520.263037

-12.61659193

5227.737379

-13.51230824

4325.433774

-12.15104956

3513.001075

-12.7309417

5227.737379

-13.62825544

4312.071508

-12.25925124

3505.935383

-12.84529148

5235.274957

-13.75133785

4306.975048

-12.36961697

3502.206267

-12.9529148

5246.479465

-13.87442026

4303.926818

-12.47781865

3498.673421

-13.06726457

5235.274957

-13.99393507

4306.975048

-12.59034841

3503.206267

-13.1793722

5246.479465

-14.11523368

4303.926818

-12.69638606

3499.673421
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-13.29147982

5246.479465

-14.24009989

4299.709242

-12.80675179

3498.673421

-13.40358744

5246.479465

-14.3613985

4284.298746

-12.91495347

3498.673421

-13.51345291

5257.683973

-14.48091331

4279.03294

-13.02315516

3502.206267

-14.60042811

4278.03294

-13.13352088

3495.140575

-14.72172672

4271.936481

-13.24172257

3495.140575

-14.84302533

4263.622445

-13.34992426

3496.140575

-14.96254014

4263.622445

-13.45596191

3485.345767

-13.56632763

3484.345767

-13.67669336

3495.140575

-13.78489504

3491.607729

-13.8974248

3485.345767

-14.00562649

3488.878613

-14.11815624

3487.878613

-14.22635793

3481.812921

-14.33455962

3495.140575

-14.44492534

3488.878613

-14.55312703

3491.607729

-14.66132872

3480.812921

-14.77169444

3478.280075

-14.88206016

3473.550959

-14.99242588

3478.280075

	
  
	
  
Sample Number

T14_1174_10_2

T14_1174_10_1

T14_274_1174_10_3

Initial Height (mm)

41.08

32.8

38.46

Initial Diameter (mm)

25.4

25.4

25.45

Seal Friction (Pa)

0

0

0

Strain rate (micron/minute)

0.0012

0.0012

0.0012

Pp(Pa)

400

400

400

Pc Effective (Pa)

1000

500

1500

Axial Strain %

Effective Axial Stress (Pa)

Axial Strain %

Effective Axial
Stress (Pa)

Axial Strain %

Effective Axial
Stress (Pa)

-0.214216164

1099.287126

-0.207317073

611.8131539

-0.158606344

1685.690818

-0.306718598

1099.287126

-0.31097561

605.5111105

-0.262610504

1682.152417

-0.401655307

1102.839471

-0.414634146

604.5111105

-0.366614665

1667.802235

-0.501460565

1090.985082

-0.521341463

608.0634559

-0.473218929

1671.340636

-0.596397274

1101.839471

-0.618902439

611.8131539

-0.577223089

1671.340636
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-0.698636806

1100.287126

-0.722560976

608.0634559

-0.683827353

1667.802235

-0.79600779

1096.73478

-0.826219512

601.9587651

-0.787831513

1667.802235

-0.888510224

1095.73478

-0.932926829

608.0634559

-0.889235569

1666.802235

-0.985881207

1091.985082

-1.036585366

600.9587651

-0.995839834

1667.802235

-1.078383642

1089.432737

-1.140243902

604.5111105

-1.099843994

1666.802235

-1.185491723

1096.73478

-1.240853659

608.0634559

-1.206448258

1685.690818

-1.282862707

1091.985082

-1.347560976

601.9587651

-1.310452418

1691.964198

-1.372930867

1106.391817

-1.451219512

612.8131539

-1.414456578

1696.502599

-1.472736125

1146.059674

-1.554878049

619.9178448

-1.510660426

1815.039033

-1.562804284

1221.843043

-1.658536585

655.0333567

-1.606864275

1922.763686

-1.660175268

1278.46998

-1.756097561

741.4737622

-1.708268331

1998.052996

-1.755111977

1327.242529

-1.844512195

865.0296797

-1.809672387

2066.265504

-1.850048685

1377.764775

-1.945121951

926.2089622

-1.911076443

2123.666232

-1.947419669

1422.734676

-2.042682927

986.5855972

-2.012480499

2198.15212

-2.035053554

1466.954878

-2.143292683

1040.660189

-2.113884555

2238.664265

-2.137293087

1513.727427

-2.240853659

1095.73478

-2.210088404

2298.603393

-2.229795521

1552.395284

-2.338414634

1163.216106

-2.314092564

2335.577137

-2.332035054

1600.167832

-2.43902439

1199.134266

-2.41549662

2389.439463

-2.426971762

1643.585387

-2.533536585

1254.208857

-2.51950078

2449.378592

-2.52677702

1697.462627

-2.634146341

1308.283449

-2.618304732

2499.702517

-2.619279455

1739.880182

-2.728658537

1361.358041

-2.722308892

2550.829865

-2.714216164

1780.350687

-2.829268293

1398.473552

-2.823712949

2596.615389

-2.814021422

1826.320587

-2.926829268

1452.548144

-2.925117005

2643.204336

-2.906523856

1873.093136

-3.027439024

1492.216001

-3.026521061

2700.605064

-3.003894839

1917.313338

-3.12804878

1542.540895

-3.127925117

2747.390588

-3.103700097

1953.42885

-3.225609756

1584.761098

-3.226729069

2802.252915

-3.198636806

1996.649053

-3.326219512

1624.428955

-3.330733229

2851.380262

-3.291139241

2035.31691

-3.426829268

1668.649158

-3.432137285

2923.327749

-3.386075949

2078.537113

-3.527439024

1704.76467

-3.533541342

2967.378295

-3.473709834

2113.10028

-3.631097561

1750.537218

-3.634945398

3023.779023

-3.568646543

2157.872828

-3.731707317

1784.100385

-3.73374935

3081.17975

-3.663583252

2198.540685

-3.832317073

1808.361508

-3.83775351

3136.042077

-3.753651412

2230.906499

-3.93597561

1829.872933

-3.939157566

3193.442804

-3.855890944

2266.022011

-4.036585366

1856.134056

-4.040561622

3250.843532

-3.94352483

2298.387825

-4.143292683

1877.842834

-4.144565783

3302.167457

-4.043330088

2332.950992

-4.243902439

1902.906604

-4.245969839

3343.218003

-4.140701071

2357.014762

-4.347560976

1923.615382

-4.347373895

3405.353709

-4.23563778

2403.984663

-4.448170732

1928.167727

-4.448777951

3440.130875

-4.330574489

2429.245786

-4.548780488

1956.981196

-4.552782111

3494.993201

-4.423076923

2465.163945

-4.652439024

1982.242319

-4.654186167

3530.966945

-4.518013632

2496.727112

-4.75304878

2007.503442

-4.758190328

3570.479089

-4.615384615

2534.645271

-4.856707317

2018.357831

-4.859594384

3606.256255

-4.717624148

2565.208438

-4.954268293

2039.869256

-4.963598544

3646.7684

-4.807692308

2594.021906

-5.057926829

2054.27599

-5.067602704

3673.468764

-4.90993184

2627.38772

-5.158536585

2068.682724

-5.16900676

3710.442507

-5

2652.648843

-5.262195122

2075.984768

-5.275611024

3742.681272
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-5.099805258

2680.462312

-5.359756098

2100.245891

-5.379615185

3763.304834

-5.194741967

2712.828126

-5.466463415

2093.943848

-5.486219449

3784.928395

-5.294547225

2746.391292

-5.570121951

2100.245891

-5.590223609

3817.16716

-5.396786758

2767.902717

-5.673780488

2115.652625

-5.696827873

3832.517342

-5.486854917

2799.465884

-5.774390244

2126.507014

-5.803432137

3854.140904

-5.584225901

2820.977309

-5.875

2130.059359

-5.904836193

3868.491086

-5.676728335

2840.133741

-5.975609756

2132.611705

-6.008840354

3896.191449

-5.778967868

2849.790778

-6.079268293

2148.018439

-6.112844514

3907.806652

-5.871470302

2879.604246

-6.179878049

2174.279562

-6.219448778

3918.618433

-5.966407011

2898.760678

-6.283536585

2181.581606

-6.323452938

3932.968615

-6.066212269

2927.574147

-6.384146341

2192.238642

-6.430057202

3940.241995

-6.166017527

2940.980881

-6.481707317

2199.540685

-6.536661466

3954.592177

-6.258519961

2958.939961

-6.585365854

2217.499765

-6.643265731

3965.403958

-6.35345667

2978.096393

-6.68597561

2231.906499

-6.747269891

3982.292541

-6.450827653

2997.607818

-6.786585366

2235.656197

-6.851274051

3985.830942

-6.548198637

3005.909862

-6.890243902

2250.062932

-6.960478419

3996.642723

-6.64556962

3019.316596

-6.990853659

2252.615277

-7.064482579

4022.804685

-6.742940604

3037.275676

-7.091463415

2257.167622

-7.168486739

4018.266284

-6.845180136

3045.380366

-7.195121951

2260.719968

-7.277691108

4032.616466

-6.935248296

3055.234755

-7.295731707

2275.126702

-7.381695268

4043.231669

-7.037487829

3068.089144

-7.399390244

2275.126702

-7.488299532

4051.505049

-7.129990263

3076.943533

-7.49695122

2278.8764

-7.594903796

4062.31683

-7.224926972

3081.495878

-7.600609756

2274.126702

-7.693707748

4064.855231

-7.322297955

3084.048224

-7.762195122

2269.574357

-7.802912116

4080.205413

-7.412366115

3092.350267

-7.838414634

2288.533436

-7.909516381

4054.04345

-7.512171373

3098.454958

-7.914634146

2288.533436

-8.016120645

4065.855231

-7.609542356

3100.454958

-8.024390244

2289.533436

-8.117524701

4075.667012

-7.702044791

3114.861692

-8.131097561

2296.83548

-8.226729069

4087.478793

-7.801850049

3109.309347

-8.228658537

2292.283134

-8.333333333

4090.017194

-7.901655307

3110.309347

-8.335365854

2300.387825

-8.439937598

4097.093996

-7.99902629

3112.861692

-8.429878049

2311.242214

-8.546541862

4112.444178

-8.091528724

3120.163736

-8.533536585

2314.794559

-8.653146126

4119.717557

-8.188899708

3128.465779

-8.634146341

2307.689869

-8.757150286

4126.794359

-8.286270691

3133.018125

-8.740853659

2307.689869

-8.86375455

4141.144541

-8.390944499

3142.872513

-8.841463415

2307.689869

-8.970358814

4151.956322

-8.478578384

3132.018125

-8.945121951

2314.794559

-9.074362975

4161.768103

-8.575949367

3132.018125

-9.042682927

2318.544257

-9.180967239

4165.306504

-8.680623174

3136.57047

-9.146341463

2318.544257

-9.287571503

4179.656686

-8.775559883

3138.122815

-9.24695122

2311.242214

-9.391575663

4190.468467

-8.877799416

3142.872513

-9.347560976

2314.794559

-9.500780031

4198.741847

-8.967867575

3146.424859

-9.451219512

2314.794559

-9.607384295

4195.006868

-9.065238559

3154.52955

-9.554878049

2318.544257

-9.71398856

4198.741847

-9.162609542

3153.52955

-9.655487805

2311.242214

-9.820592824

4209.35705

-9.264849075

3166.936284

-9.759146341

2314.794559

-9.924596984

4216.63043

-9.369522882

3163.383938

-9.859756098

2311.242214

-10.03120125

4223.903809

-9.459591042

3186.092716

-9.966463415

2311.242214

-10.1326053

4233.519012
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-9.564264849

3186.092716

-10.06707317

2299.387825

-10.24180967

4234.519012

-9.661635833

3190.645062

-10.17073171

2292.283134

-10.34581383

4252.604173

-9.759006816

3200.49945

-10.27439024

2283.981091

-10.4524181

4262.219376

-9.853943525

3205.051796

-10.37804878

2287.533436

-10.55642226

4266.954355

-9.956183057

3207.604141

-10.47865854

2296.83548

-10.66562663

4273.031157

-10.04868549

3218.45853

-10.57621951

2289.533436

-10.76963079

4290.91974

-10.14605648

3222.010876

-10.67987805

2293.283134

-10.87623505

4302.731521

-10.24586173

3221.010876

-10.78353659

2293.283134

-10.98283931

4298.19312

-10.34566699

3229.312919

-10.88719512

2306.689869

-11.08684347

4334.166863

-10.44303797

3228.312919

-10.99085366

2311.242214

-11.19344774

4327.893484

-10.53554041

3226.760573

-11.10060976

2291.283134

-11.2974519

4345.782066

-10.62804284

3232.865264

-11.19817073

2295.83548

-11.40665627

4352.055446

-10.73028238

3235.41761

-11.30182927

2291.283134

-11.51326053

4356.593847

-10.82521908

3235.41761

-11.40243902

2293.283134

-11.61466459

4363.867227

-10.92502434

3244.719653

-11.50609756

2295.83548

-11.72126885

4367.405628

-11.02239533

3240.167308

-11.60670732

2295.83548

-11.82527301

4378.217409

-11.11489776

3239.167308

-11.71036585

2287.533436

-11.93447738

4396.105992

-11.20983447

3249.824344

-11.81097561

2292.283134

-12.03848154

4398.644393

-11.312074

3261.678733

-11.91158537

2281.428745

-12.1424857

4402.379372

-11.40944499

3258.126387

-12.0152439

2274.126702

-12.24908996

4416.729554

-11.50925024

3272.533122

-12.11890244

2268.022011

-12.35569423

4428.344757

-11.61148978

3265.231078

-12.2195122

2268.022011

-12.46229849

4424.806356

-11.70399221

3276.085467

-12.32012195

2256.167622

-12.56630265

4427.344757

-11.80866602

3277.085467

-12.42073171

2246.313234

-12.67030681

4439.156538

-11.90847128

3280.835165

-12.52439024

2257.167622

-12.77171087

4439.156538

-12.01071081

3282.387511

-12.625

2250.062932

-12.88091524

4445.429917

-12.10808179

3282.387511

-12.72560976

2242.760888

-12.9875195

4449.968318

-12.2030185

3290.492201

-12.83231707

2239.208543

-13.08892356

4449.968318

-12.30525803

3286.939856

-12.93292683

2239.208543

-13.19292772

4459.780099

-12.40019474

3290.492201

-13.03658537

2235.656197

-13.29693188

4461.780099

-12.5

3287.939856

-13.13719512

2239.208543

-13.40353614

4466.856901

-12.59737098

3289.492201

-13.24390244

2230.906499

-13.51014041

4477.668682

-12.69474197

3279.835165

-13.3445122

2216.499765

-13.61414457

4485.942062

-12.79211295

3283.387511

-13.44817073

2217.499765

-13.72334893

4484.942062

-12.89435248

3284.387511

-13.54878049

2221.05211

-13.82475299

4500.292244

-12.99659202

3283.387511

-13.65243902

2217.499765

-13.93395736

4503.830645

-13.09639727

3289.492201

-13.75304878

2220.05211

-14.03796152

4514.642426

-13.19863681

3290.492201

-13.85670732

2212.94742

-14.14456578

4517.180827

-13.29600779

3301.34659

-13.96036585

2213.94742

-14.25117005

4525.454207

-13.39581305

3301.34659

-14.06402439

2205.645376

-14.35777431

4531.531009

-13.48831548

3303.898936

-14.16463415

2209.395074

-14.46177847

4535.06941

-13.59542356

3303.898936

-14.2652439

2224.801808

-14.56578263

4550.419592

-13.69279455

3308.648634

-14.36890244

2224.801808

-14.6723869

4554.15457

-13.79503408

3307.648634

-14.46646341

2224.801808

-14.77639106

4561.231372

-13.88997079

3308.648634

-14.57317073

2223.801808

-14.88299532

4568.504752

-13.99221032

3312.200979

-14.67378049

2231.906499

-14.98439938

4567.504752
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-14.08714703

3315.753324

-14.78353659

2223.801808

-14.18695229

3314.753324

-14.88414634

2222.801808

-14.281889

3311.200979

-14.98170732

2222.801808

-14.38412853

3315.753324

-14.48393379

3327.607713

-14.58617332

3326.607713

-14.67867575

3330.160059

-14.78334956

3333.712404

-14.87341772

3325.607713

-14.97565725

3325.607713

	
  
	
  
Sample Number

T100_364_C2B_59r3_3

T100_362_C2B_59r3_2

T100_341_C2B_59r3_1

Initial Height (mm)

37.06

36.28

48.09

Initial Diameter (mm)

25.05

27

24.7

Seal Friction (Pa)

500

500

500

Strain rate
(micron/minute)

0.0016

0.0016

0.0016

Pp(Pa)

500

500

500

Pc Effective (Pa)

500

2000

1500

Axial Strain %

Effective Axial Stress (Pa)

Axial Strain %

Effective Axial
Stress (Pa)

Axial Strain %

Effective Axial
Stress (Pa)

-0.181057744

126

-1.419514884

1988

-0.426284051

1475

-0.270372369

179

-1.496968026

2099

-0.48305261

1724

-0.375607124

248

-1.570011025

2216

-0.543980037

1928

-0.48300054

320

-1.640848953

2294

-0.625077979

2107

-0.579600648

381

-1.708654906

2387

-0.720731961

2295

-0.663788451

404

-1.772050717

2484

-0.823663963

2467

-0.743928764

461

-1.84399118

2576

-0.913703473

2640

-0.812196438

525

-1.923649394

2655

-0.997088792

2789

-0.893146249

573

-2.023428886

2752

-1.064462466

2959

-0.987857528

603

-2.106119074

2841

-1.138074444

3109

-1.08877496

658

-2.187982359

2926

-1.211894365

3290

-1.192930383

709

-2.274807056

3005

-1.298606779

3434

-1.283594172

745

-2.388919515

2963

-1.39841963

3571

-1.356179169

802

-2.467199559

3079

-1.482012892

3735

-1.425526174

859

-2.54244763

3163

-1.567893533

3882

-1.498111171

923

-2.626240353

3269

-1.650447078

4064
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-1.597949271

950

-2.712238148

3371

-1.73154502

4203

-1.707501349

1022

-2.799338479

3439

-1.821584529

4348

-1.801133297

1080

-2.875689085

3523

-1.9286754

4530

-1.900971398

1133

-2.946527012

3633

-2.021002287

4662

-1.991365353

1190

-3.011025358

3721

-2.099604907

4810

-2.075553157

1266

-3.068081588

3808

-2.175088376

4985

-2.167296276

1314

-3.146361632

3902

-2.255354544

5121

-2.237722612

1393

-3.223814774

4012

-2.34040341

5255

-2.304910955

1452

-3.303472988

4106

-2.426491994

5401

-2.366972477

1551

-3.382855568

4226

-2.50904554

5554

-2.441716136

1626

-3.47216097

4301

-2.598253275

5701

-2.530221263

1688

-3.547409041

4412

-2.687461011

5856

-2.628980032

1768

-3.624586549

4512

-2.773341651

5999

-2.726929304

1849

-3.69983462

4636

-2.857766687

6158

-2.805720453

1946

-3.762127894

4749

-2.942815554

6319

-2.881543443

2043

-3.825523705

4865

-3.021418174

6467

-2.966810577

2124

-3.885887541

4963

-3.099396964

6599

-3.036157582

2212

-3.954520397

5073

-3.183614057

6720

-3.116028063

2294

-4.020121279

5192

-3.262216677

6855

-3.190771722

2384

-4.085722161

5297

-3.355583281

7007

-3.271721533

2484

-4.156560088

5423

-3.455188189

7140

-3.367512142

2561

-4.235115766

5522

-3.553337492

7267

-3.442255801

2656

-4.304851158

5617

-3.661883968

7391

-3.511602806

2748

-4.373759647

5738

-3.740486588

7521

-3.57582299

2861

-4.442392503

5845

-3.829694323

7631

-3.630599029

2940

-4.507993385

5950

-3.925348305

7732

-3.709390178

3026

-4.573594267

6087

-4.025161156

7820

-3.790339989

3136

-4.632579934

6194

-4.120815138

7851

-3.877765785

3214

-4.698180816

6294

-4.301517987

7606

-3.972477064

3288

-4.774531422

6426

-4.496153046

7562

-4.067188343

3356

-4.849779493

6527

-4.599085049

7642

-4.154344307

3439

-4.931367144

6643

-4.693907257

7659

-4.240690772

3503

-5.012127894

6762

-4.821168642

7672

-4.321640583

3521

-5.078555678

6880

-4.936369308

7717

-4.393146249

3586

-5.14415656

7002

-5.049906425

7726

-4.477334053

3620

-5.206449835

7115

-5.183614057

7710

-4.573124663

3639

-5.269845645

7238

-5.316697858

7728

-4.6856449

3629

-5.335446527

7356

-5.428571429

7726

-4.816243929

3552

-5.402149945

7474

-5.546891246

7733

-4.907717215

3590

-5.475192944

7591

-5.709710959

7724

-5.023475445

3558

-5.548235943

7686

-5.833021418

7727

-5.134916352

3495

-5.623484013

7814

-5.953836556

7747

-5.256880734

3376

-5.693219405

7916

-6.088375962

7731

-5.374797625

3324

-5.770672547

8009

-6.223747141

7759

-5.513491635

3263

-5.851157663

8109

-6.333957164

7762

-5.59875877

3329

-5.940463065

8186

-6.484092327

7779
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-5.694549379

3322

-6.028665932

8288

-6.604075691

7781

-5.780895845

3323

-6.112458655

8380

-6.711790393

7774

-5.879654614

3301

-6.199558986

8447

-6.811603244

7816

-5.966001079

3352

-6.285556781

8547

-6.936369308

7840

-6.067997841

3350

-6.372381477

8588

-7.070908713

7825

-6.177549919

3313

-6.457276736

8630

-7.212102308

7812

-6.283594172

3294

-6.557331863

8590

-7.340195467

7817

-6.399352402

3267

-6.674476295

8538

-7.451237263

7864

-6.51295197

3248

-6.769018743

8567

-7.559783739

7874

-6.604425256

3285

-6.873208379

8618

-7.651486796

7892

-6.732865623

3191

-6.965545755

8672

-7.770638386

7915

-6.832703724

3172

-7.064498346

8733

-7.913287586

7929

-6.937938478

3146

-7.178335171

8748

-8.065710127

7965

-7.012682137

3208

-7.284729879

8755

-8.199417758

8014

-7.106314085

3161

-7.366593164

8811

-8.312954876

8072

-7.185375067

3245

-7.456725469

8827

-8.4183822

8074

-7.273610362

3304

-7.553472988

8860

-8.527760449

8090

-7.376686454

3359

-7.649117971

8886

-8.682678311

8083

-7.500809498

3290

-7.743660419

8909

-8.818049491

8133

-7.61872639

3267

-7.822216097

8905

-8.942191724

8130

-7.731246627

3296

-7.904906284

8918

-9.056352672

8155

-7.819481921

3265

-7.993109151

8952

-9.175712206

8141

-7.904749056

3304

-8.108048512

8941

-9.286754003

8155

-8.000539665
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3635
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8873
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3653
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3696
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3741
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